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STATION 12,000 MILES 
6 WF 

PERTH 

WITH THE 

IN THE BROADCAST BAND 
NEWPORT. 

TENN. 

DELUXE RECEIVER 

SUPER POWER of the New 
V Twelve -Tube Lincoln DeLuxe 
SW -33, coupled with the new Lin- 
coln developments, guarantees to 
you real radio reception of unlimited 
distance. 

If you have never tuned the new 
Lincoln, you have missed the treat 
of your life. 

Just tune to a European station 
which ordinarily fades completely out 
at times, and note how the Lincoln 
new automatic volume control holds 
the signal at a perfect level. 

Watch the signal indicator regis- 
ter the weakest signal, and then tune 
to the exact center of the carrier 
wave with absolute precision. 

When you wish to tune late at 
night, open up the sensitivity con- 
trol wide, with power to reach any 
distance, and reduce volume control 
to a whisper. 

Throw in the 53 to 1 ratio on 

the dial for ease in tuning high 
frequencies. 

Open up the volume control to the 
limit and shake the floor with the 
tremendous amplification, without 
distortion. 

Listen to the heavy bass vibratory 
notes produced by the use of the 
push -pull detector followed by two 
stages of push -pull audio and repro- 
duced in the finest auditorium type 
speaker we can procure. 

Note the high sensitivity provided 
by four tuned stages of intermediate 
amplification -just tune in a foreign 
station -you will want the volume 
control opened only a few degrees. 

Just note what a recent Lincoln 
owner in Java (a country with ex- 

tremely bad weather conditions, and 
mineral deposits, making high noise 
interference) says about the new 
Lincoln: "Foreign stations come in 
very loudly. Paris, Rome, Zeesen, 

Konigswusterhausen, Chelmsford and 
a score of other European stations 
come in clearly; Sydney, Queensland 
and Melbourne from Australia can 
be received with great volume; 
JIAA from Japan is consistently 
heard, while Pittsburgh and Sche- 
nectady have been received. Also 
on the broadcast band daily recep- 
tion can be had from several Euro- 
pean stations, Japan, Manila and 
China. I have heard of no other set 
that can equal your Lincoln." 

Owners of the first Lincoln mod- 
els are still proud of their perform- 
ance. 

BATTERY RECEIVER uses ten 
(10) two -volt tubes, and can be used 
in connection with the Air Cell or 
storage batteries. 

Mail the coupon for Laboratory 
information and price. New York 
City territory write Valentine G. 
Hush, Division Drive, Dobbs Ferry, 
N. Y. 

LINCOLN RADTO CORPORATION 
Dept. N -12, 329 S. Wood St., Chicago, Ill. 
Please send information on A.C. D.C. receivers. 

Name 

Address 

City 
Print name and address plainly 

State 

LINCOLN 
Deluxe Receivers 
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RECEPTjp 

in/ ilk/ 
with the New 

15-550 METER 

SCOTT 
ALL-WAVE 
Oehtx& 

SCOTT -TRAVEL to the ends of the earth! Spin the 
whole globe's wealth of entertainment into your 

own home with the twirl of a dial. True single 

dial control does it - no trimmers or auxiliary 

dials, no fussing with plug -in or tapped coils. 

Here is performance so perfected that this re- 

ceiver is GUARANTEED to bring in foreign 

stations, 10,000 miles or more away, with full 

loud speaker volume in all seasons, every week 

throughout the year. 

Guarantee Based on 

History's Most impressive 
Verified Chicago reception, by a SCOTT ALL - 
WAVE operating under ordinary home condi- 
tions, of every scheduled program broadcast over 
a whole year's time from VK2ME, Sydney, Aus- 
tralia -more than 9,500 miles away more 
than 19,000 logs of foreign stations submitted 
by SCOTT ALL -WAVE owners this year . 
are but two of many accomplishments. 

It takes advanced, precision engineering -labo- 
ratory technique in custom construction -a back- 
ground of nearly a decade of experience in build- 
ing superfine receivers - to make such records 
possible, and to permit such a guarantee. 

Yet here it is! Try it yourself. Thrill to the 
reception of stations in England- France -Ger- 
many -Spain- Italy -South America- far -off 
Australia. Listen in on gabbing telephony ama- 
teurs -hear land -to -plane messages- foreign news 
flashes on the short waves -a dozen and one new 
radio thrills await you. Get American, Canadian 
and Mexican stations you've) never dreamed were 
on the air. Get them all -even those thou- 
sands of miles away -with full loud speaker vol- 
ume and lifelike fidelity of tone. Tone so perfect 

Radio Performance Record 
that, in studio tests, music critics fail to distin- 
guish between the actual playing of a hidden pian- 
ist, and the SCOTT ALL -WAVE DELUXE 
reproduction of a pianist's broadcast program. 

Such performance results from micrometer - 
measured accuracy in custom building. It testifies 
to the incorporation of every worthwhile develop- 
ment in radio, plus many exclusive innovations 
made by Scott engineers. These betterments in- 
dude full automatic volume control; visual tun- 
ing; the ultimate in selectivity; highest degree of 
sensitivity ever developed in a radio receiver; low- 
est known noise level of reception; new Class "A" 
linear amplification giving tremendous volume 
without distortion; new -type tubes; many other 
absorbingly interesting technical achievements. 

Still, with all these superiorities, a SCOTT 
ALL -WAVE DELUXE costs no more than 
many models of ordinary receivers. And it is the 
only receiver with an iron -clad warranty. Every 
part (except tubes) is guaranteed for five years 
against breakage or service failure, instead of 
the ordinary 90 -day period. 

Learn about this new wonder of the radio 
world! The set that not only gets 'round -the- 
globe reception, but that is used around the 
world -Scott owners in 75 different foreign 
countries enjoy this remarkable performance. 
The whole story of the SCOTT ALL -WAVE 
DELUXE is the most vitally interesting news 
of radio quality, performance and value ever 
published. Get it today! Mail the coupon be- 

low for complete information, including tech- 
nical data, performance proofs and everything 
you want to know. 

SEND COUPON NOW FOR PROOF 
r 

E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
4450 Ravenswood Avenue Dept. N -122 CHICAGO, ILL. 

E. H. SCOTT RADIO 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

4450 Ravenswood Ave., 
Dept.N -122, Chicago, Illinois 

Send me complete information 
about the New Scott All -Wave 
Deluxe Receiver, including techni- 
cal details, performance proofs, 
prices, etc. This request is not to 
obligate me in any way. 

Address _ I 

City..- _ -..._ 

State W.fammli 
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(Qa) $ It's just as true -or even truer -in business as in sport. The man 
with real, practical TRAINING is the one to win. Now that busi- 
ness is returning to normal there's going to be a harder race to 
win the prizes of big -pay jobs, independence and a future, than 
ever before. Are you "all set" to race? Have you the necessary 
TRAINING to bring you in among the winners ! If not, DON'T 
WAIT ! Get the training NOW while there's still time! 

Get Your Training for Work /ork in Profitable 

RADIO»TELEVISION 
in the Great Coyne School in Only I O Weeks 
Here's the most fascinating, fastest -growing field in the 
world today. In Radio there are thousands of jobs pay- 
ing BIG MONEY -up to $50 a week and more. COYNE 
TRAINING fits you to hold better jobs -prepare to be 
a Designer, Inspector or Tester . .. a Radio Salesman. 
Service or Installation Man ... Operator or Manager 
of a Broadcasting Station ... a Wireless Operator on 
a Ship or Airplane ... Coyne trains you, too, for Talk- 

ing Picture and Television and Sound Work! In just a 
few short weeks, by exclusive Coyne methods, you are 
trained for a future that holds marvelous opportunities 
for top -notch salaries, or for a business of your own 
and real independence. Find out about this great game - 
get all particulars -see how simple it is for any ambi- 
tious man to get into it with the help of this great, na. 
tionally- recognized school. 

LEARN BY DOING -NO BOOK STUDY 
When you come to COYNE for training you start right 
in doing practical, interestingwork on the greatest lay- 
out of Radio, Television and Sound Equipment you ever 
dreamed of seeing. Scores of the most up -to- minute 
Radio Receivers, real Broadcasting Equipment, latest 
Television Apparatus, Talking Picture and Sound Re- 
production Equipment, Code Practice Equipment, etc., 
are here for you to use and learn by actual operation, 
servicing and repair. Previous experience or advanced 
education isn't needed. The useless theory -the tedious 
book study -is cut out by COYNE methods. We re- 
place it with actual practice and experience in modern, 
completely equipped shops in our own huge building. 
The result is that you get more training in 10 weeks at 
COYNE than you ordinarily could in long months of 
tiresome book study. 

Earn as You Learn We'll Help You 
Don't let lack of ready cash hold you back in getting the TRAINING 
you must have to be a winner. Many COYNE students make all or a 
good share of their living expenses while going to school. If you need 
that kind of help just let me know. We run an efficient Employment 
Service to help you get spare -time employment while you are here -and 
that aids you in finding full -time jobs whenever you need them during 
your whole life. COYNE has been training men for nearly a THIRD 
OF A CENTURY -its value has been tested and proven by thousands 
of men who are now successful and happy. YOU can have a future 
like that-YOU can be one of the winners in the race of life. Why 
not learn how easy it is? 

SEND NOW FOR BIG FREE BOOK 
Just mail the Coupon! It will bring you a thrilling big book, illus- 
trated with actual photographs taken in COYNE SHOPS and showing 
how our methods TRAIN you so practically that employers are glad 
to have you if you have a background of COYNE TRAINING. This 
book tells you everything you want to know about the tremendous RA- 
DIO FIELD- describes the vast opportunities that exist in it -tells 
about the future in it for men who know. It's a book of FACTS that 
is more fascinating than fiction. You'll enjoy every word of it -and it 
may be the means of starting you on a real, successful, prosperous 
Career. GET IT AT ONCE. Just mail the coupon I 

COYN 
500 S. Paulina St., 

EH. C. LEWIS, President Founded 1899 

Dept.92 -8C CHICAGO, ILL. 

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 

H. C. Lewis, President, 
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School, 
500 S. Paulina St.. Dept. 92-13C. Chicago, Ill. 
Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your Big. FREE Radio Book, and tell me how I 
can get the TRAINING that will make me a WINNER. 
NAME..» 
ADDRESS 
CITY- STATE. 
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Hear the 
World's Best 
Programs from 
Everywhere! This new 16 -tube 

ALL -WAVE set 
is the master stroke 
of Midwest radio 

achievements. In designing this set, not a single im- 
portant feature has been omitted. Sixteen NEW TYPE 
TUBES give greater power, greater range, finer sensi- 
tivity, amazing selectivity which assures performance 
unequalled by any radio regardless of cost. 
No extra dial -no short -wave converter -no trimmers 
or auxiliary units of any kind. One big, complete 
chassis with all the new refinements and improvements 
that make Midwest 1933 Rádios miles ahead of the best 
sets ever produced. 
Remember, this is an ALL -WAVE set, giving you not 
only U. S. broadcasts, but Police, Airplanes, Ships 
at Sea and, under favorable conditions, foreign 
Short Waves -the WHOLE WORLD 
of radio with one set, controlled by one 
dial. Think of the pleasure of tuning in 
London, Paris, Berlin, Rome, Havana, 
Mexico City, Sydney, Australia, and 
many other stations all around the 
world. 
Don't buy any radio until you 
set all the facts about this 
Midwest 16-Tube marvel 
which Is sold direct tram 
the factory. saving you 
50% to 50ge. Mail 
the Coupon on opposite 
Oase. or write us a / 
.ostaL 

Long Wave 

Short Wave 

Police 
Amateur 

I f y o u 
want the out- 

standing radio 
value of all time 

send for catalog NOW 
so you can rush your 

order for this Midwest 16- 
tube sensation. 

Such features as the STATOMIT 
tuning Silencer, the COLOR -LITE 

Wave Band Selector, Late4 Class "B" 
Power Amplifier, DUAL SPEAKERS, a 

single DUAL -RATIO Dial combined with 
sixteen NEW -TYPE TUBES gives you radio 

performance such as the world has never known 
previous to the development of this amazing Midwest 

set. If you want the best, the fullest power, the great 
est range, the smoothest performance on any of the four 

wave bands, by all meatus choose this marvelous 16 -tube set. 
Nothing has been overlooked and nothing important omitted in 

the new Midwest 16 -tube ALL -WAVE A. C. sets. You'll be 
amazed and delighted with the volume, the ease of control, the 

amazing clarity of reproduction and the absence of frying and cracking 
noises. Such radio reception has never before been known. This 16 -tube 

set positively offers more features, more improvements, more refinements 
than sets selling in retail stores at two to three times Midwest's low factory 

prices. Don't buy a set of any kind until you get the big new Midwest catalog. 
Mail the coupon now. Learn how you can save 30% to 50% direct from the 

factory -and buy on easy tern, to suit your convenience. 

All 
The New 

1933 Features 
Stat -Omit Tuning Silencer 
Class "B" Amplification 
Color -Lite Wave Band Selector 
Acoustically Matched Dual 

Speakers 
Full Band Automatic Volume 

Control 
Dual Power -Two separate 

transformers 
Dual Ratio Dial 
New Type Tubes 
71/2 K. C. Selectivity 
Complete Scientific Shielding 
18 Tuned Circuits, 9 in cascade 
15 to 550 Meter Tuning Range 
Image Frequency Suppressor 
Fractional Microvolt Sensitivity 
Full- Floating Variable Condenser 
True Tone Reproduction 
Improved Super- Heterodyne 

Circuit 
Positive Tone Control 
Thermal Safety Fuse 
Duo Diode Detection 
I ,,,C (1fs, rating (foi -1 

MIDWEST RADIO CORP44 
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Completely 
Assembled 

with 
Lorqe 
Dual 

Speakers 

325 

.flll- Wave 
IS to SSO Meters 

Complete Line of Con. 
The big new Midwest catalog shows 
gorgeous line of artistic consoles in 
the new six -leg designs. Mail the 
coupon now. Get all the facts. 
Learn how you can save 30% to 
50% on a big, powerful radio by 

ordering direct from the 
factory. 

TEIt1iS 
as low as 

$5.00 
DOWN 

30 ' Days FREE TRIAL, right in 
your own home, assures you complete satisfac- 
tion. Thousands upon thousands of delighted 
Midwest owners all over the U. S. are daily enjoy- 
ing the world's finest radio programs because of 
Midwest's revolutionary policy of selling direct 
from the factory at bed -rock prices -and on easy 
terms. But don't judge quality by price. Even 
tho we offer unbelievably low prices Midwest Radios 
are of the very highest quality and positively guar- 
anteed. Furthermore, we back our guarantee with 
30 DAYS FREE TRIAL right in your own home. 
When you buy front Midwest you deal with one of 
the old -established pioneer radio builders who have 
been selling quality sets all over the world for more 
than twelve years. Mail the coupon or write us a 
postal for new 1933 catalog, easy terms and low 
factory prices. 

0 N 
Read 
titis letter! 

Deal Direct With Factory! 
SAVE Don't be satisfied with less than a Midwest 

16 -tube A. C. radio. A receiver covering 
only the regular broadcast waves is only 
half a set. Improvements in short -wave pro- 
grams have made ordinary broadcast sets 
obsolete. The Midwest gives you regular, 
foreign, police and amateur broadcasts - 
both long and short wave -in one single dial 
set. No converter or any extra units re- 

L I' TO 

50 

"During the past week I logged the following: ETA 
Pontoise, Franre; UM: Rugby, England ; HVJ Vatican City. 
Italy ; XDA Mexico City: VK2MK Sydney. Australia YEOGW 
Bowmanville. Canada ; 12110. Home. Italy : GJSW Chelmsford, Eng- 
land; CUA and VEIiDIt Drummondville. Canada. Also picked up many 
a meteor and airport station.: from all over United States. Numerous ship. 
shore and transatlantic phones from both sides and an Hawaiian Test Station 

came in clear and sharp. Several Spanish and German speaking stations have 
also been received but not yet identified. Dave 
received every broadcast from FIA. morning and 

afternoon. for over a weck with wonderful 

/ tono and volume. The Midwest 

óethlit/ % a 
set is certainly one to be 

facts 

Trued Wm. S. 
Teter. R'nlerpark 
Florida. 
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The Editor 
A GLANCE at the cover this month 

reveals an addition to the name of 
the publication. The following an- 
nouncement explains this change. 

* * * 

BUILDING upon the firm foundation 
that RADIO NEWS has already estab- 
lished as the world's leading radio pub- 
lication, we have purchased and are 
combining with this December issue an- 
other radio magazine, The Radio Call 
Book Magazine and Technical Review, 
which in the past has been second in 
volume of circulation in the United 
States. We believe this to be a sig- 
nificant example of the growth of RADIO 
NEWS, combining as it does the interests 
of the two largest groups of radio read- 
ers in a single family. This, the first 
issue of the combined magazines, will 
contain the leading and most popular 
features of both publications and the 
added circulation and increased adver- 
tising revenue makes it possible to give 
our readers increased editorial value for 
their money. 

LEE ELLMAKER, Publisher. 
* * * 

THE Editors are therefore happy in 
welcoming to the fold all of the sub- 
scribers and newsstand readers 
of the Radio Call Book and 
Technical Review and in reiter- 
ating their promise to these new 
readers of faithful service in ob- 
taining for them the type of 
articles that will be valuable and 
helpful. Our policy will con- 
tinue, primarily, to give all the 
news of radio, new develop- 
ments, new experiments, new 
knowledge and new applications 
in the radio field, authoritatively 
and clearly. The Editors will 
appreciate hearing from readers, 
both new and old, as to their 
needs, their suggestions and con- 
structive criticisms. This has 
always been a feature of RADIO 
NEWS and our Editors want to make 
our readers feel "at home" and that this 
magazine is truly their own magazine. 

to You 
andria, Ohio. Donald Ransomer, secre- 
tary and treasurer, writes and tells us 
that the president is Byron Hollinger, 
with following officers: Andy Hinkle, 
vice -president; Donald Ransomer, sec- 
retary and treasurer; Emmet Hollinger, 
sergeant -at -arms. 

The boys in the society now have a 
complete clubhouse; exterior and inte- 
rior views are shown. Some of the 
members are taking radio courses with 
the Signal Corps at Fort Benjamin Har- 
rison in Indianapolis and at Camp Knox 
in Kentucky. All the boys are study- 
ing the fundamentals of radio and work- 

really the `berries.' It is a book that 
one can read and learn what is going on 
in the radio field today. It gives infor- 
mation on new sets, new tubes, new de- 
velopments. In reading through the 
book I found an article on just the sub- 
ject I had been looking for. " -George E. 
Lowrey, Brampton, Canada. 

* * * 

"I AM a well- advanced amateur and 
the owner of a well- equipped chemical 
and physical laboratory. I also service 
radio sets, but prefer to confine my ef- 
forts to experimental work. Recently I 
bought a copy of RADIO NEWS on the 
newsstand, and I liked it so well that I 
have followed it up ever since. I am, 
therefore, a new reader and a very satis- 
fied one. " -Thomas A. Callahan, New 
York City, N. Y. 

* * * 

"HAVING been a reader of RADIO 
NEWS only since last December, I would 
like to convey to you my appreciation 
of the contents of your publication. 
Although only a beginner in radio, there 
are a number of sections which are very 
interesting to me. And of course there 
are also some too advanced for my 
present knowledge. " -J. Gordon, Cotte- 

sloe, Western Australia. 

* * * 

of the Radio Call 
married on, 

in 

ing toward securing a government li- 
cense for an amateur station. 

* * * 

THE Editors feel that this increase in 
the number of young men becoming in- 
terested in radio is a sign -post pointing 
toward a greater future for the radio 
crience, art and industry. 

* *' * 

ire at,- in line a 

* * * 

"THE writer has just received 
the September issue of RADIO 
NEWS and the free technical 
booklets I requested. Since 
subscribing to your great maga- 
zine, I have obtained my present 
post as instructor in the Pitts- 
burgh School of Trades and the 
booklets were obtained having 
the interest of my students at 
heart." -James P. Jackson, Ra- 
dio Division, Pittsburgh School 
of Trades, Pittsburgh, Penna. 

* * 

"SINCE subscribing to RADIO 
NEWS, I will say there is no magazine 
on anybody's newsstand that fills the 
purposes of radio as RADIO NEWS does. 
Keep up the Service Bench; I always 
look for it first. Here is wishing you 
great success in the future. " -W. C. 
Mathews, Bessemer, Ala. 

* * * 

AND our friends have not forgotten 
us, for coming over the Editor's desk 
are many letters such as this: 
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RADIO NEWS LIBRARY SPECIAL OFFERS 

Mathematics in Radio 
DURING 1931 there was published in RADIO NEWS a series of articles describing the use and application of mathematics in radio, written authoritatively by Mr. J. E. Smith, President of the National Radio Insti- tute, of Washington, D. C. 

These articles begin with the simple rules of Arithmetic, and extend through Algebra, Geometry, and Trigonometry. Each subject is treated carefully, 

Special Offer No. 1- "Mathematics 
RADIO NE 

and in simple terms, clearly illustrated with easy -to -read diagrams and charts. 
At the insistent request of our readers, we have arranged to have these articles reprinted in booklet forms. one booklet of each subject. We are now prepared to offer the complete set as illustrated above FREE with 
each subscription for RADIO NEWS for 11 issues at the special price of V. 

in Radio" FREE with 11 issues of 
ws for $2 

Special Offer No. 2 

101 Radio Hook -Ups Now 25e 
Here's a big, attractively hound (Red Bristol) edition of the book that every man interested in radio has been eagerly looking fur! As its Name implies, this book contains complete diagrams and descriptions of the most popular types of receivers, short -wave transmitters, test apparatus and amplifiers or units thereof used in virtually every field of radio activity. Popular demand has resulted in the publishing of this edition, priced to meet the current market. 

Special Offer No. 3 
101 Radio Hook -Ups (FREE with subscription for 
RADIO NEWS for next 5 issues) for S1 

Special Offer No. 4 
Short -Wave Manual Now 25c 

(Regular price 50c) 
Experience the thrills of the Short Waves -of hearing Europe, Africa or Australia, direct as clearly as native stations. This big hook. replete with illustrations and how -to -build diagrams and plans crowded with 28 chapters by foremost S -\V authorities, represents the last word in authentic S -W data. Brings you more information than books selling at ten times its price. 

Special Offer No. 5 
Short -Wave Manual (FREE with subscription for 
RADIO NEWS for next 5 issues) for $1 

Special Offer No. 6 

1001 Radio Questions and Answers 
(Regular price S0c) Now 25c 

If you own a radio, you need this book. Everything you want to know about radio is in it, from "How to Kill Outside Radio Noises," to a clear description of the newest tubes and how to use then[. If you have a ques- tion on radio, here is your answer and a thousand more. 96 illustrated pages. Large, 9 by 12 inch size. Beautiful colored cover. 

Special Offer No. 7 
This book FREE with subscription for RADIO NEWS for 
next 5 issues for S1 

Special Offer No. 8 
Short Waves, by Leutz Now $1.50 

(Regular price S3) 
This is the most complete hook on short waves vet issued, published by Charles R. Leutz and Robert lt. Gable. The chanters on the propagation of short waves and directional antennas with their applications to the trans- atlantic radio links are the most complete of any yet available in hook form. Skip distance, useful range and how they are affected by day, night or season are exhaustively treated. Amateur and broadcast equipment. airplane radio. television and medical applications are among the other subiects covered. All the latest systems for the guiding of airplanes in fog. American and European television systems. the bloodless electric knife and many other late developments have here been brought together for the first time in a single volume. 

Special Offer No. 9 
How to Make Money in Radio Servicing 

Written by Zeh Bolick, especially for RADIO NEWS, this book is the answer 
to the burning question of the hour. Prepared after months of effort, and 
at great expense, it tells the radio serviceman how to make his business 
show a profit. And what is more important in times such as these? 
The active serviceman, and also the amateur experimenter who desires to turn his knowledge and experience into practical money -making channels, 
will find this book indispensable. It tells you how, and when, and why to 
do things. It is practical, up to the minute, and complete. 
This book is not for sale at any price. But, you do not need to pay for it- 
it is our gift to you, with a specially reduced price subscription for RADIO 
NEWS for the next 7 issues at $1. You save 75c over the newsstand price 
of the magazines, in addition to securing this book without extra cost. 

Special Offer No. 10 
Advertising Mat Service $1 

Servicemen and dealers will find the mats (nine in all) included in this advertising service will be very helpful and a big saving in connection with 
their newspaper advertising work. Each one of these has been tried and proven. For full description sec page 951, in the May, 1932, issue of 
RADIO NEWS. 

Special Offer No. 11 
Radio Trouble- Finder Now 15c 

(Formerly 25c) 
If you do not have a copy of this book in your radio library, here is your 
chance to get one at a saving. The Trouble- Finder is worth its weight in 
gold when your radio fails to perform when a big program is on. It tells 
you what to do to quickly find and repair the trouble. 

Special Offer No. 12 

23 Lessons in Radio (With the next 7 issues of 
RADIO NEWS) for $1 

Radio men, young and old, needing a reference book which contains the 
fundamental principles of radio -more experienced men wanting the latest 
dope on the essentials -all will find "23 Lessons in Radio" the answer! 

A Few of the Subjects Covered: 
Elementary Radio Theory -The Detector Tube -Construction of a Two - 
Stage Audio - Frequency Amplifier -How the Radio- Frequency Amplifier Works-A Short -Wave Receiver- Principles of Transmitting and Receiv- ing- Complete Chart of Standard Radio Symbols -How to Build R.F. 
Tuner -A Three -Stage Resistance Coupled Audio -Frequency Amplifier - 
The How and Why of B -Power Units- Breaking Into the Amateur Game- 
.A Code Test Outfit -Circuit, Constructional and Operating Details of a 
Low -Power Transmitter -How the Vacuum Tube Works- Battery Con- 
struction Details -How to Analyze Receiver Circuits. 
i- 

RADIO NEWS, Dept. 12, 222 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed find $ , covering special offers 

Book titles Subscription months - 

Begin subscription with issue. If renewal, check here D. 

Send to 

Address 

City. State 
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More Mone 

Broadcasting 
Stations employ 

trained men for jobs paying up 
to $5,000 a year. 

Television -the coming field of many 
great opportunities - is 
covered by my course. 

Spare time 
set servicing pays 

many N.R.I. men $2200 to $1,000 
a year. Full time men make as much 
as $50, $65, $75, a week. 

My book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," gives you full in- 
formation on the opportunities in Radio and explains how 
I train beginners at home to become Radio Experts and 
experienced service men for better Radio jobs- better pay. 
It's free. Clip and mail the coupon NOW. Radio's amaz- 
ing growth has made hundredes of fine jobs which pay 
$50, $60, $75, and as much as $100 a week. Many of these 
jobs lead to salaries as high as $125 and $150 a week. 

Radio -the Field with a Future 
Once or twice in a man's lifetime a new business is 

started in this country. You have seen how the men and 
young men who got into the automobile, motion picture, 
and other industries when they were started had the first 
chance at the big jobs -the $5,000, $10,000 and $15,000 a 
year jobs. Radio offers the same chance that made men 
rich in those businesses. It has already made many men 
independent and will make many more wealthy in the 
future. You will be kicking yourself if you pass up this 
once -in -a- lifetime opportunity for financial independence. 

Many Radio Experts make $50 to 
$100 a Week 

In the short space of a few years, 300,000 Radio jobs 
have been created, and thousands more will !;: made by 
its future development. Men with the right training -the 
kind of training I will give you in the N. R. I. Course - 
have stepped into Radio at 2 and 3 times their former 
salaries. Experienced service men as well as beginners 
praise N. R. I. training for what it has done for them. 

Many Make $5, $10, $15 a week extra 
in spare time almost at once 

My Course is world- famous as the one "that pays for 
itself." The day you enroll I send you material. which 
you should master quickly, for doing 28 Radio jobs com- 
mon in most every neighborhood. Throughout your Course 
I will show you how to do other repair and service jobs 
on the side for extra money. I will not only show you 
how to do the jobs, but how to get them. I'll give you 
the plans and ideas that have made $200 to $1,000 a year 
for N. R. I. men in their spare time. G. W. Page, 110 
Raleigh Apts., Nashville, Tenn., wrote me: "I made $935 
in my spare time while taking your Course." My book, 
"Rich Rewards in Radio," gives many letters from stu- 
dents who earned four, five and six times their tuition fee 
before they graduated. 

Get ready for jobs like these 
Broadcasting stations use engineers, operators, sta- 

tion managers and pay up to $5,000 a year. Radio 
manufacturers employ testers, inspectors, foremen, en- 

FREE 
OFFER 

Act now and receive in addi- 
tion to my big free book. 
"Rich Rewards in Radio." 
this Service Manual on D.C.. 
A.C.. and Battery operated 
sets. Only my students could 
have this book in the past. 
Now readers of this magazine 
who mail the coupon will re- 
reive it free. Overcoming 
horn, noises of all kinds, fad- 
ing signals, broad tuning. 
howls and oscillations, poor 
distance reception. distorted 
or muffled signals, poor Au- 
dio and Radio Frequency am- 
plification and other vital in- 
formation is contained in it. 
Get a free copy by mailing 
the coupon below. 

Police Depart- 
ments are finding 
Radio a great aid 
in their work. 
Many good jobs 
have been made in 
this new field. 

Talking Movies -an invention made pos- 
sible by Radio-employs many well 
trained Radio men for jobs paying as 
much as $75 to $200 a week. 

Some of the Jobs 
N. R. I. Trains 

Men For 

Broadcast Engineer 

Maintenance Man in Broad- 
casting Station 

Installation Engineer of 
Broadcast Apparatus 

Operator in Broadcast Sta- 
tion 

Aircraft Radio Operator 

Operator of Airway Beacons 

Service Man on Sound Pic- 
ture Apparatus 

Operator of Sound Picture 
Apparatus 

Ship Operator 

Service Man on Public Ad- 
dress Systems 

Installation Engineer en 
Public Address Systems 

Sales Manager for Retail 
Stores 

Service Manager for Retail 
Stores 

Auto Radio Installation and 
Service Man 

Television Broadcast Oper- 
ator 

Set Servicing Expert 
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gineers, service men, buyers, and managers for jobs pay- 
ing up to $6,000 a year. Radio dealers and jobbers 
(there are over 35.000) employ service men, salesmen, 
buyers, managers and pay up to $100 a week. Radio 
operators on ships enjoy life, see the world, with board 
and lodging free, and get good pay besides. Talking 
pictures pay as much as $75 to $200 a week to men with 
Radio training. There are hundreds of opportunities for 
you to have a spare -time or full -time Radio business 
of your own -to be your own boss. I'll show you how 
to start your own business with practically no capital- - 
how to do it on money made in spare time while learn. 
ing. My book tells you of other opportunities. Be sure 
to get it at once. Just clip and mail the coupon. 

You can learn at home in your 
spare time to be a Radio Expert 
Hold your job. There is no neeed for you to leave 

home. I will train you quickly and inexpensively during 
your spare time. You don't have to be a high school or 
college graduate. My Course is written in a clear, 
interesting style that most anyone can grasp. I give you 
practical experience under my 50 -50 method of training 
-one -half from lesson books and one -half from practical 
experiments with equipment given without extra charge. 
This unique and unequalled method has been called one 
of the greatest developments in correspondence Radio 
training. N. R. I. pioneered and developed it. It makes 
learning at hone easy, fascinating, practical. 

Learn the secrets of Short Wave, 
Television, Talking Pictures, 
Set Servicing, Broadcasting 

I'll give you more training than you need simply to 
get a job -I'll give you your choice, and not charge 
you extra either, of my Advanced Courses so that you 
may SPECIALIZE in these subjects -(1) Television, 
(2) Set Servicing and Merchandising, (3) Sound Pic- 
tures and Public Address Systems, (4) Broadcastin_, 
Commercial and Ship Radio Stations, (5) Aircraft 
Radio. Advanced specialized training like this gives you 
a decided advantage. 

Your Money Back if you are 
Not Satisfied 

I will give you an agreement in writing, legal and 
binding upon this Institute, to refund every penny of 
your money upon completing my Course if you are not 
satisfied with Ivy Lessons and Instruction Service. 
The resources of the National Radio Institute, Pioneer 
and World's Largest Home -Study Radio School, 
stands behind this agreement. 

Find out what Radio offers you 
Get my book AT ONCE 

One copy of my valuable 64 -page book, "Rich Rewards 
in Radio," is free to any resident of the U. S. and 
Canada over 15 years old. It has started hundreds of 
men and young men on the road to better jobs and a 
bright future. It has shown hundreds of men who were 
in blind -alley jobs how to get into easier, more fasci- 
nating, better -paying work. It tells you what my grad- 
uates are doing and making, where the good jobs are in 
Radio, what they pay, how you can quickly and easily 
fit yourself to be a Radio Expert. The Coupon will 
bring you a copy free. Send it at once. Your request 
does not obligate you in any way. ACT NOW. 

J. E. SMITH, President 
DEPT. INR, NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

SPECIAL Radio Equipment 
for Broad Practical Experience 
Given Without Extra Charge 

My course is not all theory. ' I'll show 
yc>u how to use my special Radio Equipment 
for conducting experiments and building cir- 
cuits which illustrate important principles 
used in such well -known sets as Westing- 
house, General Electric, Philco, R.C.A., 
Victor, Majestic, and others. You work out 
with your own hands many of the things 
you read in our lesson books. This 50.50 
method of training makes learning at home 
easy, interesting, fascinating, intensely prac- 
tical. You learn how sets work, why they 

work. hoe.' to make 
them work when they 
are out nt order. 
Training lake this 
shows up in your 
Pay envelope - when 

you graduate you hare had training and experience- 
you're not silnply look - 

Ing for a fob where 
you can get experi- 

ence. 

With T.R.I. equipment you learn to build and 
thoroughly understand set testing equipment -you 
can use N.R.I. equipment In your spare time ser- 
vice work for extra money. 

I have doubled 
and tripled the, 
salaries of many. 
Find out about 
this tested way 
to BIGGER 
Get 

a Job 
with a 
Future 

J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2 NR 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Smith: I want to take advantage 
of your Special Offer. Send me "Trouble 
Shooting in D.C., A.C. and Battery Sets," and 
your book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," which 
points out the opportunities for spare time and 
full time jobs in Radio and your famous 50.50 
method of training men to become Radio experts 
through home study. I understand this request 
places me under no obligation. 

Name 

Address 

City .State mars 
MI BM 
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Radio Broadcasting on Trial 
Who is to be the ultimate judge of the types and varieties of broadcast programs in America? 
This question is easily answered if one considers to whom the broadcasts are directed. Of 
course, the ultimate judges of broadcast programs are the listeners themselves, and if the 
programs are not such as to interest, educate and entertain, the listener will no longer be 
interested and broadcasting must surely fail. Sustaining programs, as well as sponsored programs, 
must be stepped up in interest and variety if the future of this type of radio dissemination 

is to be a successful one. 
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GCISTENEhS' 

SURVEY OF RADIO 
An unprejudiced survey recently conducted by the author on behalf 
of an independent market research organization has uncovered 
some facts which should be of particular interest to all those 

concerned with the planning and production of sponsored programs. 
Some of the major findings are set forth here, together with a 

few of the charts and tabulations taken from the complete report 

LMOST every day broad as- 
sertive statements concern- 
ing the public's reaction to 
radio programs appear. The basis upon which 

these statements are founded is usually clouded in mys- 
tery. Are they "psychic" revelations of those who see a 
menace to their own interests in the success of radio as a 
medium of exploitation, or are they conclusions drawn 
from study of facts scientifically obtained from the listen- 
ers themselves? Do they express a cross -section of the 
opinions of the radio audi- 
ence or do they merely ex- 
press the preconceived ideas 
of a few who presume to 
interpret the tastes of all 
listeners? 

Derogatory statements of 
these kinds, concerning the 
effectiveness of radio as a 
medium, are doubtless swal- 
lowed "hog- whole" by many, 
including some disappointed 
sponsors of unsuccessful 
radio programs who have 
not seen results increase to 
the extent they anticipated 
when they decided to "go 
on the air." It is obviously 
unfair and dangerous to accept, without question, these 
reflections upon the effectiveness of the newest and least 
understood of all mediums for reaching the public. 

A radio columnist recently set forth the argument that 
the difficulty of producing a program which would enter- 
tain and exploit while at the same time appealing to 

widely differing classes of listeners was turning sponsors 
back to the safer and more efficient mediums of exploita- 
tion. A scientific collector of facts and an unbiased inter- 
preter of their significance, who has no axe to grind, 

By Affie Hammond feels called upon to challenge these 
"Doubting Thomases" who are so 
very obviously ready to condemn. 

Perhaps the first step in following up the challenge 
should be in a bold discussion of the alleged shortcomings 
which have been checked up against radio. The first of 
which it stands accused is: 

All inclusive coverage which creates the necessity of 
reaching all types of listeners by means of the same pro- 
gram; a difficulty stressed by this columnist. 

It is pertinent to point out 
that certain types of newspa- 
pers and magazines go only 
into certain types of homes. 
An advertiser with a product 
having an appeal for a diver- 
sified market uses many of 
these mediums in order to ob- 
tain complete coverage. In 
the case of radio, sponsors are 
not so handicapped. They can 
by giving their program a uni- 
versal appeal use the national 
networks and enter as many 
types of homes as are repre- 
sented among radio owners 
throughout the country. It is 
true that no radio program on 

the air pleases every individual radio listener, but it is also 
true that no written material appearing in any medium is 
read and approved by every person who buys the medium. 

By giving their programs a universal appeal- therein lies 
the problem of successful radio programs, commercial or 
otherwise. Sponsors acquainted with their unseen audience 
can meet this challenge and know the satisfaction of see- 
ing their radio appropriations translated into increase re- 
sponse to their programs and in sales, if that is looked for. 

The course of universal appeal is not uncharted. There 

"Radio listeners are not 'up in 

arms' against advertising on the 

Air simply because it is adver- 
tising.... They do resent radio 

advertising practices that are 
abusive to common intelligence." 
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A BREAKDOWN OF CRITICISMS OF BROADCASTING 
AND ADVERTISING PRACTICES 

FROM COMMENTS OF THOSE INTERVIEWED 
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OF 
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are classic examples of its achievement throughout the his- 
tory of man's existence. Political success is often achieved 
by those who make themselves "all things" to "all men." What 
chance would a political candidate have of election if he were 
unable to sell himself and his platform to a nation made up of 
every type of voters? And how is he able to influence these 
voters? He knows their interests, their prejudices. He knows 
the universal characteristics of human beings which do not 
vary with class, creed or locale. If he knows these things 
sufficiently well he can steer a clear course. 

Successful stage productions strike re- 
sponsive chords in the hearts of those who 
sit in the galleries as well as in the hearts 
of those who occupy the choice seats. 

MAKE -UP OF THE RADIO 
AUDIENCE 

Figure 2. During the past three years 
families with small incomes have been 
joining the radio audience in much heav- 
ier proportions than those with larger 
incomes. This is an important fact to 
those who are concerned in the presen- 
tation of sponsored programs. The in- 
come classifications are: A -Over $5000; 
B -$3000 to $5000; C -$1000 to $3000; 

D -under $1000 
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WHAT LISTENERS CRITICISE IN 
BROADCASTING 

Figure 1. From this chart is seen that 
only 23 percent of the listeners who 
offered criticism of the broadcast fare 
directed this criticism at the amount of 
time consumed in advertising talk. An 
equal amount of criticism concerned the 
type and make -up of the selling talk and 
more than half of all criticism was 
directed at the program material itself 

Radio history itself, short though it is, 
does not lack examples of programs 
which have won their success through 
achievement of universal appeal. This is 
indicated by the results of a personal in- 
terview survey among radio listeners of 
all classes. Those programs which rate 
highest in numbers of listeners are pro- 
grams relatively high in favor among all 
classes. As we go further down the line 
in degree of popularity there is a propor- 
tionate disturbance of balance among the 
various classes of listeners. 

Another criticism of radio as an adver- 
tising medium is: 

Listeners do not buy radios to "lis- 
ten to advertising." They buy them 
to provide entertainment and educa- 
tion for themselves and their families. 
This is no more true of radios than of 

newspapers, magazines and other mediums. 
There is no proof that the public buys 
these in order to read advertisements any 
more than there is proof that they do not 
buy radios in order to hear advertising. 

Listeners' Views 

In the survey previously referred to 
there is no definite indication that the 
radio listeners are up in arms against ad- 
vertising, simply because it is advertising. 
Their criticisms are qualitative, quanti- 
tative and, on the whole, intelligent. 

The chart shown in Figure 1 indicates 
the extent to which those interviewed 
criticised advertising by radio and ex- 
plains the specific nature of their criti- 
cisms. A study of these criticisms indi- 
cates that the problem of achieving an 
advertising radio message acceptable to 

all listeners is a comparatively easy task. 
To offset these criticisms of advertising are many expressions 

on the part of listeners to the effect that they believe sponsors 
who provide entertainment are entitled to time in which to put 
across their messages. It is also significant that few of the ob- 
jectors to methods of radio advertising are in favor of a tax on 
radios or of government control or censorship. All they ask is 
a little restraint and consideration on the part of advertisers -a 
little more appreciation of the intelligence of listeners. 

In connection with the plea of listeners for a little more 

CLASS OF 
LI STENER 

YEARS WHEN LISTENERS BOUGHT 
THEIR FIRST RADIO SETS 

BEFORE 
1923 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 192B 1929 1930 1931 1932 

CLASS A. 14% 2% 140% 2% 5% 15° 8% 22% II% 2% 5% 

CLASS B 10% 4% 7% 4% 5% 14% 8% 20% 18% 9% 1% 

CLASS C 11% 1% 7% 5% 8% 24% 8% 15% 12% 8% 1%0 

CLASS D 3°A - 3% - 3% 10% 7% 21% 38% 10% 5% 
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WHO WRITES FAN MAIL? 
Figure 3. Only 19 percent of those inter- 
viewed have ever written a fan letter. 
Those with the lowest incomes are the 
most prolific letter writers- partly because 
radio is a more vital factor in their 
lives, and partly due to the prizes and 
sample products obtainable by writing 
for them. Obviously fan mail is not an 
entirely dependable barometer in judg- 
ing the popular appreciation of a pro- 
gram because, as shown by this chart, 
it does not represent a true cross section 

of the radio public 

appreciation of their intelligence, the find- 
ings of this survey indicate that adver- 
tisers, in their desire to pigeonhole the 
public and put most of the inhabitants of 
this fair land away as morons, have clas- 
sified even the morons as a bit more 
moronic than they are. Unless those who 
disseminate advertising propaganda wake 
up and use their own brains more than 
they are doing, conceivably, they may 
learn too late that their morons 
have evolved and squirmed out of 
their pigeonholes. 

Times have been hard for most 
people during the last few years. 
Necessity has made the once -con- 
tented public begin to think in 
order to survive. Using any part 
of the body develops that mem- 
ber. This applies to that mag- 
nificent organ, the human brain. 
Full -grown bodies do not thrive 
on infant diet. Mature, normal 
minds do not accept childish or 
moronic ideas. The difficulty in 
radio advertising is not with the 
physical medium, but with those 
who make misguided use of it! 

The following is a lucid example 
of misguided use of radio adver- 
tising: A large advertising agency 
turned over the entire manage- 
ment of the radio program of one of its 
clients to a youth, fresh from college, 
who had no advertising experience, no 
knowledge of dramatics and no experience 
with radio broadcasting. Result: the 
program was a flop. The sponsor, blam- 
ing radio, deserted the air waves forever. 

Examples are plentiful of radio execu- 
tives who, when they decide to go on 
the air, depend upon their personal tastes 
in entertainment to guide them in ar- 
ranging their programs. Perhaps they go 
a little further and invite their friends - 
as like themselves as peas in a pod -to 
an audition and rely upon their reactions 
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Those who have written fan letters. 
Those who have not written fan letters. 

39.2 ob 

UNFAMILIAR 
(UNABLE TO 

TELL 
DIFFERENCE) 

ELECTRICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS 

Figure 5. A few years ago the broad- 
cast of phonograph selections was 
heartily disliked. Today 85 percent 
of the listening public like them as 
well or better than other programs. 
The remaining objection is probably 
the result of the few stations which 
have not installed modern equipment 
for reproducing the recorded programs 
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to guide them. This is much like 
adding ten ears of corn to ten ears 
of corn and expecting to get 
something besides twenty ears of 
corn. 

Others rob radio entertainment 
of freshness and interest by copy- 
ing successful programs already 
on the air! The result is that 
their programs are so like others 
that it is beyond the powers of 
listeners to remember who spon- 
sors which or how! Still others, 
in an effort to achieve universal 
appeal, devise a hodge -podge pro- 
gram partaking of the successful 
elements of many programs. They 
think they will thus achieve va- 
riety and so attain the interest of 
all types of listeners. The result 
is that the programs have no defi- 
nite character of their own and 

contain something which may cause 
everybody to tune out. And yet others, 
imbued with the idea that listeners ob- 
ject to advertising on the radio, employ 
the expedient of acting as if they, too, 
think advertising a "lot of hooey" and so 
engage a comedian to kid the advertising. 
This practice takes away the dignity due 
the sincere exploitation of any meritorious 
product. The listeners may get a kick 
out of the program, but it is doubtful 
whether they are moved to go out and 
buy the brunt of the comedian's jokes. 

Other advertisers apologize for intrud- 
ing on the listeners' time and thus put 
into their minds the idea that they are 
being imposed upon. In a breathless 
voice, like a child speaking out of turn, 
the announcer (Continued on page 372) 

HOW PROGRAMS ARE SELECTED 

Figure 4. In general the newspaper 
program pages are the most commonly 
used means for program selection. flow - 
ever, the proportion of "dial twisters" 
is still quite high, particularly in the low- 
est income group, where newspapers are 
not so commonly found in the home. It 
appears that where newspapers are avail- 
able they constitute the most popular 

reference 
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Reginald Atibrey Fessenden 
On July 22, 1932, in Bermuda, there passed away this great 
scientist, radio pioneer, inventor and deep thinker. Outside of 
scientific circles, where he was well known, little was heard of 
Fessenden, as he was of a retiring nature and would rather let 

his accomplishments speak for themselves 

REGINALD AUBREY FESSENDEN was born of stern 
New England stock in the little town of Milton, 
Province of Quebec, Canada, on Oct. 6, 1866. Al- 
though born in Canada and living in Bermuda for a 

considerable period Fessenden never relinquished his American 
Citizenship and made many valuable inventions for the use of 
his Country. His Sum- 
mer home in Boston was 
a rendezvous of the tech- 
nical and financial brains 
of America. After his 
early education be gradu- 
ated from Bishop's Col- 
lege, his father's Alma 
Mater, in the Province of 
Quebec and from 1885 to 
'86 was principal of the 
Whitney Institute of Ber- 
muda. A little figuring 
will show what a young 
man he was to be princi- 
pal of an established 
school. During the 
period of 1887 -90 he was 
head chemist of the Thos. 
A. Edison Laboratories, 
leaving there to become 
from 1890 to '92 electri- 
cian for the Westinghouse 
Company of Newark, N. J. 

Man and Scholar 
His love for educational 

work again asserted itself 
and he became Professor 
of Physics and Electrical 
Engineering at Purdue 
University from 1892 to 
'93. He became Professor 
of Electrical Engineering 
at Western University of 
Pennsylvania from 1893 to 
1900. 

Entering Government 
Service he became from 
1900 to 1902 Special 
Agent in the U. S. 
Weather Bureau in 
charge of Investigation of 
Wireless Telegraphy and the daily collection of weather reports. 

From 1902 to 1910 he was General Manager of the Na- 
tional Electric Signalling Co. which controlled the famous Fes - 
senden System which was able to compete with the then 
established wireless companies and showed several marked 
advantages without infringing existing patents. In fact, an 
examination of the U. S. Patent Office will show over 500 
patents issued to him, and that he is well up among the first 
ten individuals holding the most patents. 

Since 1910 he had been Consulting Engineer for the Sub- 
marine Signal Co. and had been active until the end. 

While in Bermuda he met the girl who was later to become 
his wife and they were married in 1899. One son, Reginald. 
Kennelly Fessenden, was born of that marriage which through 
all the years has always been a beautiful association. 

Fessenden was a man of 
imposing appearance and 
was never forgotten if you 
once met him. He was 
well over 6 feet tall with 
sandy hair and Van -Dyke 
beard, which in later years 
was pure white and added 
dignity to his appearance. 
He was an advocate of 
the white suit and black - 
lined Inverness cape from 
his long residence in Ber- 
muda and he often was so 
attired on his trip to the 
states. His entrance into 
a crowded restaurant in 
New York City brought 
all eyes his way. 

A Keen Analyst 
His kindly blue eyes, 

and keen mind were felt 
immediately when in his 
presence. His grasp of a 
problem was enormous 
and he quickly absorbed 
all phases of the problem 
and then drew on his 
enormous store of knowl- 
edge so rapidly that he 
seemed to make snap judg- 
ment answers to problems. 
Usually after long re- 
search on a line that was 
new to you, it was found 
that he was right and had 
hit on the simplest method 
of approach. 

The following resume of 
a few of his patents is not 
in any way complete but 
is included to show the 

wide range of science he was familiar with. Early in the radio 
art Fessenden found that the telephone receiver was more 
sensitive at about one thousand cycles than on the low rough 
frequencies then in use. He conceived the idea that if he 
could make his transmitter emit a musical note he would be 
able to cover longer distances and partly overcome static. He 
conceived the whole theory of the synchronous rotary gap, 
where the wheel carrying the spark electrodes was mounted on 
the generator shaft in such a manner that the spark discharge 
took place at the peak of the voltage. He foresaw that he 
must so design the generator and transformer that when the 

DISTINGUISHED RADIO PIONEER* 
1866 1932 

Drawing reproduced through courtesy of David L. Hardenhronk. 
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spark took place and short -circuited 
the transformer the secondary volt- 
age immediately dropped to zero. 
This quenched the spark and in con- 
sequence it was ready for the next 
discharge. The early Fessenden sets 
were remarkable for their bell -like 
tone and distance- carrying ability. 

Early Inventions 
Fessenden's first great invention 

in the radio art was his discovery of 
the electrolytic detector, which was 
much more sensitive than existing 
detectors of the time and had the 
ability of keeping its adjustment for 
long periods. To show the way Fes - 
senden's mind worked when con- 
fronted by this problem, he con- 
ceived the idea of rectifying by dip- 
ping a fine point into a dilute acid 
solution at the same time applying a 
low potential across the junction so 
that electrolysis would cause a bub- 
ble to form over the electrode that 
would be broken down by received 
signals. He found that the area of 
the wire dipping into the 
acid had a marked effect on 
the sensitivity of the de- 
tector. After experimenting 
with various wires he de- 
cided on a platinum wire as 
it was acid proof. He was 
unable to get platinum wire 
less than one one -thousandth 
of an inch in diameter. so 
he suggested that this fine 
wire be heavily plated by 
silver and again passed 
through a drawing die. This 
resulted in the birth of Wol- 
laston wire. When the sil- 
ver coating was dipped in 
nitric acid, the silver dis- 
solved and left the fine 
platinum wire one -ten- 
thousandth of an inch in 
diameter, ready for use. 

The first order for high- frequency alternators was placed 
Fessenden with the General Electric Co. and a then 
engineer by the name of Alexanderson was assigned 
development of the alter- 
nator. Alexanderson so im- 
proved his design in later 
years that he was able to 
build 200 kw. alternators, 
and until the advent of the 
vacuum tube, these alter- 
nators proved to be the 
most reliable method of 
transatlantic communica- 
tion. 

Transoceanic Radio 
Fessenden describes, irr a 

paper before the A.I.E.E.. 
radio telephony between 
his famous Brant Rock sta- 
tion and Jamaica, N. Y., in 
the year 1906. On teleg- 
raphy, he regularly com- 
municated with Scotland. 
He is often credited as be- 
ing the first to transmit 
radio telephony and tele- 
photo or pictures. 

Fessenden is the inventor 
of the hetrodyne, the prin- 
ciple upon which all modern 
superhetrodyne broadcast 
receivers as well as all car- 

EARLY INVENTION 
Diagrammatic sketch of one of the in- 
ventor's developments used in the early 
stages of wireless telegraphy -the so- called 

"whisker point" electrolytic detector 
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rier current systems are based. 
He was a great exponent of 

methods of storing knowledge and 
he was well versed on microphotog- 
raphy. Several patents have been 
issued to him covering systems of 
reproducing pages of a book on a 
space about the area of a pin head 
and a method of producing phono- 
graph records that will run 15 min- 
utes on a 1Y2-inch diameter record. 

Television 
At the time of his death he was 

trying to promote a system of tele- 
vision that he guaranteed results 
with. He used no scanning discs or 
cathode -ray tubes. This shows his 
usual independence of recognized 
methods of attack. 

His methods of submarine depth 
finding are well known and are now 
used by nearly every Navy in the 
world. His system operates on the 
principle that the ship sends out a 
signal that is reflected back by the 
ocean bottom or any intervening 

obstruction. The time in- 
terval between the time of 
sending the signal and the 
reception of the reflected 
sound enables the navigator 
in time of fog or clear 
weather to plot his course. 
Variations of this system 
are used for locating sub- 
marines and the location of 
ore or oil deposits. 

He was inventor of the 
turbo -electric and Diesel - 
electric drives for battle- 
ships. 

As head of the Canadian 
Commission for Generation 
and Distribution of Elec- 
tricity generated at Niagara 
Falls, he laid out this gi- 
gantic system. 

Several antenna patents 
were issued to him, such as shooting a stream of water verti- 
cally into the air; the wave chute; half -wave antenna where 
the mast of proper height is the only antenna used, no wires 

being part of the antenna. 
He was greatly interested 

in archeology and geology. 
His patents covered such a 
wide range of subjects that 
it would take a good -sized 
book to do justice to all of 
them. 

Within the last few years 
Fessenden won a settlement 
of $2,500,000 from the 
largest communication con- 
cerns in the world for in- 
fringement of his patents 
and he also won a case 
against our government for 
use of his patents during 
the War. Hundreds of other 
patents of this great in- 
venter form the nucleus for 
many large and important 
corporations in the radio 
field. 

Radio mourns the recent 
loss of this great mind 
whose contributions to 
science in general and radio 
in particular will be greatly 
missed. 

Morton W. Sterns. 

Among Fessenden's Inventions 
FESSENDEN conceived the idea of the synchro- 

nous rotary gap emitting a high musical note, 
the electrolytic detector, the high- frequency alter- 
nator, radio telephony (1906), the heterodyne, sys- 
tems in microphotography, long playing phonograph 
records, picture transmission and reception, televi- 
sion without scanning discs or cathode ray tubes, 
submarine signalling systems and depth finders, 
turbo -electric and diesel -electric drives for battle- 
ships, automatic parking systems for garages, and 
hundreds of other inventions in varied fields. 

by 
young 
to the 

INVENTED BOOK THAT READS ITSELF 

To quote part of the first paragraph of Fessenden's patent 
taken out in 7920, drawings of which are reproduced below: 
"My invention relates to methods and apparatus for recording 
and reproducing language and pictures and the like, and more 
particularly to recording and reproducing books. . Such 
reproductions are entirely permanent and durable in contra- 

distinction to the present methods of printing on paper" 
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Equipment and Technique for 

HOME RECORDING 
The author, in this series of articles, offers innumerable hints 
and suggestions concerning proper equipment and best practices 
for successful home recording. This material is all highly 
practical, being based on extensive experience in this field 

TECHNICAL hobbies are most 
interesting when they include 
some elements of originality 
and self- expression. Nowhere 

in the amateur radio -audio field are the opportunities for crea- 
tive artistry more abundant than in home recording. And in 
addition, it provides microphone experience of distinct value 
to anyone who expects to enter the broadcasting or sound - 
picture industries. Recording demands, at the outset, certain 
apparatus which must be 
up to definite standards if 
satisfactory results are to 
be obtained. Beyond this 
irreducible medium, an ama- 
teur can elaborate his equip- 
ment to any extent that his 
inclination, ingenuity and 
purse may allow. 

One must have, first of 
all, a thoroughly good elec- 
tric phonograph, home or 
factory-made, which is used 
for playing the records 
after they are made. As 
shown in Figure 1, most of 
the units in this playing 
equipment, together with a 
few additional devices, are 
used in recording. Let us 
look first at the various fa- 
miliar playing units from 
record to loudspeaker. Next, 
we can examine the 
additional equipment 
used in recording. 
While the writer's ap- 
paratus, homemade 
where possible, will 
be described in some 
detail, it is intended 
to serve only as a 
typical example, 
rather than as a pre- 
cise model to be fol- 
lowed exactly by ex- 
perimenters who may 
well have ideas of 
their own. 

No audio system is 
better than its worst 
link. This is partic- 
ularly true in home 
recording, because 
most of the links are 
used twice -once in 
recording and once in 
playing. No link in 
either process is more 
important than the 
record itself. 

Many types of rec- 
ords are on the mar- 
ket. The writer has 

By Lt. Wm. H. Wenstrom 
Part 

LOUDSPEAKER AND T 
Figure 
special 

used most of them at one time or 
another, but one type of record now 

One on the market (with its associated 
recording and playing needle) is 

plainly so good that other audio links such as amplifiers and 
loudspeakers must be excellent indeed to bring out its best 
qualities. As this type of record definitely fulfils the require - 
ments, the writer uses it exclusively. 

This standard disk is the Victor home recording record 
blank, available in two sizes 
through RCA -Victor deal- 
ers. At 78 r.p.m. each side 
of the six -inch disc, which 
costs 25 cents, plays one 
and one -quarter minutes; 
the ten -inch disc costs 50 
cents and runs three min- 
utes per side. Both types 
can also be used on new 33 
r.p.m. turntables, greatly 
extending the time. The 
record is made of black 
composition similar to 
that used in regular rec- 
ords, each side is pre - 
grooved to take the special 
needle, and the whole is 
made light and thin enough 
to be easily mailable if one 
wishes thus to send a per- 
sonal message to a friend. 

The special Victor home - 
recording needle is 
distinguished from 
regular record needles 
by its red shank and 
its rather blunt chro- 
mium- plated point. A 
card containing eight 
needles, obtainable at 
stores dealing in the 
records, costs 25 
cents. The useful life 
of a needle, which 
should be used for 
both recording and 
playing (with this 
type of record only), 
is between 6 and 25 
records. Recording 
wears the needle con- 
siderably more than 
playing. 

From the playing 
viewpoint, the next 
piece of apparatus 
after the record is the 
phonograph pick -up. 
The function of this 
device is to convert 
the mechanical vibra- 
tions of the needle, 
occasioned by record- 

ONE FILTER SYSTEM 
4. The author uses a dual speaker arrangement and 
filter system for playing back. In recording the tone 

filter is not required 

TO 
AMPLIFIER 

OUTPUT 
VOLUME 
CONTROL 

PICKUP ,,, 
( RECORDING) - 

6000 
OHMS 

DYNAMIC SPEAKER 
(LOW AND MIDDLE NOTES) 

.25 
MFD. 

.5 H. 

BAND 
STOP 

FILTER 

20.000 
OHMS 

LNI 
MAGNETIC SPEAKER 

( HIGH AND MIDDLE NOTES) 

FRONT VIEW 
This console houses the radio tuner, 
phonograph mechanism, and all 
other equipment. The turntable, 
switches, jacks, etc., are all ac- 
cessibly located under the top cover 

REAR VIEW 
Above are the phonograph motor, 
radio tuner and main amplifier. 
Below: The loudspeaker, band -stop 
filter and separate power supplies 

for tuner and amplifier 
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ed irregularities in the record 
groove, into audio- frequency elec- 
tric currents which can be suitably 
amplified. There are many satis- 
factory makes on the market. The 
writer has used a Stromberg -Carl- 
son unit for some years. The 
RCA -Victor unit used in standard 
commercial radio- phonographs is 
also excellent and can occasionally 
be obtained quite cheap ($6.50) 
from some large mail -order radio 
houses One can gain a rough idea 
of the tonal range of a phonograph 
pick -up by connecting it, together 
with suitable impedance- matching 
transformers or resistances, across 
the loudspeaker of an excellent radio 
set. If the tone quality of the out- 
put is very noticeably impaired, 
particularly in the low- frequency 
region, the pick -up is not what it 
should be. For playing, the effec- 
tive weight of the pick -up and tone 
arm should be just sufficient to 
hold the needle in the groove -to 
prevent it from jumping grooves, 
that is- without pressing it down 
to the point of impairing tone qual- 
ity. For recording, as will be shown, 
sary. 

The electrical 
amplifier, which 

THE MAIN AMPLIFIER 
Figure 2. The three requirements of good qual- 
ity, ample power output and high gain are pro- 
vided by this amplifier, which is used by the author 

RECORDING ACCESSORIES 

The pickup is shown with cover removed. Partly 
visible beneath it is the metal weight which rests 
astride the pickup when using it as a cutting 
head. A hand microphone (R.C.A.-Victor) is 
shown, and also some needles of the recommended 

type 

more 

torted output capacity (4 to 5 watts 
on peaks) and excellent tonal range. 
The writer's "main amplifier," as 
shown in Figure 2, is a transf ormer- 
resistance-push-pull combination, 
giving somewhat more gain than 
two transformer stages alone, and 
somewhat less gain, with better 
quality and stability, than three 
transformer stages. In the last 
stage two type -45 triodes, biased 
approximately Class A, are used in 
preference to pentode or Class B 
combinations in order to avoid har- 
monic and other distortion. As 
the amplifier has plenty of gain for 
playing either phonograph or radio 
music, resistances are connected 
across transformer primaries to 
flatten their frequency character- 
istics. In addition, short -path by- 
passes are provided for the audio - 
frequency currents in the grid and 
plate circuits of each tube, which 
thus need not flow around long, 
interacting external paths. Finally, 
direct current is excluded from all 
single -winding transformer primaries 
with a view toward keeping their 

pressure is neces- operating inductance as high as possible. The result of these 
precautions is that the tone fidelity is very good indeed. Grid 
bias for all tubes is secured from the 250 -300 volt d.c. plate 
supply in the usual manner. (Continued on page 383) 

output of the pick -up is fed to the audio 
should have considerable gain, ample undis- 

CIRCUITS FOR RECORDING AND PLAY BACK AND DETAILS OF COMPONENTS 
Figure 1. (Left) The various units shown in the play back circuit (above) and the recording circuit (below) are 
discussed in the text. Figure 3. (Right) (a) Shows method of coupling a radio tuner to the main amplifier through 
the input volume control circuit (b). (c) The tone compensating output volume control which follows the main 

amplifier. (d) Circuit of the simple volume level indicator 
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Boy Scouts 
LEARN 

THE CODE 

THE TAPE RECORDER 
The new Master Teleplex and below is a sample tape upon which the aplhabet has been recorded 

An electro- mechanical device which enables the beginner to effectively 
and quickly master the code at home 

THERE are very few young men 
who at some time during their 
life have not been fascinated by 
the mysterious dots and dashes of the telegraph code. 

And it is far from the mark that only boys are interested in 
code. Many of our wealthiest men, holding enormously re- 
sponsible positions, have their own radio shacks where they 
spend many fascinating hours communicating with ordinary 
"hams" in all parts of the globe. 
But it is equally true that every 
growing boy, and especially the Boy 
Scout, should learn the code; it may 
be useful and even save life at some 
time in the future. 

In the beginning, Morse signals 
were sent over the land -line and re- 
corded by embossing them on a strip 
of paper. It was purely accidental 
that the art of receiving the signal by 
sound was discovered. Some of the 
old -time operators, after watching 
the recording for many years, found 
that they could read the signals by 
the sound of the electromagnet. 
That was the beginning of "reading" 
by sound. 

In radio, the sound is somewhat 
different from the signals over the 
land -line, since the receiving operator 

By Frederick Siemens 

Figure 1. 
amateur. 

THE OS 
The hooka 
The grid c 
inked dots 

hears a sustained musical tone which 
has the duration of the dots and dashes. 
In the land -line system there is a click 

at the beginning and end of each dot or dash. 
Beginners have usually had to learn the code by having an 

experienced operator send to them. If the teacher happened 
to be a poor operator -and some of them were -the students 
had a hard time of it and were greatly handicapped. 

Automatic senders have come into 
use which served to insure perfect 
signals and to eliminate the necessity 
of having an operator present all the 
time. Yet, although these devices 
have been of great help, it was prac- 
tically impossible to do away with 
hand -sent signals altogether. This 
made it necessary for students to at- 
tend a resident course or to find 
someone who could send to them. 

Some years ago Miller invented 
the Teleplex, which has become the 
most popular of the mechanical de- 
vices. This instrument still had the 
disadvantage that one was limited to 
the tapes which could be bought. 
The' making of tapes required a 
rather complicated apparatus which is 
too expensive to be owned by the 
average student. 

CILLATOR 
p is familiar to every 
ircuit is closed by the 
and dashes 

_ - 

111111111 
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Now Miller has invented a 
new device, which he calls the 
Master Teleplex. This instru- 
ment records the signals on a 
tape with a pen instead of per- 
forations, and the student can 
make his own tape as well as run 
them off with the same instru- 
ment. 

The Master Teleplex, there- 
fore, gives an unlimited variety 
of possible tapes, and it can be 
employed for the learning of 
sending as well as receiving. It 
is ideal for learning the code 
and every Boy Scout troop 
should own one. 

The Master Teleplex contains 
a spring- driven mechanism 
which moves a paper tape at 
uniform speed past a pen. This 
pen normally rests on the middle of the tape. When the send- 
ing key is pressed, the pen is moved sideways by an electro- 
magnet. Before starting the recording of a message, the entire 
tape is run past the pen so that a single straight line is made at 
the center of the tape. Then the tape is ready to receive its 
message. The pen will retrace the previous line, but when the 
key is presed the signals are formed and the tape looks like 
that shown on the front cover of this issue. 

The spring of the magnet and the distance can be so adjusted 
that it will follow the highest speeds an operator can send. 
We are told that a speed of 70 words per minute -delivered 
by a machine -was recorded perfectly. 

Conductive Ink Employed 
But now comes the important part of the story. The ink 

used is a conductive compound. In "playing back," the tape 
is run under a set of two spring contacts; one of these runs 
over the steady line in the middle and the other covers the 
dots and dashes. It is easily seen that a contact is made every 
time a dot or dash passes under this second spring. When the 
two contacts are thus connected they close the circuit of an 
oscillator and the dots and dashes can be heard in the head- 
phones. The diagram of this oscillator is reproduced in Fig- 
ure 1. The clockwork, key, electromagnet and pen, as well as 
the oscillator, are included in the unit. The entire instrument 
is a compact unit made entirely of metal, as can be seen in 
the illustrations. 

The speed of the tap is adjustable within rather wide limits; 
this enables the operator to run the machine at the desired 
speed. While receiv- 
ing, the tape is rolled 
up on a second reel. 
Now, in order to use 
the tape again, it 
would have to be re- 
wound, but here an- 
other novel idea 
comes in. Another 
message can be re- 
corded on the same 
tape by having the 
pen move sideways 
toward the other side 
of the line. Rather 
than reversing the 
movement of the pen, 
the tape is reversed. 
This means that when 
once the tape has 
been used and wound 
on another reel, it is 
at once ready for the 
copying of the sec- 
ond message without 
rewinding. The same 
thing can be repeated 
on the reverse side of 
the paper, making, in 
all, four times that 
the paper can be used 
for recording. 
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WHAT THE "WORKS" LOOK LIKE 
Complete equipment necessary for the recording and reception of code signals 

COPYING RECO 
The master teleplex reproduces the m 

speed can 

In practice, mechanically perfect sending is seldom encoun- 
tered on the air -unfortunately. The student who has learned 
his copying from mechanically perfect devices is going to 
encounter difficulties when receiving on the air. This device, 
however, records signals as they are actually sent, and the 
student will become used to the average type of signal. 

Contrary to popular opinion, learning to send is far more 
difficult than learning to receive. This new device provides 
an excellent way for the student to test his own sending. Va- 
rious charts showing good, fair and poor sending are furnished 
with the new Teleplex so that the student may easily and 
quickly compare his sending. For the beginner, mechanically 
perfect records are furnished by the makers. of the device, 
enabling the student to get started in the proper manner. As 
he advances he can make his own tapes. After the student is 
able to make readable signals, he submits a specimen to the 
company, and he will be furnished with the addresses of other 
students owning the Master Teleplex so that they can exchange 
their tapes. In this way there is no limit to the variety of 
exercises available. The student can inspect his own signals 
by looking at the regularity of the lengths of dots, dashes and 
spaces or he can run it off and listen to the signals. 

Tips on Recording 
A few practical pointers on this recording will not be amiss. 

The ink furnished with the device is a special preparation 
which contains a metal compound and dries quickly. As you 
will notice in the picture which illustrates the use of the 
Master Teleplex when recording, the tape is then left trailing 

off the table. During 
the time it takes the 
paper to advance 
from the pen to the 
floor, the ink has 
dried. The paper 
cannot be wound on 
the reel immediately 
because this would 
blot the signals. 

Ink is fed from an 
inkwell to the pen by 
a wick. The height 
of the inkwell is va- 
riable so as to regu- 
late the flow of the 
ink. Further, the pen 
arm must be adjusted 
so as not to strike the 
magnet too hard, for 
that would throw the 
ink from the pen. 

Not only beginners, 
but experienced oper- 
a tors, experimenters 
and amateurs will find 
many new uses for 
the Master Teleplex. 
A sensitive relay is 
available which will 
operate the recorder 
(Coned on page 377) 

RDED SIGNALS 
essage exactly as it was sent, but the 

be adjusted 
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a E;v Type i 
CONDENSER 

"MIKE" 
AMPLIFIER 

A relatively new type of head amplifier 
for use with condenser microphones is 
described here. A single -30 type 
tube employed in this circuit replaces 
the two tubes normally used in pre- 

amplifiers 

By Glenn E. West* 

THE condenser microphone is considered by many author- 
ities to be the best microphone obtainable. In broad- 
casting and recording work it has no equal, unless it be 
the new dynamic microphone. The clear, bell -like 

response of a condenser microphone can be detected almost 
instantly by the trained sound engineer. The lack of back- 
ground noise as compared with the "frying" carbon hiss of 
the average carbon microphone makes the condenser type far 
more desirable. 

The Absorption Amplifier 
The condenser microphone does, however, have certain dis- 

advantages, and some of them are serious. Chief among these 
disadvantages is the extremely low output. This makes it 
necessary to use an amplifier right at the microphone head. 
Such an amplifier is usually called a preamplifier or head 
amplifier, and consists of two or three resistance -coupled stages. 
Tubes of the low filament drain type are used, and the whole 
amplifier is usually housed in a metal cylinder or box which 
supports the condenser microphone head. 

High- voltage B batteries are required to supply the con- 
denser and preamplifier. From 180 to 450 volts d.c. are used 
on the condenser head and from 90 to 180 volts on the ampli- 
fiers, depending upon 
the type of tubes in 
use. These batteries 
must be first quality 
and free from creep- 
age currents and other 
defects which might 
cause noise. A long 
shielded cable is re- 
quired to connect the 
microphone and its pre- 
amplifiers to the bat- 
tery box and output 
circuits. The upkeep 
cost of such batteries 
and amplifiers is a con- 
siderable factor, even 
though the B current 
drain is low. 

The high cost of the 
condenser microphone 
has limited its use al- 

Electrical Eng Dept., 
Purdue University. 

THE LAYOU 
The location of the various parts; a 

tuning condenser (C1), the 
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THE ABSORPTION MICROPHONE UNIT 
The standard 4% -inch aluminum box shield houses 
the head amplifier. The microphone mounted on 
the face is the Argabrite condenser microphone, 
constructional details on which were given to the 

April issue 

most entirely to the broadcast studio and other commercial 
uses. A few amateurs have boasted of owning condenser micro- 
phones and they have been the envy of the whole amateur 
fraternity. Recently, however, amateurs have learned that a 
good condenser microphone can be made from the parts of an 
old magnetic speaker unit. Mr. Argabrite's microphone, de- 
scribed in the April issue of RADIO NEWS (with additional in- 
formation on page 79 of the August issue), has proved to be 
so much better than expected that hundreds of amateurs are 
now making them. 

Figure 1 shows a new condenser microphone circuit, which, 
for want of a better name, has been called the "Absorption 
Microphone." The arrangement shown here has been in use 
at station W9E0 for two years and has proved to be very 
satisfactory. 

A UX -230 tube is used in a simple Hartley oscillator circuit. 
The primary of a high -ratio audio transformer is connected in 
series with the plate supply of this oscillator, while the secon- 
dary is connected to the audio output posts and so to the main 
amplifier. The condenser microphone is connected across the 
coil L2, which is placed in inductive relation to the oscillator 
coil L1. The circuit is set into oscillation by closing the fila- 
ment switch SW. The frequency is then varied by rotating the 

tuning condenser Cl 
until the resonant fre- 
quency of the circuit 
L2 -CM has been 
reached. This resonant 
condition may be de- 
tected by placing a pair 
of headphones across 
the output posts of the 
unit and listening for 
the sharp click which 
will be heard when res- 
onance is reached. The 
condenser Cl is then 
tuned just a trifle to 
one side of the reso- 
nant peak and the mi- 
crophone is ready for 
use. 

The theory of oper- 
ation is rather simple. 
Figure 2 shows a typi- 
cal resonance curve in 
which amplitude of 
current is plotted 

T OF PARTS 
Iso the method for mounting the tank 
rheostat (R1) and the coils 
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against frequency. When vibrations 
due to the voice strike the diaphragm 
of the microphone the natural fre- 
quency of this circuit is caused to 
vary accordingly. The amount of 
radio- frequency current absorbed or 
induced in the absorption circuit will 
vary between the limits x -x1 marked 
operating point on the curve. This 
variation in the amount of energy 
absorbed or rejected will cause a 
similar varying plate current to flow 
through the primary of the audio 
transformer. The secondary of this 
transformer will then have an audio - 
frequency voltage induced across its 
terminals. This audio energy may be 
used directly or amplified in the 
usual manner. The amount of out- 
put energy obtained will depend upon 
the strength of the plate current and 
the degree to which it is varied by 
the absorbing circuit. 

A variation of this circuit may be obtained by interchanging 
the condenser microphone with the tuning condenser. No 
lumped capacitance should then be used across the microphone, 
as this will seriously reduce its effectiveness. This arrange- 
ment places the delicate condenser head across the tank coil, 
where it is more liable to be damaged by radio- frequency flash- 
overs. A number of other variations of the circuit have been 
tried out, but for all -round work the arrangement shown in 
Figure 1 has been found most satisfactory. 

Construction Details 
The actual layout and construction of the unit is made clear 

in the photographs. Most of the parts employed are parts 
which most constructors will find on hand. Some of these 
parts are not critical. However. it is recommended that only 
parts of high quality be employed. This is particularly true 
of both the variable and fixed condensers and particularly 
of the r.f. choke coil. This choke must be an effective one, 
and if the constructor has several short -wave chokes on hand, 
he will find it well to try them all. 

A standard 4; -inch square aluminum box shield is used to 
house the microphone and oscillator. A large hole should be 
cut in the front panel to accommodate the microphone. The 
cutting may be done with a 
fly cutter or by simply drill- 
ing a circle of small holes 
with a hand- drill. The small 
coil L2 is mounted directly 
on the microphone termi- 
nals and so arranged that 
when the microphone is 
slipped around in the panel 
the coupling between LI 
and L2 will be varied. The 
tank condenser Cl is a 100 
mmfd. variable midget. The 
shaft of this condenser pro- 
jects through the aluminum 
cover, allowing adjustments 
to be made while the micro- 
phone is in use. 

The audio transformer 
used should be of good 
quality and fairly high ratio. 
Cheap transformers are 
often noisy and should be 
avoided in microphone or 
audio amplifier circuits. 
The value of the rheostat 
employed will depend on 
the source of voltage sup- 
ply. If a storage battery is 
used for the supply the 
rheostat may be replaced by 
a fixed resistor. If two dry 
cells are used for the fila- 
ment supply an amperite 
may be used in place of the 
rheostat, if desired. 

FIGURE 1. THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
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The plug and socket arrangement 
is used to connect the shielded cable 
to the microphone. An ordinary 5- 
prong socket is mounted in the center 
of the back panel with the soldering 
lugs facing in. Connecting leads 
from the oscillator are soldered to 
these lugs. A 5 -wire shielded cable 
is used, although one wire is left idle. 
A 4 -wire cable would serve the pur- 
pose as well. The cable shield and 
negative lead should be connected to- 
gether and grounded. The battery 
box should also be shielded and 
grounded. 

Only small B batteries need be 
used, as the drain is only about 5 

milliamperes for a UX -230 tube. If 
greater output is desired, a larger 
tube may be used with proportion- 
ately higher plate voltage. A good 
B eliminator may be substituted for 
the B battery, but it should have 

very little hum. The whole circuit may be a.c. operated, but 
special precautions must be used to reduce the a.c. hum to an 
extremely small amount. 

When the oscillator is first put into operation, the grounded 
tap should be moved along coil L1 until strong steady oscilla- 
tions occur. A current squared galvanometer loosely coupled 
to the tank coil L1 will indicate when the circuit is oscillating. 
A plate milliammeter having a range of 0 to 5 or 0 to 10 
milliamperes will also be useful in tuning up the oscillator. 
The feed -back tap should only be moved along the tank coil 
toward the plate end far enough to obtain strong oscillations 
consistent with moderate plate current. 

Operating Data 
The coil L2 should be coupled loosely to LI. Rotate con- 

denser C1 until a sharp click is heard in the phones connected 
across the secondary or output posts. Now vary the coupling 
and adjust CI until the microphone seems most sensitive. 
When these adjustments have been made the microphone will 
be ready for use. 

Some precautions in the use of this microphone should be 
observed. It often happens that noise develops when condenser 
microphones are first put into service. Noisy batteries may be 

the cause. Replace the bat- 
teries one by one with good 
new ones. The noise may 
be due to dust or moisture 
in the microphone itself. 
The cure is to take the mi- 
crophone apart, clean it 
with carbon tetrachloride 
and dry thoroughly in a 
warm but not too hot oven. 
Before assembling, brush all 
parts, and especially the 
back plate, with a soft clean 
camel's -hair brush. Too 
much time cannot be spent 
in locating and removing all 
causes of noise. In this 
connection induced currents 
from power wires and radio - 
frequency circuits should be 
carefully guarded against. 
Complete shielding is the 
only safe method to follow. 

The coupling between LI 
and L2 must always be 
loose. Too close coupling 
will result in unstable op- 
eration. Considerable time 
should be spent in testing 
the coupling and condenser 
settings for best results. 

The method of mounting 
or suspending the entire 
unit is left to the ingenuity 
of the builder. The model 
(Continued on page 379) 

THE UNIT WITH COVER REMOVED 
The absorption coil (L2) is shown at the lower left, mounted 
directly on the microphone terminals. To wary the coupling 
between LI and L2 it is only necessary to rotate the micro- 

phone from the outside of the shield 
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NEON TUBE CHARACTERISTICS AND CIRCUIT 
The relation between light and dark spaces in neon tube and simple neon tube oscillator circuit 

Neon Tube Oscillators 
The neon tube may be used in one of the most simple types of oscillator 
circuits to operate at frequencies between .05 and 95,000 cycles per second. 

This and an article to follow cover the subject thoroughly 

THE use of the neon tube in its usual 
rôle, that of an illuminating agent 
in advertising signs, is well -known. 
Less well known, however, is the 

fact that the neon tube possesses the property of producing an 
intermittent oscillatory current, when connected in the mani- 
festly simple circuit described in this paper. Although the 
ability of the neon tube to produce an intermittent current was 
first noted ten or more years ago, it since seems to have 
almost escaped notice and until recently has been little used. 
It is the purpose of this paper to present the theory of the 
oscillating neon tube and to enumerate some of its applications. 

The neon tube, in its common form, consists of two elec- 
trodes sealed in a glass tube containing a mixture of neon and 
some other inert gas at low pressure. When the electrodes are 
connected to a source of current of sufficient potential, the gas 
in the tube glows with the familiar orange -red color. It is not 
always observed that the luminous glow is not distributed 
evenly throughout the gas but is divided into several clearly 
defined bands. The positions which the various glows and 
dark spaces would occupy in a gas -filled discharge tube with 
widely paced electrodes is shown in the diagram, Figure 1. 

In 1922 H. St. G. Anson demonstrated before the Physical 
Society of London' the ability of the neon tube to produce an 
oscillatory current. He found that 
a neon lamp, when connected in se- 
ries with a high resistance and in 
parallel with a capacity as in Figure 
2, would flash intermittently (or "os- 
cillate") at a frequency determined 
by the characteristics of the tube, 
the applied potential and the values 
of the condenser and resistor. By 
properly proportioning the constants 
of the circuit, as will be shown later, 
the lamp may be made to oscillate at 
frequencies varying from one or two 
per minute to as high as 95,000 per 
second. 

It is not difficult to explain the oc- 
currence of oscillations in a neon 
tube connected in the fashion indi- 
cated. If the voltage applied to the 
terminals of a neon lamp is gradually 
increased from zero, it will be found 
that the lamp will not glow until 
after a certain voltage has been sur- 
passed. However, once the applied 
e.m.f. has exceeded this critical value, 
it may be reduced until another crit- 

By Dale Pollack 
Part One 

ical voltage, lower than the first, has been 
passed, before the lamp is extinguished. 
The upper critical voltage will be referred 
to as Eb and the lower critical voltage as 

Ea. These two voltages are not, strictly speaking, constants, 
for they will vary somewhat until the tube has been operating 
for a period sufficiently long to stabilize its operation. It has 
been found that the critical voltages change with temperature 
variations, due to expansion and contraction of the tube parts 
and to the effect that temperature has upon the ionization of 
the gas. The apparent instability mentioned later is, in all prob- 
ability, of this nature. The presence of an ionizing agent' 
(such as y -rays from radium) has an effect on the critical 
voltages, but this phenomenon is not of sufficient importance 
to warrant extended treatment here. 

Figure 3 shows the current, plotted as a function of the 
voltage, through the theoretical "perfect" neon tube, the curve 
being given for both ascending and descending voltage. It will 
be seen that the curve is an uninterrupted straight line, except 
for the critical voltages. This theoretical curve cannot be 
obtained from commercial tubes, as the gas in the tube is not 
always pure, and, in addition, a surface is generally used for 
the cathode and all the points on it are not equidistant from 
the anode. At a potential only slightly beyond the critical 

voltages the glow will not cover the 
entire cathode, but will occur first at 
the point nearest the anode, spread- 
ing to cover the entire cathode as the 
voltage is increased. This effect pro- 
duces irregularities in the curves 
plotted from commercial tubes. A 
curve plotted from a small indicating 
lamp is given in Figure 4 (a). From 
A to B the curve is fairly straight, 
in agreement with the theory, but 
after B its slope decreases sharply. 
It is at this e.m.f. that the glow 
ceases to cover the cathode com- 
pletely. The curve of Figure 3 may 
be approximated, however, by the use 
of a neon lamp whose electrodes con- 
sist only of the tips of wires, and 
the graph of such a tube is repro- 
duced in Figure 4 (b). 

Now, returning to Figure 3, when 
the battery potential is applied to the 
circuit, the e.m.f. built up across the 
condenser rises, and as soon as it 
exceeds the upper critical voltage, 
Eb, the tube ignites. When this 

CURRENT- VOLTAGE CURVE OF 
IDEAL NEON TUBE 

When oscillating in a stable condition, the 
voltage across the terminals of the tube, 

Ec varies between Ea and Eb 

ASCENDING VOLTAGE 1t 
DESCENDING VOLTAGE -e-- 
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occurs, the tube becomes a much better conductor than when 
it was dark and the condenser discharges through the lamp. 
The voltage now drops below the lower ignition voltage, Ea, 
and the tube extinguishes. The condenser then begins to re- 
charge and the cycle is repeated, resulting in an intermittent 
oscillatory current across the tube. 

The period of oscillation may be deduced mathematically. Let 
t, be the duration of the period during which the lamp is dark 
and t, be the period during which it is glowing; then, to find the 
total length of one cycle: 
(1) T =t, +t_ 

The voltage Ee across the terminals of a condenser of C 
microfarads in series with a resistor of R megohms (Figure 6), 
at any time, t seconds after a terminal voltage of E volts has 
been applied, is given by': 

(2) E,. =E11 -c 
e being the base of the natural logarithms, 2.718... . 

Placing the neon tube in parallel with the condenser. as in 
the circuit of Figure 2, then t, becomes the time it takes for 
the condenser to charge from the lower critical voltage, Ea. to 
the upper critical value, En; solving (2) for these values gives 

E - Ea 
(3) t, = CR log: 

E -En 
We now consider the calculation of t_. When a neon or 

other gas -filled lamp is operating steadily, there is a potential 
difference between the cathode and the negative glow' (Fig- 
ure 1). This potential drop is dependent upon the nature of 
the gas used and the metal of which the electrodes are corn- 
posed, and is of the order of 50 to 100 volts. If it is assumed 
that this cathode fall in potential is constant for small changes 
in the applied e.m.f., then the field throughout the dark por- 
tion of the lamp may also be assumed to be constant.' If we 
consider an element of area, AAk, of a plane of total area A 
perpendicular to the flow of the current, then the portion of 
current flowing through AAk will be given by the expression: 

Dik = n e (E,. -Ek) AAk 
where e = charge carried by each ion 

n = number of ions 
Ek = cathode fall in potential. 

Now, if we take the limit of the sum of the currents through 
all the DA's: 

i = e (E,. - Ek) JA ndA 
where i is the total current flowing through the lamp. 

Let JA ndA = An' 
where A is now the area of the cathode glow, and n' is the 
mean value of n, then 

i = An'e (E,. - Ek) 
or, letting An'e = M, M being a constant termed the "con- 
ductance" of the lamp: 
(4) i = M (E,. -Ek) 

dq 
Since i = -, dq = M (E, - E,,) dt, which is an expression 

dt 
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for the quantity of electricity, dq, passing through the tube in 
dt seconds. During the same period a quantity of electricity 
flows into the condenser from the battery- 

E - E, 
dq' = dt 

R 
Hence the change in the charge on the condenser is: 

E - E,. 
(3) -dQ= [M (E, E,,) 

-J 
ldt 

R 

or, solving, E vary'ng between E and En: 

E + MREk 
Et 

CR 

t2 = log 
MR + 1 

MR + 1 

E, 
E + MREk 

MR + 1 

E + MREk 
or, if we let K= , then 

MR -I- 1 

CR Er, -Ii 
(6) t., = log 

MR +1 Ea -K 
and, substituting (2) and (4) in (1): 

E - E, 1 En -Ii 
(7) T = CR log + log 

E - Er, MR + 1 Ea -K 
which is the expression for the period of one oscillation. 

If C is greater than 0.1 mfd., MR is large and eq (7) may 
be approximated: 

T = CR log 

E Ea-Ek-- E-E C MR 
+ - log 

E - Er, M E 
Ea-Ek 

MR 
E 

and, since - is thus small compared with (E,, - Ek) and 
MR 

En -E,, 
(Ea - Ek), and also, as - log is nearly constant 

E, - Ek 
with normal variations in capacity, it may be set approximately 
equal to k; then: 

E - Ea 
(8) T may be taken to equal CR log + Ck 

E - E,, 
From equations (7) or (8) it is obvious that, within limiting 

values of R, the period of one complete cycle is very nearly 
directly proportional to the product (Continued on page 376) 

CURRENT- VOLTAGE CURVES OF TYPICAL NEON TUBES 
(a) The curve of a common type of neon indicating lamp; (b) of a neon tube in which the elements are 

in the form of points rather than large plane surfaces 
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7-row to Build 

A Real "Midget" Receiver 
Here is a receiver so compact and inexpensive that the average home 
might well afford several for installation in upstairs rooms or 
other parts of the house not reached by the living room receiver 

HE justly -deserved popularity of 
midget receivers is based upon their 
ability to deliver desired results, 
at a reasonable price. The high efficiency of these small 

sets has been attained through important developments in 
vacuum tubes, circuits and receiver components. 

Of these three items, the new tubes are responsible, without 
a doubt, for most of the progress. After obtaining the new 
tubes, it is up to the radio engineers to learn how to apply them 
to the best advantage. Thus, more efficient circuits are evolved. 
Radio parts manu- 
facturers have con- 
tributed to these de- 
velopments by produc- 
ing better and more 
compact components 
and accessories, de- 
signed especially to 
function with the new 
tubes and circuits. 

The little three tube 

By Harry Georges 

midget set described 
in this article employs 
the latest tubes in a 
circuit designed to uti- 
lize them to the fullest 
extent. As a result, 
many components have 
been eliminated, which 
were formerly supposed 
to be essential, and 
still this little receiver 
is superior to many of 
the large size sets of 
older vintage. 

The Lafayette "Mod- 
em Midget" is built on 
a chassis 5 inches by 
8 inches by 2 inches 
high and the over -all 
height, including tubes, 

THE BOTT 
This shows what an experienced bu 
space saving. The inexperienced bu 

larger to allow more room 

VT3 

R 5 

R6 

C7 

C8 

is less than 7 inches. This receiver can 
be held quite readily in the palm of the 
hand. 

To illustrate the rapid progress in radio receivers a corn- 
parison will be made between the new midget and a six tube 
a.c. receiver which the writer designed and built in 1928. The 
latter receiver consisted of two stages of tuned radio frequency. 
employing 26 tubes, a tuned detector and a 27 tube and two 
transformer coupled audio stages. The first audio stage em- 
ployed a 26 tube, while the output stage used two 71A tubes 

in push -pull. 
This set, which was 

called the "Supreme 
A.C. Six," was built on 
a bakelite sub -panel 26 
inches long by 10 
inches deep. A 7 by 26 
inch panel was used. 
Due to lack of space, 
it was necessary to 
place the power supply 
on a separate base- - R3 board, 5 inches wide 
by 14 inches long. The 
filament transformer 
alone was 23 inches 
wide, 5 inches long and 
4V2 inches high. Then 
there was a bulky 

-C9 power transformer con- 
taining the high voltage 

-C supply and another 
huge iron case contain- 
ing two large audio 
chokes for the filter 
system. Even the filter 
condensers were of 
enormous size as com- 
pared to present prac- 
tice. The rectifier was 
a Raytheon BH tube. 

OM VIEW 
ilder can accomplish in the way of 
ilder may prefer to make the chassis 

for assembly and wiring 

Ji 

C6 C3 CA- 

LI C2 VT1 
..__G... 
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All in all, the "Supreme" was a 
formidable piece of apparatus 
and in addition to taking up a 
lot of room, it cost quite a bit 
more than $100 to build. 

This set, which was built of 
very good parts, is still in opera- 
tion and a comparative test was 
made between it and the "Mod- 
em Midget," to determine their 
relative merits. 

The "Modern Midget" uses 
only three tubes, not counting 
the -80 full -wave rectifier. There 
is a stage of tuned r.f. using the 
new variable mu r.f. pentode 
( -58 type tube), a tuned de- 
tector stage employing the new 
-56 general purpose tube and a 
single audio stage using the PZ 
pentode (-47) power output 
tube. 

The comparative test showed 
that the midget was very nearly 
as selective as the larger set, in 
spite of the fewer tuned cir- 
cuits in the midget. This was 
due to improvements in coil de- 
sign and to the use of more accu- 
rate variable condensers. The two -gang Trutest condenser, in 
addition to being very well designed, is one of the most com- 
pact variable condensers obtainable. 

As regards sensitivity, the small set equalled the large one, 
each one bringing in the same list of stations under identical 
conditions. The use of the -58 tube in the midget set, had the 
very noticeable effect of holding cross -modulation and modu- 
lation distortion to a minimum. 

Advantages of New Tubes 
So far as detection was concerned, the -56 tube used in the 

smaller set, showed a decided improvement over the -27. 
This new tube has a high mutual conductance and a high am- 
plification factor and its possibilities are fully realized in the 
"Modern Midget ". 

The little midget far surpassed the larger set both in volume 
and tone quality. This is just what one would expect, in view 
of the fact that the combined -7la's have an undistorted 
power output of 1400 milliwatts, as compared to a power out- 
put of 2500 milliwatts for the pentode. Incidentally, the -7la 
tube possesses an am- 
plification factor of 3, 
while the amplification 
factor of the PZ is 90. 

An examination of 

V1 BN 
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to being highly efficient, elimi- 
nates transformers, resistors and 
condensers and hence is the sim- 
plest and cheapest coupling 
method ever devised. 

Construction 
Volume is controlled by means 

of a tapered potentiometer, R2, 
in the cathode return circuit of 
the r.f. tube. This method gives 

V2 a smooth, even control from a 
whisper to maximum volume. 
Resistor R1 provides the mini- 
mum resistance necessary to 
maintain the 3 -volt negative grid 
bias required by the -58 tube. 
Theoretically, a resistance of 
from 200 to 400 ohms should 
suffice. In actual practice, how- 
ever, it was found that a 1500 - 
ohm resistance at R1 gave more 
stable operation, reducing the ten- 
dency toward undue oscillations. 

If R1 is too low, the set will 
emit regenerative whistles; if 
too high, the sensitivity and vol- 
ume will be reduced. It may be 
desirable to experiment with dif- 

ferent resistances at this point until one is found which gives 
best results for the particular local conditions encountered. 

Both the screen -grid and the cathode circuits of the -58 
tube are by- passed by .1 mfd. condensers. Other portions of 
the circuit are also adequately by- passed by small condensers. 

One of the features of the "Modern Midget" is the simpli- 
fied power supply and filter system. A single midget trans- 
former contains the 5 -volt filament winding for the -80 tube, 
the 2/ -volt filament windings for the other three tubes, and 
the high- tension winding for supplying the plates and screen 
grids. 

Instead of the usual iron -core audio chokes, the 2500 -ohm 
field of the dynamic speaker is used to smooth out the rectified 
current. Dry electrolytic condensers, C9 and C10, by -pass each 
side of the speaker field winding. This filter system is very 
efficient, as there is no noticeable hum. 

The bias resistor R7 is by- passed by a 10 mfd. dry electro- 
lytic cartridge condenser. Switch S1 is mounted directly 
upon the volume control, R2, forming an integral part of that 
unit. Hence there are only two controls on the set, the single - 

control tuning knob 
which varies the capac- 
ity of the two -gang 
condenser and the com- 
bined switch and vol- 

ONLY A HANDFUL 

This top s,iew of the chassis shows radio reduced 
to its simplest form. The receiver employs four 
tubes, including the rectifier, yet will equal many 

larger sets in performance 

the schematic diagram 
(Figure 1) of the 
"Modern Midget" im- 
mediately discloses the 
simplicity of the circuit 
employed. The secon- 
dary of the antenna 
coupler, Ll, is tuned 
by one section Cl, of a 
two -gang variable con- 
denser. The r.f. stage 
is coupled to the de- 
tector by means of a 
tuned impedance. The 
conventional grid leak 
and grid condenser will 
be noted at R5 and C6 
respectively. 

An extremely novel 
form of coupling will 
be observed between 
the detector and the 
power output tube. 
The cathode of the de- 
tector is connected di- 
rectly to the grid of 
the PZ tube. This form 
of coupling, in addition 

THE CIRCUI 

Even the circuit is simplicity perso 

T DIAGRAM 
nified. The method of coupling 

power tube to the detecto r is of particular interest 
the 
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ume control. 
The dynamic speaker 

is connected to the set 
by means of a four - 
prong plug which fits 
into a four -prong 
socket at the rear wall 
of the chassis. The 
output transformer on 
the speaker should have 
a primary of the cor- 
rect impedance to 
match a PZ or -47 out- 
put tube. Theoretical- 
ly, this calls for a 7000 - 
ohm impedance. 

The chassis cut from 
a sheet of 1/16 -inch 
aluminum, 9 inches by 
12 inches. The four 
socket holes for the 
tubes and the socket 
hole for the speaker 
connection are drilled 
before bending. The 
hole for the flush - 
mounting power (Con- 
tinued on page 380) 
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HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIER DESIGN FOR A 

Heavy Duty P. A. System 
This amplifier will operate a large number of dynamic 
speakers and is therefore well suited to large area coverage, 
outdoors or in. For hotel or hospital systems it will operate 

up to 2000 magnetic speakers 

LST month we described the pre- 
amplifier and the voltage ampli- 
fier stage of this Kenyon heavy - 
duty, 50 -watt public- address 

amplifier. In this article we conclude the description with a 
discussion of the output stage and the speaker connections. 

The final stage with its power supply 
is mounted on the third or bottom 
panel, which is twice as large as 
panels 1 and 2. 

Two 845 type tubes in a push -pull 
circuit, as shown in Figure 1, furnish 
the output power. These are run con- 
siderably below their maximum rating 
in order to insure high quality. 

Let us now take up the story where 
we left off last month. The output 
transformer of the voltage amplifier 
on panel 1 has a split and tapped secon- 
dary to permit connections to a 500 - 
ohm or a 200 -ohm line, or by suitably 
connecting the secondaries in parallel 
an output impedance of 125 ohms or 
50 ohms can be obtained. In the am- 
plifier described here, all secondaries 
are connected in series to provide a 
500 -ohm output. 

The input transformer for the power 
stage has a similarly split and tapped 
primary. A patch -cord connects this 
to the voltage amplifier output. 

It has been found advisable to insert 
85- millihenry chokes in both grid leads 
to insure complete stability in the 845 
circuits. These tubes require a plate 
voltage of approximately 1000 volts. 
Their bias is secured by means of the 
usual resistors, but each tube has its 
own adjustable bias resistor. Milliam- 
meters in each plate circuit enable the 
operator to adjust the individual bias 
voltages for minimum distortion. 

The output transformer has four 
secondaries. They have been designed 
to permit a great variety of connec- 
tions which might be required for dif- 
ferent speaker combinations. We shall 
return to the subject of speaker con- 
nections later on. 

The Power Supply 
A diagram of the entire third panel 

is shown in Figure 1. The line is 
plugged into the receptacle marked 
"A.C. -IN." This will automatically 
turn on the filaments of the power 
tubes and all the power on panels 1 

and 2. If the constructor prefers. he 
can insert a switch in this circuit. The 
high voltage is applied through a time - 
delay device. In this case, a mark - 
time switch is used. The switch con- 
sist of a timepiece which is wound by 

By Bernard J. Montyn 
Part Two 

and down, say, four 
one minute. The 

THE COMPLETE AMPLIFIER 

For clarity, the patch -cords had been 
removed when this picture was taken 

moving the handle up and down. For 
every up -and -down movement, the clock 
is wound and set for 15 seconds. Con- 
sequently when the handle is moved up 

times, the plate supply is connected after 
clock system has certain disadvantages; 

for instance, if the power line were to 
fail and then he connected again, 
everything would be switched on at 
once. Further, when the amplifier is 
turned off, the filament and plate sup- 
ply are turned off simultaneously. 
There should be a little delay on the 
filament supply in this case. There- 
fore, if desired, a time -delay relay sys- 
tem could be employed to advantage. 
This would give the needed protection 
in case of breakdown of the power 
line. The time -delay, however, is not 
adjustable within such wide limits. 

Small differences in line voltage are 
provided for. The primary of the 
filament transformer has several taps 
which are connected to the contact 
points of a rotary switch. By adjust- 
ing the switch, the turns ratio is made 
correct for the existing line voltage. 
A voltmeter across the filament of one 
of the power tubes indicates when the 
correct adjustment has been reached. 
All other voltages are then correct. 

It can be seen in the illustrations 
that the tubes are mounted on sub - 
panels behind windows. These win- 
dows are made of pyrex and are non - 
shatterable. This type of construction 
makes it possible to observe the tubes 
while they are in operation. 

The photographs on this page show 
clearly how the parts are laid out. It 
is important to remember that all a.c. 
wiring should be twisted, and audio 
lines, too, wherever possible. 

Connections between the three panels 
are made with patch cords having cap 
type plugs on both ends. These con- 
nections have already been mentioned 
in the text. The picture of the com- 
plete amplifier shows the various re- 
ceptacles employed for that purpose. 

Multiple Speaker Connections 
The output transformer has secon- 

daries which will match a 500 -ohm 
line, a 200 -ohm line, or -with suitable 
parallel connections -from 1 to 20 
voice coils. 

Let us first suppose that a rather 
large area is to be covered with 
magnetic speakers. In that case, the 
500 or 200 -ohm line should run to a 
central point where a speaker- match- 
ing transformer is connected. This 
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FRONT AND REAR VIEWS OF 
POWER STAGE 

The illustration at the left shows all 
the controls. Under the two mil - 
liammeters are the variable bias re- 
sistor control knobs. In the center 
is the automatic delay switch and 
below that the filament voltmeter 
rotary switch can be seen, which 
serves to adjust the line voltage. 
(Right) The layout of the parts and 
construction of the sub- panels are 

clearly visible 

transformer, in turn, might have sev- 
eral secondaries, each designed to 
feed into a 500 or 200 -ohm line, pro- 
viding several trunk lines, each able 
to supply a great number of magnetic 
speakers. The speakers must be con- 
nected in parallel or in series -parallel 
so as to match the source impedance 
of the individual trunk line. 

With a system like this, a strip of 
ground two miles long has been cov- 
ered during tests. Wherever a large 
territory has to be covered, this type 
of amplifier will supply all the 
power needed. 

The use is not necessarily re- 
stricted to outdoor work. For in- 
stance, large hotels are now being 
equipped with centralized radio systems. For such installations 
the speakers should be connected as outlined above. Gen- 
erally, the circuit should be so designed that the total impe- 
dance remains the same regardless of whether speakers are cut 
out or not. This will have to be done by compensating re- 
sistors or chokes. 

The use of dynamic speakers brings some more complica- 
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tions. The output transformer on panel 3 can be arranged to 
supply from 1 to 20 voice coils. However, then the line can- 
not be very long and it should consist of rather heavy 
twisted wires. 

Where conditions demand a long line, there is a special 
Kenyon line -matching transformer that solves the problem. 
This transformer, type KLS -50, has primaries to match a 200 - 

ohm, 500 -ohm, 2000 ohm or 4000 -ohm impedance. 
The secondaries can be so arranged as to match / -ohm, 1 -ohm, 2 -ohm, 3/ -ohm, 5 -ohm, 7 -ohm, 
15 -ohm and 30 -ohm loads. 

This matching transformer should be placed 
close to the speakers, and thus any line to the 
amplifier would be a 200 -ohm or 500 -ohm line. 
It is obvious that the voice coil leads should not 
be too long, for there will be too much loss in 
them. They should be heavy wires, and the 
longer they are the heavier they should be. 

Another problem is the supply for the fields. 
Sometimes it is easier to employ speakers with 
6 -volt fields. They can then be connected in series 
and should be supplied from a d.c. source or a 
heavy -duty rectifier of the copper -oxide type. Of 
course, when 110 volts d.c. is available, speakers 
with 2500 -ohm fields can be connected in parallel. 
This has the advantage that a defect in one of them 
will not put the other fields out of commission. 

List of Parts 
C1- Aerovox filter condenser, / mfd., 2500 volts 
C2- Aerovox filter condenser, 1 mfd., 2500 volts 
C3- Aerovox filter condenser, 2 mfd., 2500 volts 
C4, C5- Aerovox by -pass condensers, 2 mfd., 400 

volts 
L1, L2- Kenyon filter chokes, type KC -30 -200 
M1, M2- Milliammeters, range 0 -100 ma. 
M3- Voltmeter, range 0 -15 volts 
R1, R2- Aerovox vitreous enameled resistors, 1250 

ohms, 50 watts 
R3, R4 -Ward- Leonard adjustats, 1000 ohms 
R5- Aerovox 50,000 -ohm vitreous enameled re- 

sistor, 50 -watt rating (Continued on page 382) 
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DIAGRAM OF POWER STAGE 

Figure 1. The power output stage consists of two 
845 type tubes in push -pull. Note the individual 

bias adjusts- nt 
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PRACTICAL 

ON 3/4 METER 

AN OPTICAL WAVE RECEIVER SYSTEM 
Figure 8. The B. -K. receiver with an audio frequency amplifier and loud- 

speaker attached for picking up -meter transmissions 

THE optical characteristics of ultra- short -wave radio 
transmission become pronounced only on wavelengths 
shorter than 5 meters. While it is justifiable to con- 
sider any wavelength shorter than 10 meters in the 

quasi -optical region by virtue of the fact that communication 
is usually limited to visual distances, the "shadows" are erratic 
and transmission and reception can be effected by conventional 
circuits. A wavelength of 5 meters perhaps marks the border- 
line where circuit differentiation becomes more than mere modi- 
fication of the usual arrangements, and Barkhausen -Kurz and 
Gill -Morell hobnob with our familiar friends, Armstrong and 
Colpitts. But even at 56 megacycles the superheterodyne 
(RADIO NEWS for August, 1932) is the most efficient receiver 

852 PLATE LECHER CIRCUIT 

RFC 

500 V. 
.5 AMP. -110 V. 

5 MA. 

Continuing the 
with constructional details 
and reflecting antenna 

wavelengths 

By James 
yet developed, the super- regenerator is 
still very effective, while the tourmaline 
crystal -controlled transmitter is more re- 
liable than the magnetron oscillator. 

However, still farther down, the picture 
changes more definitely. The old principles 
are still recognizable, but apparatus, tech- 
nique and application are entirely new. 

While it is by no means as hopeless as Dante's Inferno, we 
may take liberties with the Florentine poet and declare, "Aban- 
don old ideas, all ye who enter here!" 

In the "misty mid -region" of centimeters, the phenomena 
are markedly quasi -optical, and it is suggested that the experi- 
menter review the first two articles (RADIO NEWS, June and 
July) in this series, which consider the basic principles and 
characteristics. 

As we shall describe a g -meter transmitter and receiver in 
this article, we shall limit ourselves for the present to 75- 
centimeter considerations, bearing in mind, however, that the 
optical phenomena predominate more and more as the wave- 
length is shortened still further. Communication at 75 centi- 

meters is believed to be limited to be- 
tween points in a direct line of vision 
with each other. Even small obstacles, 
such as trees, cast pronounced "shad- 
ows." The wavelength is sufficiently 
short to permit the use of simple para- 
bolic reflectors, at both transmitting and 
receiving stations, whereby the signals 
can be concentrated in accordance with 
the familiar optical law. 

The experimenter who has studied the 
introductory articles in this series will 
appreciate that at frequencies above 300 
megacycles (300 megacycles equals 
300,000,000 cycles per second or a 
wavelength of 1 meter -just to remind 
you) the period of the circuit ap- 
proaches the limitations imposed by the 
rapidity with which the electrons can 
circle about in the tube. The velocity 
of the electron and the geometric spacing 
of the tube elements, rather than the 
capacity and inductance of the circuit, 
may be the deciding factors as to fre- 
quency. Such is the case with the 
Barkhausen -Kurz oscillator, and by 
varying the accelerating charge on the 
grid (which, of course, affects the ve- 
locity of the electron stream) the wave- 
length can be controlled over a consid- 
erable range, practically independent of 
the circuit constants. Such a circuit 
necessarily results in the very uncon- 
ventional arrangement in which the grid 
is highly positive and the plate negative. 

B -K oscillations can be extended well 
down in the centimeter region, but are 
of lesser value for transmitting purposes 

CONSTRUCTION 
DATA 

Figure 1, at left, 
shows circuit dia- 
gram of a Koza- 
n o'ws k i oscillator. 
Figure 3, below, ex- 
perimental Koza- 
nowski oscillator 
for type 27 tubes 

. The National Co. 
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WORKING DATA 

TRANSMISSION 
ultra -short -wave series 
on transmitters, receivers 
systems for operation on 
below one meter 

Millen` 

below 1 meter, due to low output and 
lack of stability -the frequency often 
swinging as much as several megacycles! 
The lack of stability, however, suggests 
that the system has possibilities as a re- 
ceiver, where signal swinging would merely 
be evidenced as broad tuning. Barkhausen- 
Kurz oscillators are considered in detail 
in the June and July articles to which 
reference has already, been made. 

It was in an effort to improve the out- 
put of the B -K system that Kozanowski developed his oscil- 
lator, which departs even farther from the familiar way of 
things by tuning the plate and filament circuits rather than the 
plate and grid circuits. Kozanowski's investigation into a 
modified Barkhausen -Kurz oscillator indicated that the oscilla- 
tions were the result of the space- charge fluctuating geometri- 
cally (not in potential) about the grid. In other words, the 
vibratory phenomena pivots about the grid, the filament and 
plate being the high -potential sides of the oscillating system. 
Such a theory would suggest an improved output with the 
filament and plate circuits balanced or tuned -an assumption 
thoroughly justified by further experimentation. 

The Kozanowski oscillator circuit used by the author in 
g -meter experiments is shown in Figure 1, while the photo- 
graph, Figure 2, provides a clear idea of the me- 
chanical arrangement. The plate and filament 
circuits are tuned by individual Lecher wire sys- 
tems. The wavelength at which the oscillator 
functions is determined by the length of the plate 
Lecher system. It must not be assumed, however, 
that we have here merely a modified oscillator 
operating on the tuned -plate principle. It is, of 
course, a bona fide electronic oscillator, as is evi- 
dent by the reversed potentials on grid and plate, 
and the fact that the wavelength is almost exactly 
equal to the length of the plate Lecher system as 
measured from the plates of the tubes 
to the terminating ammeter, quite inde- 
pendently of concommitant inductance 
and capacity. 

From considerations outlined above, 
it is evident that the power output can be 
controlled by varying the length of the 
cathode Lecher system, which has prac- 
tically no effect on frequency. The os- 
cillating power generated by the Koza- 
nowski circuit is considerably greater 
than that obtained by a B -K oscillator. 
The best output reported from Bark - 
hausen -Kurz circuits at 75 centimeters 
has been a fraction of a watt, whereas 
the circuit in Figure 1, employing the 
tubes and potentials indicated. can be 
pushed to well over 5 watts, at this 
wavelength, with good stability. 

The 852 type tube is admirably suited 
to oscillations of this character. Origi- 
nal experiments carried on with the type 
27 tubes (Figure 3) showed that our 
old ultra -high- frequency standby will 
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FINAL EXPERIMENTAL SET -UP FOR 852 TUBES 
Figure 2. This transmitter is capable of generating five to six watts of 75 

centimeter radiation and is tuned by Lecher wire antennas 

not provide satisfactory results in this circuit. While oscilla- 
tions were present, they did not exhibit the proper characteris- 
tics. The plate circuit showed practically no frequency con- 
trol, and the length of the cathode circuit had a negligible 
effect on the power output. Oscillations ceased when a plate 
potential of more than a few volts negative was applied. The 
circuit was apparently functioning as a Barkhausen -Kurz oscil- 
lator, and increasing the grid potential up to the point where 
the grid ran white -hot did not improve matters. 

However, upon substitution of the type 852 tubes, as shown 
in Figure 2, the circuit settled down and operated strictly in 
accordance with Hoyle -or, rather, Kozanowski. It was nec- 
essary to apply at least 200 volts to the grids before the power 
output became sufficiently great to light a small flashlight bulb. 

RECEIVER CIRCUITS 
Figure 4, below, shows res- 
onating crystal and tube 
receivers. Figures 6 and 
7, at right, show the crys- 
tal receiver and the simple 
tube receiver, respectively 
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With the accelerating potential increased to 500 volts it was 
possible to obtain a power output between 5 and 6 watts. 
With this voltage applied to the grids, the filament circuit of 
each tube should be adjusted, by means of R1 and R2, to 
limit the grid current to about 250 milliamperes per tube. 
Careful matching of tubes is unnecessary when provision is 
made for this adjustment. The negative plate potential should 
be about 110 volts. The plate current varies from 5 to 6 

milliamperes, while the oscillatory current in the plate Lecher 
circuit is about 2.5 amperes at no load. 

Needless to say, the grids of the tubes become extremely 
hot, but since the filament emission is not excessive, the life 
of the tubes should not be materially shortened. 

It will be found that the negative plate voltage, for best 
output, is rather critical, and that as the plate voltage is in- 
creased from the optimum value, the power output decreases 
proportionately. This condition suggests that the circuit is 
readily amenable to modulation, which can be effected most 
economically due to the fact that the power required is only 
about 6 watts. The usual straight -line considerations are 
involved, and the steady plate voltage should be set midway 
between the optimum value and the point at which oscillations 
cease. 

Construction Details 
The constructional details are well illustrated in the photo- 

graphs. The Lecher wires are made of % -inch copper rods, 
supported rigidly by isolantite and R -39 insulating material. 
The filament choke coils consist of 15 turns of No. 12 double - 
cotton- covered wire, wound with a / -inch diameter. The 
plate- circuit chokes can be the same, or, if more convenient, 
of 20 turns of No. 18 enameled wire, with a diameter of / 
inch, and stretched, spring fashion, until they are two inches 
long. 

Once the oscillator is functioning satisfactorily, there re- 
mains the problem of providing a suitable antenna system and 
of coupling it to the plate Lecher circuit. The most interesting 
features of 3d -meter experimentation are, perhaps, the minia- 
ture radiating systems and the sharp directional effects which 
they can be made to produce. 

The simplest antenna consists of a 15 -inch piece of copper 
rod (Lecher wire material), one end of which is clipped to the 
plate Lecher circuit. Any desired amount of coupling can 
be obtained by clipping the rod antenna at different points 
along the plate circuit. While a simple radiator of this descrip- 
tion will work fairly well, it is definitely inferior in efficiency 
to the reflector systems shown in Figures 4 and 5. The 
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antenna is a current -fed doublet and is located in the focus of 
a semi -parabolic reflector. The feeder system is one wave- 
length long and is inductively coupled to the plate Lecher cir- 
cuit. The mechanical degree of coupling can be ascertained by 
reference to Figure 5. A reflector of this type will concentrate 
the radiation in a fairly sharp beam which will be many times 
more powerful than that emanating from an open antenna 
system. 

Antennas and Feeders 
A later version of the reflector, which gave improved results, 

was similar to the above described arrangement with the 
exception that the feeder system, three -quarters of a wave- 
length long, was clipped directly to the Lecher system. It is 
probable that this voltage -feed method is to be preferred, as it 
is rather difficult to obtain satisfactory inductive coupling to 
the Lecher circuit because of its shape. 

The wavelength of the radiated wave may be measured on 
an independent Lecher system if desired, as shown in Figure 5. 
The slide may be either a sensitive microammeter, a small 
flashlight bulb (when relatively high powers are being radiated) 
or a simple short -circuiting bar, resonance being indicated in 
the latter case by a variation in the plate Lecher oscillatory 
current. However, checking in this way is hardly essential, 
because, as already explained, the radiated wavelength is equal 
(with negligible error) to the measured distance between where 
the Lecher wires connect to the plates (within the tubes) and 
the terminating bridge. 

Before extensive experiments can be carried out, it is essen- 
tial to have some form of receiver. The simplest is the crystal 
unit diagrammed in Figure 6 and photographed in Figure 4. 
This consists of an iron pyrite crystal detector connected be- 
tween two 7 -inch lengths of rod -the overall length approxi- 
mating 15 inches or / wavelength at 75 centimeters. The 
headphones are connected directly across the detector. 

This arrangement, while insensitive, is extremely useful in 
checking modulation, the directional effects of different radia- 
tors, etc., due to the fact that its low sensitivity permits its 
use in the immediate field of the transmitter. An interesting 
phenomenon will be observed in a preliminary search with this 
receiver. When the antenna rods of the receiver are parallel 
with those of the transmitter, the received signal will be strong; 
at right angles the signal cannot be heard -demonstrating the 
sharply polarized nature of the radiated wave. 

Receiver Equipment 
A receiver more practical for communication purposes is 

shown in Figures 7, 8 and 4, which essentially is a Barkhausen- 
Kurz oscillator with headphones in the plate circuit. The 
receiving possibilities of this system, contributed by frequency 
swing, have already been suggested. The tube is a type 99 
tube. Resistor R1 is the usual filament rheostat, while R2 is a 
potentiometer varying the grid voltage by which tuning is 
effected. The choke coils are wound with 20 turns of No. 18 
enameled wire with / -inch diameter and stretched to a length 
of 2 inches. The antenna system (Continued on page 377) 

MEASURING THE WAVELENGTH 
Figure 5. The author checking wavelength with an exterior 
Lecher circuit, the SW58 in the background being used to 

modulate the transmitter 
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Radio Call Book Section 
Conducted by S. Gordon Taylor and John M. Borst 
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Consolidated Short -Wave Station List 

Wave- 
length Frequency Call 
Meters Kc Letters 

5.80 51,724 RW61 
7.05 42,530 ...... 
9.68 

10.79 
11.55 
11.67 
12.37 
12.48 
13.92 
14.01 
14.01 
14.18 
14.25 
14.27 
14.27 
14.49 
14.50 
14.50 
14.53 
14.59 

14.62 
14.72 
14.97 
15.04 
15.08 

15.10 
15.12 
15.14 
15.21 

31,000 
27,800 
25,960 
25,700 
24,380 
24,000 
21,540 
21,420 
21,420 
21,160 
21,060 
21,020 
21,020 
20,700 
20,680 
20,690 
20,640 
20,560 

20,500 
20,380 
20,040 
19,947 
19,900 

19,850 
19,840 
19,820 
19,720 

WBXI 
W6XD 
G5SW 
W2XBC 
VE9GW 
W6XQ 
W8XK 
W2XDJ 

LSMK 
WKA 
LSN 
OKI 
ISY 
LSX 
LSN 

PMB 

W9XF 
GBA 
OPL 
DIH 
LSG 

WMI 
FTD 
WKN 
EAQ 

15.24 19,680 CEO 
15.45 19,420 FRO-FRE 
15.50 19,355 FTM 
15.61 19,350 
15.57 19,260 PPC 

15.58 19,240 DFA 

15.60 19,220 WNC 
15.62 19,200 ORG 
15.77 19,020 1VKW- 

W2XBJ 
15.82 18,960 LSR 

15 90 18,890 ZSS 
15.94 18,820 PLE 

16.06 18,680 OCT 
16.11 18,620 GBU 
16.15 18,580 GBJ 
16.27 18,440 HJY 

16.32 18,382 FRS 
16.35 18,350 ZLW 
16.30 18,340 WLA 

16.38 16,310 OBS 
15.39 18,295 YVQ 

16.93 
16.50 
16.53 
16.48 
16.57 
16.57 
16.65 
16.81 
16.80 
16.82 
16.37 
16.87 
16.88 

16.88 
17.02 
17.05 

17.05 
17.05 
17.05 
17.05 
17.05 
17.05 
17.05 
17.05 
17.24 
17.34 
17.34 
17.34 
17.34 
17.39 

18,250 FTO-FTE 
18,180 CGA 
18,145 PMC 
18,200 GBW 
18,100 W9X.AA 
18,100 013K 
18,020 KQJ 
17,850 ELF 
17,860 1V2X:10 
17,795 PCV 
17,780 W8XK 
17,780 W3XAL 
17,775 PHO 

17,775 PHI 
17,630 PMW 
17,040 ...... 
17,040 
17,040 
17,040 
17,040 
17,040 
17,040 
17,040 
17,040 
17.400 
17,300 
17,300 
17,300 
17,300 
17,300 

WORN 

GLSQ 
GDLJ 

GTSD 
GREY 
GMBJ 
J1AA 

W8XL 
W6XAJ 
W2XCU 
W9XL 

By Wavelength, Frequency, Call, Location and Time- 

Location 
Moscow, U. 4. S. R. 
Berlin, Germany 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Palo Alto, Cal. 
Chelmsford, Eng. 
New Brunswick, N. J. 
Bowmanville, Ont. Can. 
San Mateo, Cal. 
Saxonburg, Pa. 
Deal, N. J. 
Lawrenceville, N. J. 
Buenos Aires, Argentine 
Lawrenceville, N. J. 
Buenos Aires, Argentine 
Podebrady, Chechoslovakia 
Buenos Airea, Argentine 
Buenos Aires, Argentine 
Buenos Aires, Argentine 
Paris, T. S. F., France 
Malabar, Bandoeng, Java 

Chicago, Ill 
Rugby, England 
Leopoldville, Belgian Congo 
Nauen, Germany 
Buenos Aires, Argentine 

Deal, N. J. 
Paris, France 
Lawrenceville, N. J. 
Madrid, Spain 

Santiago, Chile 
Paris, France 
Paris, France 
Nancy, France 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

Nauen, Germany 

Lawrenceville, N. J. 
Brussels, Belgium 

Rocky Point, N. Y. 
Buenos Aires, Argentine 

Klipheuvel, So. Africa 
Malabar, Bandoeng, Java 

Lima, Peru 
Rugby. England 
Bodmin, England 
Bogota, Colombia 

Saigon, Indo-China 
Wellington, New Zealand 

Lawrenceville, N. J. 

Rugby, England 
Maracay, Venezuela 

Paris, France 
Drummondville, Quebec 
Tjimindi Bandoeng, Java 
Rugby, England 
Chicago, Illinois 
Bodmin. England 
Bolinas, Caiifortia 
Malabar Bandoeng, Java 
New Brunswick. N. J. 
Kootwijk, Holland 
Saxonburg, Pa. 
Bound Brook, N. J. 
Huizen, Holland 

Huizen, Holland 
Malabar, Bandoeng, Java 
S. S. Conteraggo 

S. S. Leviathan 
S. S. Majestic 
S. S. Olympic 
S. S. Homeric 
S. S. Belgenland 
S. S. Monarch of Bermuda 
S. S. Minnetonka 
S. S. Empress of Britain 
Tokio, Japan 
London, Ont. Can 
Dayton, Ohio 
Oakland, Cal. 
Ampere, N. J. 
Anoka, Minn. 

Service and Schedule 
Broadcast 
Exp. Tue., Thurs. 11:30 A.M. 

1:30 P.M. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Exp. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Phone. 6:30 -11 A.M. 
Phone. 
Phone. to LSN; 8 A.M.-4 P.M. 
Phone. to Europe; before noon 
Phone. to England; 8 A.M. -4 P.M. 
Phone. to WLO; 8 A.M.-4 P.M. 
Phone. 
Phone. 1 -2 P.M. irregular 
Phone. to U. S. 
Phone. to Europe; after 10:30 P.M 
Phone, to Saigon 
Phone. to PCK; 3:10 A.M. -4:40 

A.M.; 8 -9:20 P.M. 
Phone. 
Phone. to ships and LSN; irregular 
Phone. to Brussels; mornings 
Phone. 
Phone. to FTM; 10:30 A.M.3:30 

P.M. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Phone. to England; 8 A.M. -4 P.M. 
Phone. to S.. A.; 11 A.M. -2 P.M. 

4 P.M. 
Phone. to Argentine; 6 P.M. 
Phone. 
Phone. to LSG; 10 A.M.-2 P.M. 
Phone 4 -5 P.M. 
Phone. to FTM; 10:30 A.M: 

3:30 P.M. 
Phone. to XDA; 10 A.M.-2 P.M. 

irregular 
Phone. to England; 8 A.M.-4 P.M. 
Tests 11 -11:30 A.M. 

Tests, mornings 
l'hone. to Chili; 11 A.M. and 

4 P.M. 
Phone. to GAA; 3 -8 A.M. 
Phone. to PCK; 5:40 -10:40 Tu., 

Fri. 
Tests with HJY; 2 P.M. 
Phone. to 1VMI; 6 A.M.-2 P.M. 
Phone. to Montreal 
Phone. to Chile and Argentine; 

6 P.M. 
Phone. 13 P.M. Sundays 
Phone. VK2ME, irregular 
Transatlantic phone.; 8 A.M: 

4 1'.M. 
Phone. to WND; 6 A.M.-2 P.M. 
Tests with Spain and Germany; 

2 P.M., 3 P.M., 4 P.M. 
Phone. to FZR; 5-9 A.M. 
Phone. to England 
Phone. to PCV; 3:10 -9:20 A.M. 
Phone. to WNC 
Tests mornings 
Phone. to CGA; 6 A.M.-2 P.M. 
Tests 
Phony. 
Phone. 
Phone to Java 6.9 A.M. 
Exp. 
Broadcast 7 A.M.-3 P.M. weekdays 
Broadcast, 7 -9 A.M. daily exc. 

Tues. 
Phone. to Java 
Broadcast 
Phone., sometimes broadcast 6- 

8 A.M., 11 A.M.-1 P.M. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Phone. 
Phone. to Australia 
Broadcast irregular 
Exp. 
Exp. 
Exp. 
Exp. 

Wave- 
length 
Meters 
17.52 
17.52 
17 .56 
18.00 
18.37 

18.40 
18.40 
18.44 
18.48 
18.59 
18.68 
18.71 
18.81 
18.89 
19.04 
19.53 
19.53 
19.55 

19.61 
19.61 
19.61 

19.61 
19.68 
19.72 

19.74 
19.74 
19.84 
20.00 

Frequency Call 
Kr Letters 

17,120 WOO 
20 W2XDO 

17.080 GBC 
16,665 DAN 
16,330 VLK- 

VK2ME 
16,305 PCL 
16,270 WLO 
16,270 WLK 
16,233 FZR 
16,140 GBX 
16,060 NSS 
16,030 KKP 
15,950 PLO 
15,880 FEE 
15,760 I I A.A 
15,355 KWU 
15,355 KWO 
15,340 W2XAD 

15,300 OXY 
15,300 OXO-OXZ 
15,300 ...... 
15,300 W6XAL 
15,245 
15,210 1V8XK 

15,200 
15,200 
15,120 
15,000 

20.00 15,000 
20.23 14,830 

20.43 
20.50 
20.51 
20.56 
20.64 
20.65 
20.70 
20.73 
20.78 
20.80 
20.95 
21.52 
21.62 
21.72 

21.77 
21.90 
22.26 
22.40 
22.52 
22.58 
22.68 

22.68 
22.68 
22.68 
22.68 
22.68 
22.68 
22.68 
22.68 
22.94 
23.06 
23.35 

14,690 
14,630 
14,620 
14,590 
14,535 
14,530 
14,480 
14,470 
14,440 
14,42,5 
14,310 
13,940 
13,870 
13,811 

13,780 
13,699 
13,480 
13,390 
13,320 
13,285 
13,230 

13,230 
13,230 
13,230 
13,230 
13,230 
13.230 
13,230 
13,230 
13,080 
13,010 
12,850 

23.35 12,850 
23.35 12,850 
23.36 12,840 
23.40 12,830 

DJB 
J1AA 
HVJ 
T14NRH 

CM6XJ 
1VKU- 

W2XBJ 
PSD 
XDA 
XDA 
WMN 
IIBJ 
LSN 
W8XK 
WNC 
GBW 
VPD 

01M 
WIY 
SUZ 

KKW 
KKZ 
WAJ 
WND 

CCsCt 

GFWV 
GLSQ 
GMJQ 

WSBN 

GKFY 

J1A.A 
FZG 
W2XO 

W9XL 
W2XCU 
WOO 

23.45 12,795 IAC 
23.47 12,780 GBC 
24.00 12,500 CT3AQ 

24.02 12,490 DAN 

24.40 12,295 ELT 
24.40 12,295 PLM 
24.41 12,290 GALT 
24.47 12,260 FTN 

29.46 12,265 PLM 
24.69 12,150 GBS 

24.67 12,160 FQO-FQE 

Location 
Deal, N. J. 
Ocean Gate, N. J. 
Rugby, England 
Norddeich, Germany 

Service and Schedule 
Transatlantic phone. 
Exp. 
Phone. 
Tests with ships, irregular 

Sydney, Australia Broadcast; 3-6 A.M. 
Kootwijk, Holland Phone. to Bandoeng from 7 :1. \I, 
Lawrenceville, N. J. Phone. to England 
Lawrenceville, N. J. I'hone. to England 
Saigon, Indo-China Phone. 
Rugby, England Phone. to VK2ME 4-11 l'.M. 
Annapolis, Md. 11:55 to noon (time signal) 
Kauhuku, Hawaii Phone. to KR'O; 2-7 l'.M. 
Tjiinindi, Bandoeng, Java Phone. afternoons 
Paris, France Phone. to FZR; 9-10 A.M. 
Tokio, Japan Tests up to 10 A.M. 
Dixon, Calif. Phone. to Hawaii, 2-7 P.M. 
Dixon, Calif. Phone. to Hawaii, 2-7 P.M. 
Schenectady, N. Y. Broadcast; 3á6 P.M. daily -1 -6 

P.M., Sat Sun. 
Lyngby, Denmark Exp. 
Copenhagen, Denmark Broadcast 
Tandjong Priok, Batavia, Java 

Broadcast 
Westminster, Calif Phone. 
Paris, France Broadcast; 7 -10 A.M 
Saxonburg, Pa. Broadcast; 6:30 A.M. -4 P.M. 

daily 
Koenigawusterhausen, Ger. Broadcast; 8 A.M. -noon 
Tokio, Japan Broadcast, irregular 
Vatican City, Italy Broadcast; 5 -5:15 A.M., daily 
Heredia, Costa Rica Sat., Sun., Mon.-11 A.M.-noon, 

4 -5 P.M. 
Central Tuinucu, Cuba Broadcast, irregular 

Rocky Point, N. Y. Tests daytime 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Tests with LSN near 6 P.M. 
Mexico City. Mexico Broadcast; 2:30 -3 P.M. 
Mexico City, Mexico Tests with XAM; 2:303 P.M. 
Lawrenceville, N. J. Phone to England daylight 
Geneva, Switzerland Tests 
Buenos Aires, Argentine Phone. to England; daylight 
Saxonburg, l'a Phone. 
Iawreneeville, N. J. Phone. to England; daylight 
Rugby, England Phone. to WNC; 6 A.M. -6 P.M. 
Suva, Fiji Islands Phone. 
Sonning -on- Thames, EnglandBroadcast; 1:30 P.M., Sun. 
Bucharest, Roumania Broadcast; 2 -5 P.M., Wed., Sat. 
Rocky l'oint, N. Y. Tests, irregular 
Abu Zabel, Cairo, Egypt Phone. to GBC, daily up to 3.30 

P.M. 
Bolinas, Calif. Testa 
Bolinas, Calif. Tests, irregular 
Rocky Point, N. Y. Tests 
Lawrenceville, N. J. Transatlantic phone. 
Rugby, England Phone. CGA and ships afternoons 
Drummondville, Can. Phone. GBC; 8 A.M. to 2 P.M. 
S. S. Conteraggo Phone., sometimes broadcast; 6.8 

A.M.-11 A.M. to 1 P.M. 
S. S. Majestic Phone. 
S. S. Olympic Phone. 
S. S. Belgenland Phone. 
S. S. Homeric Phone. 
S. S. Leviathan Phone. 
S. S. Monarch of Bermuda Phone. 
S. S. Minnetonka Phone. 
S. S. Empress of Britain Phone. 
Tokio, Japan Tests, irregular 
Saigon, French Indo-China Broadcast 
Schenectady, N. Y. Broadcast; 9 P.M. Mon. -3 A.M. 

Tu., Antipodal program; 12-5 
P.M., Tu., Thu., Sat. 

Anoka. Minn. Broadcast 
Ampere, N. J. Exp. 
Ocean Gate, N. J. I'hone. to ships irregular 
labst, Morocco Phone. to Ste. Aeiae; 7:30-9 A.M., 

Sun., 5-7 A.M., daily 
Coltana, Italy Tests 
Rugby, England Phone. 
Funchal, Madeira Broadcast; 4 -6:30 P.M., Tu., 

Thurs., 10:30 -noon Sun. 
Norddeich, Germany Phone. to chipa, noon -3 P.M.; 

4 -9 A.M. 
Wellington, New Zealand Phone. to VK2ME; 3-8 A.M. 
Bandoeng, Java Phone. VK2ME; 6:30 A.M. 
lugby, England Phone. to WMI; 2-7 P.M. 
aras, France Phone. Buenos Aires, Indo-China 

Java, U. S. A., 9 A.M.-1 P.M. 
and other hour 

Bandoeng, Java Phone. 7:45 A.M. 
Rugby, England Transatlantic phone. to Deal, 

N. J., WND, 2-7 P.M. 
Paris, France Phone. 

(Continuel nest month) 
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352 RADIO CALL BOOK SECTION 

Broadcasting Stations 
in North America 

(Exclusive of the United States) 

Alphabetically by Call Letters, Location, Frequency and Power, 

Including Frequencies from 550 to 1500 Kilocycles 

Call Location Kilocycles Watts Call Location 

Canada 
CFAC Calgary, Canada 690 500 
CFBA St. John, N. B. 890 500 
CFCA Toronto, Ont. 840 500 
CFCF Montreal, Quebec 1031 500 
CFCH North Bay, Ont. 930 100 
CFCL Toronto, Ont. 580 500 
CFCN Calgary, Alta. 985 10000 
CFCO Chatham. Ont. 1210 100 
CFCT Victoria. B. C. 630 50 
CFCY Charlottetown, Prince 

Edward 580 500 
CFJC Kamloops, B. C. 1120 15 

CFLC Prescott, Ont. 930 50 
CFNB Fredericton, N. B. 1210 50 
CFQC Saskatoon. Sask. 910 500 
CFRB Toronto, Ont. 690 4000 
CFRC Kingston, Ont. 930 250 
CHCK Charlottetown, Prince 

Edward 1010 100 
CHGS Summerside, Prince 

Edward 1120 100 

CHLS Vancouver, B. C. 730 50 
CHMA Edmonton, Alberta 580 250 
CHML Hamilton. Ont. 880 50 
CHMS Halifax, N. S. 930 500 
CHRC Quebec 645 100 

CHWC Regina, Sask. 960 500 
CHWK Chilliwack, B. C. 665 100 

CHYC Montreal, Quebec 730 500 

CJBR Regina, Sask. 960 500 
CJCA Edmonton. Oliver. Alta. 930 500 
CJCB Sydney, N. S. 880 50 

CJCJ Calgary, Alta. 690 S00 

CJGS London, Ont. 910 500 
CJGX Yorkton. Sask. 630 500 
CJOC Lethbridge, Alta. 1120 100 

CJOR Vancouver, B. C. 1210 500 
CJRM Moose Jaw, Sask. 665 600 
CJRW Fleming, Sask. 665 500 

CJSC Toronto, Ont. 840 5000 
CKAC Montreal, Que. 730 5000 

CKCD Vancouver, B. C. 730 50 

CKCI Quebec 645 100 

CKCK Regina, Sask. 960 500 

CKCL Toronto, Ont. 580 500 
CKCO Ottawa, Ont. 890 100 

CKCR Waterloo, Ont. 645 50 

CKCV Quebec 880 50 

CKFC Vancouver. B. C. 730 50 

CKGW Toronto, Ont. 840 5000 
CKIC Wolfeville, N. S. 1010 50 
CKLC Red Deer, Alta. 840 1000 

CKMC Cobalt, Ont. 1210 100 

CKMO Vancouver, B. C. 730 100 

CKNC Toronto, Ont. 580 500 
CKOC Hamilton, Ont. 880 50 
CKOV Kelowna, B. C. 1200 100 

CKPC Preston, Ont. 1210 50 
CKPR Ft. Williams, Ont. 890 50 

CKUA Edmonton, Alta. 580 500 
CKWX Vancouver. B. C. 730 100 

Kilocycles Watts Call Location Kilocycles Watts 

CKY 
CKX 
CNRA 
CNRD 
CNRN 
CNRL 
CNRM 
CNRO 
CNRQ 
CNRR 
CNRS 
CNRT 
CNRV 
CNR\V 
CNRX 
CPRY 
VE1OAB 
VEIOAK 
V E 1 OAY 
VE1OBI 
VE1OBP 
VEIOBQ 
VEIOBU 
VEIOCB 
VOGT 
VONA 
VOWR 
VOX 
VO8RA 

CMA B 

CMAC 
CM BC 
CM BD 
CMBG 
CMBI 
CM BL 
CM BN 
C M BS 
CMBT 
CM BW 
CM BY 
CM BZ 
CMC 
CMCA 
CMC B 

CMCD 
CMCF 
CMCG 
CMCH 
CMCJ 
CMCM 
CMCN 
CMCO 
CMCQ 
CMCR 
CMCU 
CMCW 
CMDC 
CMGA 
CMGB 

Winnipeg. Man. 
Brandon, Man. 
Moncton, N. B. 
Red Deer, Alta. 
Halifax, N. S. 
London, Ont. 
Montreal, Que. 
Ottawa, Ont. 
Quebec 
Regina, Sask. 
Saskatoon, Sask. 
Toronto, Ont. 
Vancouver, B. C. 
Winnipeg, Man. 
Toronto, Ont. 
Toronto. Ont. 
Moose Jaw, Sask. 
Stratford, Ont. 
Kelowna, B. C. 
Prince Albert, Sask. 
Wingham, Ont. 
Brantford, Ont. 
Concord, Sask. 
Liverpool, N. C. 
Bell Island, N. F. 
St. Johns. N. F. 
St. Johns. N. F. 
St. Johns, N. F. 
St. Johns, N. F. 

Cuba 
Pinar del Rio 
Pinar del Rio 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Marianao 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Guanaoacoa 
Havana 
Havana 
Marianao 
Marianao 
Marianao 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Havana 
Marianao 
Colon 
Matanzas 

780 
540 
630 
840 
930 
910 
730 
600 
880 
960 
910 
840 

1030 
780 
690 
840 

1425 
1200 
1200 
1200 
1200 
1200 
1200 
1200 
890 
950 
675 

1400 
950 

1249 
1375 
965 
965 

1070 
1405 
1500 
1405 
790 
790 

1010 
1225 
1010 
840 

1225 
1070 
925 
890 

1345 
1405 
620 

1405 
925 
660 

1150 
1345 
1285 
1345 
660 
834 

1205 

5000 CMGD Matanzas 
500 CMGE Cardenas 
500 CMGF Matanzas 

1000 CMGH Matanzas 
500 CMHC Tuinucu 
500 CMHD Caibarien 

5000 CMHI Santa Clara 
500 CMHJ Cienfuegos 
50 CMJC Camaguey 

500 CMJE Camaguey 
500 CMJF Camaguey 
500 CMK Havana 
500 CMKC Santiago de Cuba 

5000 CMQ Havana 
4000 CMW Havana 
5000 CMX Havana 

25 
10 
15 

25 
15 
15 
15 

15 

20 
30 

150 
150 
150 
30 
20 
30 

150 
150 
150 
150 
1S0 
500 
150 
150 
25 

250 
30 
50 

250 
15 

250 
250 
600 
150 
150 

15 

500 
100 
7J, 

XEA 
XEB 
XEC 
XED 
XEE 
XEFA 
XEFB 
XEFC 
XEFD 
XEFE 
XEFI 
XEFS 
XEG 
XEH 
XEI 
XFJ 
XEK 
XEL 
XEM 
XEN 
XEO 
XEP 
XEQ 
XER 
XES 
XET 
XETA 
XETB 
XETC 
XETF 
XETG 
XETQ 
XEV 
XEW 
XEX 
XEY 
XEZ 
XFC 
XFG 
XFH 
XFI 
XFX 

Mexico 
Guadalajara 
Mexico 
Toluca 
Reynosa 
Oaxaca 
Mexico 
Monterey 
Merida 
Tia Juana 
Nuevo Laredo 
Chihuahua 
Queretero 
Mexico 
Monterey 
Morelia 
Ciudad Juarez 
Mexico 
Saltillo 
Mexico 
Mexico 
Mexico 
Nuevo Laredo 
Ciudad Juarez 
Vera Cruz 
Tampico 
Monterey 
Mexico 
Torreon 
Jalapa 
Vera Cruz 
Torreon 
Mexico 
Puebla 
Hacienda de Coapa, Mex. 
Mexico 
Merida 
Mexico 
Aguascalientes 
Mexico 
Mexico 
Mexico 
Mexico 

THE END 

1140 5 

1375 30 
977 50 

1370 150 
790 100 
950 250 

1110 15 

645 40 
1382 15 
856 20 
930 50 
730 3150 

1034 150 
1150 250 
588 1400 
890 500 

1000 100 
1030 1000 
1000 50 
965 1000 

1000 100 
1250 250 
1270 50 
1050 10 
1020 300 
1000 100 
1000 100 
1000 40 
1360 100 
1132 1000 
1000 100 
1000 100 
990 100 

1000 100 
1300 250 

711 1000 
940 5000 

1400 200 
750 5000 

1000 100 
890 500 
690 500 

1140 500 
1380 125 
1000 100 
630 500 

1000 t00 
1230 100 
1000 100 
910 5000 

1210 500 
1000 100 

780 500 
805 350 
638 2000 

250 
818 1000 
860 500 
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THE SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
Figure 3. The 55 second detector serves a triple function as second detector, a.v.c., and first audio 

tube. The filter system as described in the text is of particular interest 

Tube Saving "Super" Design 
New tubes plus careful design make it possible to produce this full - 
size console -type receiver to sell in the midget price class, although 

it provides the modern refinements 

IN the October, 1932, issue of RADIO 
NEWS the writer illustrated and de- 
scribed a six -tube superheterodyne 
essentially of the midget type as an illustration of what 

could be done by careful engineering to bring down the price 
of a thoroughly good radio receiver to the then depression price 
levels. No sooner had this design been completed and pre- 
pared for production than it began to look as though Old Man 
Depression was starting to move on, and as it became apparent 
that John Public would raise his ante from $35.00 to $39.00 
to $49.00 or $50.00 for a better radio, work was started to see 
just how much value 
could be given to him 
for the latter price. 

The result is illus- 
trated and diagramed 
herewith -a broadcast 
superheterodyne having 
only eight tubes, but 
actually a ten -tube set 
since ten separate and 
distinct tube functions 
are provided in it, this 
by virtue of the now 
increasingly popular 
55 tube, the duo - 
diode- triode, the differ- 
ent elements of which 
act as second detector, 
a.v.c. tube and first 
audio stage. 

This new set, built 
to retail for less than 

By McMurdo Silver* 

President, Silver -Mar- 
shall, Inc. 

Figure 2. 
ASSEMB 

fifty dollars in a full -sized console, com- 
plete with a kit of standard tubes, is 
somewhat of a revelation, since it offers 

many characteristics found today in competitive commercial 
broadcast receivers selling at from two to three times its price. 
Its sensitivity ranges from one to two microvolts absolute, 
from 550 to 1500 kc.; its selectivity is absolute 10 kc.; its 
fidelity flat to five decibels from 40 to 4000 cycles; its undis- 
torted power output is from five to six watts, and it has a.v.c. 
and a 10% -inch dynamic speaker -all this definitely proves that 
all engineers do not deserve the customary appellation of "one 

who can do half as 
much at twice the 

bly, where all "hot" leads are kept cost." 
liielding requirements The receiver is illus- 

trated in Figures 1 and 
2, with, its circuit in 

A Figure 3 and its selec- 
tivity and a.v.c. curves 
in Figures 4 and 5. No 
sensitivity or fidelity 
curves are given, as it 
is felt that their gen- 
eral nature is familiar 
to all readers, and it 
seems foolish to give 
space to a sensitivity 
curve, for instance, 
which is merely a 
straight line between 
1 microvolt at 550 kc. 
and 2 microvolts at 
1500 kc., absolute. 
Likewise, a fidelity 
curve down 3 db. at 40 

LY VIEW 
The "below deck" assem 

short to limit the s 
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cycles, flat f rom 
70 to 1500 cycles, 
and then sloping 
off gradually to 7 

db. down at 4000 
cycles is not par- 
ticularly original 
to readers of any 
of the writer's 
previous articles. 

The selectivity 
curve of Figure 4 
is quite interest- 
ing, however, for 
while it is only 30 
kc. broad at 10,000 
times down, or 
sharp enough for 
good 10 kc. selec- 
tivity, is just over 
10 kc. wide at two 
times down, which 
accounts for the 
excellent high fre- 
quency response 
obtained with 
practically no circuit or speaker compensation whatsoever. 

The a.v.c. curve of Figure 5 tells a quite interesting story 
of the real efficiency of the new 55 tube, for it shows that 
practically maximum volume (to the ear) is reached at 30 micro- 
volts absolute input, and that it is held constant from there 
on up for stronger signals. The maximum output is limited 
to 5.4 watts, ample for home entertainment, yet low enough 
to hold the harmonic distortion of the two 47 output pentodes 
well down and to absolutely eliminate blasting as strong local 
stations are tuned in. 

The Power Stage 
Looking at Figure 1, the tubes are, right to left rear, the 56 

oscillator, 58 first detector, two 58 i.f. stages, and the 55 
diode second detector, diode a.v.c. and triode first audio tube. 
In front of the 55 are the two 47 pentodes and to their right 
the 80 rectifier. 

The reasons for the choice of 47 output pentodes instead of 
the preferable 45 Class A prime output stage are purely eco- 
nomic- competitive sets use 47's, and while their quality is 
not quite as good as 45's, it is simply impossible to stand the 
cost of the Class A prime output stage in a set built to sell 
complete for such a low price. But the excellent diode second 

RADIO CALL BOOK SECTION 

Figure 1. 

THE EIGHT -TUBE CHASSIS 
This new receiver is simple, compact and presentable. It is available 

in a full -size console with 10% -inch dynamic speaker 

detector takes 
much of the curse 
off the pentodes, 
and the overall 
tone quality will 
be quite pleasing 
to any and all who 
have not listened 
critically to a 
Class A prime am- 
plifier. Likewise, 
an 80 rectifier is 
used instead of an 
82, since it is 
more economical 
and does just as 
good a job at the 
power output re- 
quired by this re- 
ceiver. 

From Figure 2 
the simplicity of 
the chassis assem- 
bly is clearly evi- 
dent and really 
needs no comment. 

except to call attention to the very short i.f. plate leads -less 
than half an inch from sockets to i.f. transformers. This in a 
large measure accounts for the really beautiful stability of the 
circuit at high sensitivities with the absolute minimum of cir- 
cuit isolation. Note also the absence of chassis ends -just 
one point illustrative of the elimination of all unnecessary 
refinements to get the cost down. 

Circuit Analysis 
The circuit of Figure 3 is quite familiar up to the second 

detector (see August, 1932, issue for details). The use of 465 
kc. as the intermediate frequency, as in all Silver -Marshall 
superheterodynes, permits the use of but one tuned r.f. input 
circuit, with consequent gain in signal -to -noise ratio, yet with 
complete absence of image- frequency interference. 

The 55 tube has one anode used as second detector, the 
rectified a.f. voltage appearing across Pl, from the arm of 
which it is fed to the 55 triode grid for audio amplification. 
P1 is the volume control. The second diode anode is coupled 
to the detector anode by C8, and develops a rectified voltage 
across R8, which with audio modulation filtered out, is used 
for automatic volume control to vary the biases of the first 
detector and two i.f. tubes, with their (Continued on page 378) 

OUTPUT REGULATION CHARACTERISTIC AND SELECTIVITY CURVE 
Figure 5 (left). As shown here, any input exceeding approximately 30 microvolts (absolute) produces a 
constant output at the speaker. Figure 4 (right). The steep walls result in a highly desirable degree of 
selectivity; at the same time extreme attenuation of the higher audio frequencies is avoided because of 

the relatively blunt "top" 

-20- 5 -10 -5 0 +5 +0 +5 +20 
KILOCYCLES OFF RESONANCE 
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A COMPLETE P. A. SET -UP 
The Class B amplifier is shown here with a universal control box at the left. 
Two heavy duty auditorium type dynamics or equivalent are required to handle 

the 20 -26 watt output of the amplifier 

a New Heavy Duty 

GLASS B AMPLIFIER 
The introduction of the -46 and -83 type tubes makes Class B ampli- 
fiers worthy of the attention of Sound Installation Men. Here is a 
new amplifier of this type which offers several important advantages 

CLASS B power amplification for 
public- address work is rapidly gain- 
ing in favor with the sound- instal- 
lation engineer, radio dealer, serviceman and radio 

experimenter. This has been largely brought about with the 
advent of the new -46 type vacuum tube especially designed 
for Class B amplifiers. 

Heretofore sound -reproducing systems delivering 25 watts 
power output employed Class A amplification, necessitating 
the use of four -50 type power tubes and four -81 type recti- 
fier tubes. The Class B amplifier with three -46 type tubes 
and a single -83 type rectifier is capable of providing this 
power and offers a striking saving in tube cost with lower 
operating power consumption as another important advantage. 

By Leon Littman* 

*Coast to Coast Radio Corp. 

The vacuum tubes for the Class A am- 
plifier in the above comparison list at ap- 
proximately $45.60, and the tubes required 

for the Class B unit total $6.20, effecting a saving in tubes 
alone of $39.40. 

The minimum power consumption of a 25 -watt Class A 
amplifier is about 250 watts, while this Class B amplifier con- 
sumes 95 watts at full load and 50 watts at no load. The 
answer to sound -truck installation is found in Class B circuits 
as the serious drawback to this type of address system has been 
high wattage consumption. 

This article deals with the construction of our four -stage 
Class B power amplifier designed to provide from 20 to 26 
watts of undistorted output power. The amplifier utilizes 

FIGURE 1. THE SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT 
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two 56 type tubes, three 
46 type and one 83 type 
rectifier. It is equipped 
with efficient volume and 
tone controls and input 
jacks for connections to mi- 
crophone, electrical phono- 
graph pick -up and radio 
tuner. 

Circuit Data 
By referring to the wiring 

diagrams in Figure 1 it will 
be seen that the switch S1 
couples the radio tuner to 
the grid of the 56 tube in 
the second stage. The re- 
sultant amplification would 
be entirely too great if the 
tuner was coupled to the 
first tube. The first stage 
is employed as a preampli- 
fier circuit for the compara- 
tively weak microphone and 
and phonograph pick -up im- 
pulses. 

The output of the first 
56 type tube is resistance - 
coupled to a 56 tube which 
in turn is coupled to a Class 
A 46 input or driver tube. 
This third audio -frequency 
stage is needed to supply 
the relatively high grid 
swing to the two 46 Class 
B push -push output tubes, 
through the specially de- 
signed step -down trans- 
former, T2. 

The enormous audio -fre- 
quency voltage peaks from these 46 Class B tubes are fed 
through the output transformer T3, which has an output load 
impedance of 10,000 ohms. 

Connections are brought out from the plates of the 46 out- 
put tubes and from the high side of the B supply to the triple 
terminal mounting W10. An external output (10,000 ohms im- 
pedance) transformer of a single dynamic speaker can be 
properly matched at this point. 

The output transformer T3 has a secondary winding of 
500 ohms for coupling to a line transformer such as type 
6749A when the speaker is used 30 or more feet from the 
amplifier. It is also equipped with a 15 -ohm winding tapped 
at 7% and 334 ohms. These tapped windings provide accom- 
modations for various voice coil values and for multi -speaker 
systems. For example, a speaker with a 15 -ohm voice coil 
connects across the 15 -ohm winding, or this winding also 
matches two 7.5 -ohm 
voice coils in series, or 
four 3.75 -ohm voice 
coils in series. Numer- 
ous combinations for 
coupling voice coils of 
different ohmage are 
shown in Figure 2. 

Care must always be 
taken that there is a 
load connected to the 
output of the amplifier, 
as the high voltage w8- 
might otherwise cause a 
breakdown. Rs -_. 

The power supply 
utilizes the new 83 
rectifier tube, which is 
capable of delivering a 
continuous direct cur- 
rent of 250 ma. at 500 
volts. The output of 
the tube feeds into a 
three -stage choke input 
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OUTPUT CONNECTIONS 
Figure 2. The output transformer provides great flexibility 
in speaker arrangement. Here are shown various speaker 
combinations, together with a table of voice coil impedance 

values for various popular speakers 

tained in the parts list will show 
all the small parts. 

Facing the front of the amplifier, reading from left to right, 
the shield cans enclose the following parts: The first can con- 
tains the triple 4 mfd. filter block, C3, C5 and C6, and the 
audio- frequency transformer, Ti. The second can houses the 
triple 8 mfd. filter block, C7, C8 and C9, and the input trans- 
former, T2. In the third shield can are the choke coils, Ch.l, 
Ch.2 and Ch.3. The large can to the extreme right encloses 
the power transformer, T4. 

This amplifier is available in three ways, namely, (1) com- 
pletely assembled, wired and laboratory tested ready for use; 
(2) completely assembled but not wired; and (3) as an un- 
assembled kit. 

The amplifier measures only 
by 1734 inches long. 

filter. The power trans- 
former, T4, is so designed 
that its closed magnetic 
path is relatively short, it 
has good voltage regulation 
and the d.c. resistance of its 
high -voltage winding is very 
low. It is imperative that 
the choke coil Ch.l have an 
inductance of at least 10 
henries at 200 ma. and . its 
d.c. resistance should be 100 
ohms or less. 

As the amplifier consumes 
about 120 ma., there is a 
current of 130 milliamperes 
available at 450 volts for 
field excitation of 1 to 8 
dynamic type speakers. 

The diagram in Figure 3 
shows the methods and 
coupling connections em- 
ployed for supplying field 
excitation of 1 to 4 dynamic 
speakers with 1000 -ohm 
field windings drawing 110 
ma. each, or one to eight 
2500 -ohm field windings 
drawing 45 ma. each. 

Construction 
As to the physical con 

struction of the amplifier 
the reader can check the 
schematic wiring diagram 
with the parts list and the 
photograph shown here- 
with. The underneath view 
of the chassis with the cor- 
responding symbols as con - 

the placement for practically 

9 inches wide by 9 inches high 

UNDER THE CHASSIS 
The parts are marked here with the same symbols used in the list of 

parts at the end of the article 

R11 

C10 Ra Ria 
S1 i w9 

R9 
CZ 

RB W +0 

T.G. 

53 sa 

*Chief Rog.. 
Coast to Coast Radio Corp. 

R3-- 
C4 W7- 
R1 
C 4--f 

R4 R7 R10 

_73 

To insure the stabil- 
ity of the amplifier and 
to obtain the proper 
gain, it is necessary 
that all ground connec- 
tions be well made and 
joined together with 
low- resistance connec- 
tions. Care should be 
taken, for instance, 
that the first tube and 
the filter system have 
a very low common 
ground path. It is fur- 
ther absolutely neces- 
sary that the input and 
output circuits of the 
amplifier be kept away 
from each other and 
that they be electrically 
shielded from each 
other. 

All filament and high - 
voltage a.c. leads should 
be twisted together. 
(Coned on page 383) 
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Technical Review 
RADIO SCIENCE ABSTRACTS 

Radio engineers, laboratory and resea rch workers will find this department 
helpful in reviewing important current radio literature, books, Institute and 

Club proceedings and free technical booklets 

Electronics, by Ralph Gorton Hudson; 
John Wiley & Sons, 1932. This book is a 
non -mathematical treatise on the electron 
and the proton. At the present time, nearly 
all phenomena in physics and chemistry are 
explained by the electron theory. It is the 
aim of this book to acquaint the reader 
with the electron and its properties without 
going into any extensive mathematical 
treatment. 

The beginning deals with the electron and 
the proton, their size, velocity, mass, etc., 
and how these quantities have been meas- 
ured. Then the structure of different atoms 
is discussed and finally one comes to the 
properties of fluids, gases and solids. In 
later chapters the reader can gain an under- 
standing of electricity, the difference be- 
tween insulators and conductors, how fast 
the electrons move, etc. Photo -electric ef- 
fects and the vacuum tube are treated in 
the latter part of the book. 

The text is written especially for those 
who have only an elementary knowledge of 
physics and electricity. It should be of 
special interest to students of radio because 
it contains information which usually is not 
found in the textbook on radio communi- 
cation. 

Radiovisie -Zijn Wesen en Mogelijkheden, 
by J. G. R. van Dyck ; N. V. Viro, Antwerp, 
Belgium. 1932. (Radiovision -Its Being 
and Possibilities.) This is No. 1 of a series 
of books under the general title "Klank en 
Beeld" (Sound and Image). Its purpose to 
explain the development of television in a 
non -technical way to all who read the Dutch 
or Flemish language. The booklet contains 
a discussion on the ear and the eye and then 
goes over to explain the operation of various 
systems of television, now in use in Europe 
and in America. An unusual part of the 
hook is the chapter on future possibilities. 
The author has made a study of the sound 
of a transmitted picture and the image seen 
in the televisor when sound is received by 
it. He suggests that these figures have a 
definite relation to the transmitted music 

Conducted by 
Joseph Calcaterra 

and should become of interest to authors 
and composers in order to improve their art. 

Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, 
Volume 11, by John F. Rider; Radio Treat- 
ise Co. 1932. Volume 2 is a continuation 
of the well -known Volume I. While Vol- 
ume 1 contained the diagrams of receivers 
made during the period from 1919 to 
October, 1931, Volume 2 contains the newer 
models, appearing from October, 1931, to 
May, 1932. It is expected that an additional 
volume will appear every 6 months, thus 
making new information available. 

In this new volume Mr. Rider has intro- 
duced the information necessary for the re- 
sistance measurements. The book now con- 
tains much additional information besides 
diagrams. All resistance and condenser 
values are indicated. In many cases there 
is a list of the resistance measured between 
socket contacts, as well as the normal volt- 
age readings. The information on some re- 
ceivers amounts to an instruction book. 
Picture diagrams appear for instructions for 
certain adjustments. The resistance of the 
coils, chokes and transformers is also indi- 
cated. The first part of the book contains a 
section devoted to the best way of using 
the available material and what test equip- 
ment to employ. Apart from its value for 
the serviceman, the book deserves to be 
studied by the engineer and experimenter. 
Where all values of the components are in- 
dicated, benefit can be derived from the 
study of the most successful designs. 

Servicing Receivers by Means of Resist- 
ance Measurement, by John F. Rider; 
Radio Treatise Co. 1932. This addition to 
Mr. Rider's bookshelf is a plea for a change 
of service procedure. The present voltage 
methods are not sufficiently reliable and they 
do not lead to the location of the trouble 
without additional resistance measurements, 

he says. Further, the present analyzer 
makes it impossible to locate defects if there 
is no power available. The entire testing 
procedure can be made more reliable and 
certain if the serviceman will make a syste- 
matic test of the condition of each part and 
the wiring. The greater part of the book 
is devoted to a discussion of how this may 
be done. Mr. Rider reasons that all parts 
were originally of the right value and placed 
correctly. Resistors have to be checked for 
their values, coils and transformer windings 
for shorts, opens or short -circuited turns, 
condensers for opens or shorts. Since the 
condenser- capacity was originally correct 
there is no capacity measurement necessary. 

This system requires a diagram of the 
receiver, with all values marked on it, but it 
is claimed that they will be available. 

There are chapters on the laws of parallel 
resistances and how each circuit in a radio 
receiver can be interpreted as a resistance - 
network. Examples are given of measure- 
ments on both a.c. and d.c. receivers. It is 
not claimed that resistance measurement 
will locate all defects in a receiver; some, 
which do not influence the resistance of the 
circuits must be treated as before. 

Review of Articles in the Septem- 
ber, 1932, Issue of the Proceedings 
of the Institute of Radio Engineers 

Problems in Selective Reception, by M. V. 
Callendar. A comparison, from the theoreti- 
cal standpoint, of the various methods of 
attaining the highest degree of selectivity 
required by present broadcasting conditions. 
An investigation of the distortions introduced 
by receivers employing such methods is in- 
cluded. 

Band -pass and simple -sharply tuned cir- 
cuits with audio correction are compared on 
the basis of their ability to deal with the 
direct and also the heterodyne interference 
from unwanted neighboring stations. 

Linear Distortions in Broadcast Receivers 
and Their Compensation by Low- Frequency 
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Equalization Devices, by Arthur Clausing 
and Wolfgang Kautter. A study of the 
manner in which high -selectivity character- 
istics and detector and audio- frequency am- 
plifier action may cause distortion in radio 
receivers and the means which can be em- 
ployed to counterbalance such effects and 
obtain faithful reproduction. 

An Estimate of the Frequency Distribu- 
tion of Atmospheric Noise, by R. K. Potter. 
A study of the relation between atmospheric 
noise- intensity and frequency estimated upon 
the basis of noise- measurement data cover- 
ing the frequency range between 15 and 60 
kilocycles, and 2 and 20 megacycles. 

Review of Articles in the Journal 
of the Acoustical Society of Amer- 

ica for July, 1932 
Resonance in Small Rooms, by Vern O. 

Knudsen. A detailed study of reverbera- 
tion and resonance effects in small rooms 
and their effect on sound -absorption and 
sound -transmission tests. 

Acoustics of Broadcasting and Recording 
Studios, by G. T. Stanton and F. C. Schmid. 
A discussion of the importance of properly 
balancing damping and reflection and rever- 
beration effects in broadcast and recording 
studios to produce realism, by the use of 
suitable sound -absorbing and reflecting sur- 
faces in rooms of suitable size for the type 
of program being transmitted or recorded. 

Extract of Two Articles in Bell 
Laboratories Record for Septem- 

ber, 1932 
Airport Radio Transmitter, by W. M. 

Knott. Circuit and details of the Western 
Electric 10-A radio transmitter designed 
especially for airport use for transmitting 
weather, flying, landing and other informa- 
tion by speech to airplanes in flight. It is 
designed to deliver 10 watts to the antenna 
and has a normal range of 40 to 50 miles. 

A Radio Transmitter for the Itinerant 
Flyer, by J. B. Bishop. An article giving 
the circuit and description of the Western 
Electric 11 -A Radio Transmitter designed 
for use in planes having a limited load - 
carrying capacity. The unit described 
weighs scarcely 18 pounds and occupies little 
more than three -quarters of a cubic foot of 
space. It has a range of from 30 to 40 
miles. 

Review of Technical Booklets 
Available 

2. 1933 R. F. Parts Catalog. An 8 -page 
folder containing complete specifications on 
the entire line of Hammarlund variable and 
adjustable condensers, r.f transformers, sock- 
ets, shields and miscellaneous parts for 
broadcast and short -wave receivers. 

4. A 15 To 200 -Meter Comet "Pro" Super- 
heterodyne. A folder which gives the out- 
standing features of the Hammarlund- 
Roberts high- frequency superheterodyne de- 
signed especially for commercial operators 
for laboratory, newspaper, police, airport and 
steamship use. 

5. A 1932 Variable and Fixed Resistor 
Catalog. Complete specifications on the 
Electrad line of volume controls, voltage 
dividers, replacement resistors, fixed and ad- 
justable resistors, public address systems, 
amplifiers and valuable data on volume con- 
trol circuits are contained in this 10 -page 
book. 

9. A 1932 Fixed Resistor Catalog. This 
16 -page catalog gives complete specifications 
on the International line of metallized, wire - 
wound and precision wire -wound resistors, 

Review of Contemporary Peri- 
odical Literature 

Telephone Transmission Measurements, by 
Arthur E. Thiessen. General Radio Experi- 
menter, August, 1932. An explanation of 
the manner in which transmission losses 
over telephone lines are measured by the 
use of simple and inexpensive instruments. 

Shall We Widen the Broadcasting Band? 
Electronics, September, 1932. A discussion 
of the various factors which will be con- 
sidered at the International Radio Con- 
ference at Madrid in determining whether 
or not the broadcast band of frequencies 
should be widened and what changes are 
desirable in the present allocation of wave 
bands for different types of services. 

New Forms of Short -Wave Tubes, by I. E. 
Mouromtseff, G. R. Kilgore and H. V. 
Noble. Electronics, September, 1932. This 
paper gives a discussion of the various im- 
portant factors which enter into the design 
of suitable tubes for the ultra- short -wave 
applications that have been developed dur- 

Free Technical 
Booklet Service 

THROUGH the courtesy of a 
group of radio manufacturers, 

RADIO News now offers to its read- 
ers this Technical Booklet Ser- 
vice. By means of this service 
readers of RADIO NEws are able 
to obtain quickly and absolutely 
free of charge many interesting, 
instructive and valuable booklets 
and other literature which former- 
ly required considerable time, ef- 
fort and postage to collect. 

To obtain any of the booklets 
listed in the following section, 
simply write the numbers of the 
books you desire on the coupon ap- 
pearing at the end of this depart- 
ment. Be sure to print your name 
and address plainly in pencil, and 
mail the coupon to the Radio 
News Technical Booklet Service. 
Stocks of these booklets are kept 
on hand and will be sent promptly 
as long as the supply lasts. Do 
not send for any material in which 
you are not actually interested or 
of which you already have a copy, 
in order to avoid waste and need- 
less postage expense. 

To avoid delay, please use the 
coupon provided for the purpose 
and enclose it in an envelope by 
itself or paste it on the back of 
a penny postcard. The use of a 
letter asking for other informa- 
tion delays the filling of your re- 
quest for booklets and catalogs. 
If possible, however, please en- 
close one of your blank business 
letterheads to establish your con- 

nection in the industry. 

motor -radio suppressors, handy servicemen's 
kits, valuable technical data and list of free 
bulletins available on the building of service- 
men's test equipment. 

10. Information on the Suppression of 
Motor Radio Noises. This interesting and 
useful folder of International gives complete 
information on how to overcome motor - 
generator, 'ition -coil, interrupter and 
spark -plug noises in automobile installations. 

11. A 1932 Receiver and Transmitter Con- 
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ing the past few years in American radio. 

Electronic Devices in A Testing Labora- 
tory, by Dr. Clayton H. Sharp. Electronics, 
September, 1932. This article describes the 
wide variety of tests which have been made 
possible or which have been simplified by 
the use of electronic apparatus. 

Thirty -Three Watts Per Dollar From A 
Type -52 Tube, by Charles D. Perrine. 
QST, September, 1932. This article describes 
in detail, the circuits and factors which 
must be taken into consideration to obtain 
the maximum output and efficiency with 
safety, of which the type -52 tube is capable 
of delivering. 

Tube Types Tabulated, QST, September, 
1932. A complete list of all receiving, trans- 
mitting and rectifier tubes now available, 
with brief descriptions of their applications, 
filament voltage and type of tube. 

Watch Replacement Parts This Year, by 
R. N. Swanson. Radio Retailing, Septem- 
ber, 1932. Because of the tendency to 
"make the old set do" this article points 
out that much repairing and replacement of 
parts will be in order during this coming 
season. 

New Velocity Microphone Promises Revo- 
lutionary Broadcast Advances. Radio Engi- 
neering, September, 1932. This article gives 
a complete description of the new "velocity" 
microphone which is claimed to reproduce 
sound with a fidelity never before possible, 
by responding uniformly to the audible 
range of sound from zero to 14,000 cycles 
and over. The microphone, it is claimed, 
has positive directional characteristics which 
increase its effectiveness for broadcast and 
recording work. 

How to Get Copies of Articles 
Abstracted in This Department 
The abstracts of articles featured in this 

department are intended to serve as a guide 
to the most interesting and instructive ma- 
terial appearing in contemporary magazines. 
These magazines may be consulted at most 
of the larger public libraries, or copies of 
the issues containing the articles may be 
ordered direct from the publishers. 

RADIO News cannot undertake to supply 
copies of these articles. They are NOT in- 
cluded in the RADIO NEWS Technical Book- 
let Service. 

denser Catalog. This 4 -page folder gives 
complete specifications and list prices on the 
Flechtheim line of both high and low -volt- 
age, fixed, paper condensers for by -pass and 
filter use in transmitting and receiving 
equipment. 

12. Certified Tube Plan for Servicemen 
and Dealers. A special Triad plan which 
makes it possible for servicemen and dealers 
who maintain a service department to ob- 
tain certified Triad tubes direct from the 
factory, at discounts that enable them to 
make tube replacements at attractive profits 
is described in this folder. 

13. Electric Phonograph Pickups and Re- 
corders. A series of folders on Pacent Pho- 
novox reproducing units designed to meet 
the requirements of high quality reproduc- 
tion from records, for home, broadcast sta- 
tion and talking movie installations and a 
recording unit for both making and repro- 
ducing records electrically through the am- 
plifiers of standard receivers. 

16. RMA Standard Resistor Color Code 
Chart. A handy Lynch post -card -size color - 
code chart to simplify the job of identifying 
the resistance values of resistors used in 
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most of the standard receivers. It also con- 
tains a complete list of the most commonly 
used values of resistors with their corre- 
sponding color designations. 

18. A Baptism of Fire. This interesting 
16 -page booklet describes, in non - technical 
language, the materials and processes used 
in making fixed resistors. Specifications and 
list prices of the entire line of Centralab 
fixed and variable resistors, volume controls, 
rheostats and potentiometers are also in- 
cluded. 

19. Making Auto Radio Sets and Farm 
Sets All- Electric. This circular gives com- 
plete specifications and description of the 
features of the Carter Genemotor which is 
designed to eliminate "B" batteries in con- 
nection with automobile, aviation, farm, 
portable and other similar sets. A dyna- 
motor unit, operating from the storage bat- 
tery, and consuming less current than a 
parking light is employed. 

21. Exact Duplicate Replacement Trans- 
formers. This folder gives complete informa- 
tion, with receiver name and model num- 
bers, on a complete line of Stancor replace- 
ment transformers, chokes, audio transform- 
ers and output transformers. The units 
listed are exact duplicates, electrically and 
mechanically, of the originally- installed 
transformers used in many popular sets now 
in use. It is a handy guide for the service- 
man in replacing defective units. 

22. Standard Resistor Stock List. A 6- 
page folder giving complete specifications 
and list prices of the complete line of 
Ohmite fixed, semi -variable, meter -multiplier, 
transmitting, voltage divider and power pack 
resistors, non -inductive resistors, slide -wire 
rheostat- potentiometers and power rheo- 
stats. 

23. Replacement Resistor Bulletin. This 
folder gives a complete list of Ohmite Red 
Devil replacement resistor units designed to 
withstand high temperatures and also gives 
complete listings and data on a new type 
of vitreous -enamel, semi- variable resistors 
that are ideally suited for use as replacement 
voltage dividers. 

(Continued on page 382) 

December, 1932 
RADIO News Free Technical 

Booklet Service 
222 West 39th Street 
New York, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: Please send me, with- 
out charge, the booklets or folders 
I have filled in below: 
Numbers 

Serviceman in Business for Myself 
Serviceman 

Employed 
by: Q Manufac- 

turer, Dealer, Service 
Organization 

Radio Engineer 
Q Experimenter 
Q Laboratory Technician 
Q Dealer 

Jobber 
Professional or Amateur Set Builder 
Licensed Amateur 
Station Operator 

I am a subscriber newsstand 
reader. 

I buy approximately $ of 
radio material a month 

Name 

Address 
City State 
PLEASE USE PENCIL AND PRINT, 

IN FILLING IN COUPON 

Export Products 
Control Box 

Description -A neat -appearing leather - 
covered volume -control box adaptable to 
numerous input and output circuits. The 
box, measuring only 3% inches square by 
1% inches high, includes a volume control 
potentiometer and two single- circuit open 
jacks into which the flat type phone plugs 
are inserted. The manufacturer can supply 

information showing the application of this 
control box to provide connections and in- 
dividual volume control for extra speakers 
or headphones in conjunction with any 
standard radio receiver. Especially useful 
where hard -of- hearing persons desire to 
listen to the radio with headphones, without 
interfering with the operation of the loud- 
speaker. 

Maker -- William H. Broderick, 40 East 
49th St., New York City. 

Console Receiver 
Description-This Sparton thirteen -tube 

receiver, model 28, with new principles in 
acoustical reproduction design, employs 
three speakers mounted in the arc of a circle 
to provide 155 square inches of sound -re- 
producing speaker surface. It is a super- 
heterodyne circuit, and it is equipped with 
the new Sparton Duolinear second detector 
using two tubes in a full -wave linear detec- 

tor circuit, automatic volume control and a 
tone and static control. The receiver chassis 
and the three speakers are housed in an at- 
tractive Queen Anne style console cabinet. 
This same manufacturer introduces five new 
console sets and a new motor -car radio 
receiver. 

Maker -The Sparks -Withington Co., Jack- 
son, Mich. 

"Years 
Ahead,° 
Said the 
Experts 

NOW, 
EVEN 
BETTER! 

359 

R ECENT tube developments 
make the COMET 'All - 

Wave" (Pictured above) and 
COMET `Pro" (below) Super - 
heterodynes - 
Even more selective, more sensi- 
tive, more stable and easier to tune. 
Both receivers now use four "58" 
tubes, two "57's," one "247" and 
an "80" rectifier. 
The "All- Wave" covers the short - 
wave and regular broadcast band'.. 
15 to 550 meters. Console or table 
model. 

The "Pro" globe -trots on the 
short -waves only -and for proof of 
unmatched efficiency, here are 

SOME USERS 
American Airways 
Eastern Air Transport Co. 
Northwest Airways 
American Radio News Service 
Canadian Government Signal 

Service 
United States Government Army 

and Navy Service 
Key Stations of leading broad- 

casting networks, for foreign 
reception 

-and many more of convincing 
importance 

The "Pro" may now be had in new 
style metal or wood cabinet. Bat - 
tcry Model also. 
Really GREAT receivers -backed 
by the 30- year -old Hammarlund 
reputation for doing things right. 

Mail 
Coupon 

for 
Folder 

COMET 
CuStom-Bu/lt , P__R4 

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO. 
424 W. 33rd St., New York 

Please send me illustrated folders describing the COMET Superheterodyne Receivers. 

Name 

RN-ll 
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With the Experimenters 
An Easily Made Microphone Stand, Vernier Dial Con- 
struction, An Efficient Antenna, Solution for Altering Blue- 
prints, A Tape -Line Antenna, Multiple Antenna Support 

An Easily Made Microphone 
Stand 

It is quite easy to make a serviceable 
floor stand for a microphone in an hour's 
time and for a cash outlay of only one dol- 
lar. 

The bill of material is as follows: 
1 pair of six -inch metal embroidery 

$ .10 
.25 
.35 

rings 
1 telescopic closet rod 
8 microphone springs 
5 lb. plaster of Paris .30 
1 ft. of bare wire, No. 14 to No. 18 

B. &S. 

$1.00 
A round metal box, about 8 inches in 

diameter, and 2 inches or 3 inches deep, 
such as a 2 or 3 pound candy box will be 
necessary for use as a base. The closet rod 
mentioned above was purchased at an F. & 

W. Grand 5, 10 and 25c store. It consists 
of two three -foot tubes, one of which slides 
into the other, and was originally intended 
to be fastened horizontally in a closet, and 
to have coat hangers hung upon it. How- 
ever, it serves admirably as the telescopic 
upright of our mike stand, since by its 
use the mike can be raised or lowered at 
will. 

The first thing to do is to remove the 
cork from around the inner embroidery 
ring, and discard it. Now punch four 
small holes in the ring, 90° apart. Make a 
loop of a small piece of wire, and insert it 
in one of the holes. Pull the ends through 
until a loop about 4-inch in diameter is 
left inside the ring and then flatten the 
ends and solder them to the outer surface 
of the ring, as per sketch. Repeat this 
process at each of the three remaining holes. 

Now remove the round end -piece from 

Conducted by 

S. Gordon Taylor 

the inner member of the sliding closet rod 
by carefully bending up the two metal 
tabs which hold it on. Place the outside 
embroidery ring on the end of the rod, 

preferably with the spring toward the top, 
and fold down the metal tabs over the ring 
so as to hold it upright. Solder should be 
applied here to strengthen the joint. 

Next stand the outer half of the closet 
rod in the center of the round metal box. 
Mix the plaster of paris with water until 
it assumes the consistency of mortar, and 
pour it in the box. 

While this mixture is hardening to form 
the base of the mike stand, fasten the 
springs to the wire loops on the inner em- 
broidery ring, and suspend the mike on 
them in the conventional manner. The 
inner ring may now be slipped into the 
outer one, and the spring of the latter will 
hold the two rings firmly together. When 
the plaster is thoroughly hard, the inner 
half of the closet rod is slid into the other 
half, and your microphone stand is ready 
for business. 

SAMUEL M. LOVENSTEIN, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Vernier Dial Construction 
Many radio receivers require vernier dials 

for accuracy in reading. These are often 
expensive and many experimenters must do 
without them. With very little effort and 
practically no expense one can make a ver- 
nier scale for many ordinary dials so that 
readings can be accurately made to a tenth 
of a scale division. This means that an 180 
degree dial with its regular 100 divisions is 
made into one of ten times as many divi- 
sions or 1000. 

All that is required is an old piece of Bake- 
lite. The device consists simply of a little 
scale of ten divisions as shown at "A" in 
the accompanying diagram. This is bolted 
just above the dial, as shown. These ten 
divisions correspond in length to nine on the 
dial. Thus our problem simply consists of 
dividing the length of nine dial units into 
ten equal spaces. 

As the space on the vernier scale is small, 
direct and accurate division is impossible. 
The sketch shows how it can be done easily 
and accurately. Draw a circle the same 
size as the dial. Then draw one line from 
the center through any division on the dial. 
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A second one is drawn from the center 
through the division that is nine units 
from the first. These lines are extended 
for about six inches and an arc AB drawn. 
This long arc can easily be divided into ten 
equal parts with a small divider. These 
points are then connected with the center 
giving the accurate divisions on the little 
piece next to the dial rim. The little piece 
can be cut out and holes drilled so it can 
be fastened to the panel. If the bakelite 
is small it can be held in place with tacks 
and the drawing made on paper. The lines 
can be scratched in immediately with some 
sharp- pointed instrument. The scratches are 

then filled with chalk or white wax crayon. 
Care should be taken to have the surface 
of the vernier scale on a plane with the 
calibrated surface of the dial so no error 
will occur due to parallax. 

This scale will provide accurate readings 
from zero to 92 on the dial but not accu- 
rately above that. If the last few divisions 
are absolutely necessary a scale twice as 
long can be made and the last readings made 
on the part left of center. 

ALONZO WIERENCA, 
Holland, Mich. 

An Efficient Antenna 
After trying about everything in the way 

of antennas, I now use one of the following 
description. It is non -directional, up in the 
clear and at right angles to neighboring 
wires, works well on the shorter wave- 

INSULATOR., --- PULLEY 

SHOWN AT A 

ex z' WOOD POLE 
Or ODESIRED l INSULATOR 

HEIGHT -.. -III' 

SADDLE SUPPORT 
FOR MAST AS 

SU 
W000 PPORT -OF 

PPORT , 1 
INSULATORS 

PORCELAIN 

CONE TO -_ 
SHED RAIN-' - -- 

TO GROUND - - -- 

LIGHTNING 
ARRESTOR 

(ENCLOSED TYPE) 

lengths and has good signal pickup on the 
550 kc. end of the dial. 

It is patterned after the cage antenna but 
is hung in a vertical or nearly vertical po- 
sition with the greatest effective signal pick- 
up at the top of the antenna. That is where 
other noises (static excepted) are of the 
weakest value and least likely to get in. 

Being shorter than the straight -away- 
antenna, it is more selective. I like also the 
non -directional feature. 

It can be made neat looking, and if 
enameled copper wire is used in the antenna, 
galvanized wire for guys, and a 2 inch by 2 
inch mast, ten to twenty feet long and 
painted well, it will also be durable and 
continue to be neat in its appearance. 

FRANK J. FAULKNER, 
Bingham City, Utah. 

Solution for Altering Blueprints 
After a drawing of a radio circuit has 

been completed and a blueprint made of it, 
it is often desirable and even necessary to 
make changes in the blueprint. Changes 
and additions can be made very easily and 
neatly in the blueprint by using an ordinary 
pen and a solution made by dissolving 
enough bicarbonate of soda (baking soda) in 
warm water to form a saturate solution. 
The baking soda solution has the property 
of bleaching the blue part of the blueprint 
white; so any writing that is done on the 
print with this solution will appear the 
same as that originally impressed on it by 
the ink drawing. In fact, if the work is 
done carefully, it is hard to determine which 
is the original work and which was added 
after the blueprint was completed. Knowl- 
edge of a kind like this may save the trouble 
of remaking a blueprint. 

CIIARLES FELSTEAD, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Multiple Antenna Support 
Finding a place to fasten the end of an 

aerial often presents a problem. Frequently 
there is one location to which a number of 

lines from surrounding houses must be fast- 
ened if the aerial is to be put up to give 
any results at all. Securing a number of 
line ends at one point is for the most part 
a friendly community affair, readily agreed 
to by the first "claim staker" if the lines 
are fastened neatly and without too much 
trouble. An old auto steering wheel can 
many times be used as shown. Firmly and 
rigidly secured with a large bolt or screw 
in the center, the forks afford a convenient 
and ready means of neatly attaching four 
lines from different directions. Saves put- 
ting up additional fastenings. 

FRANK W. BENTLEY, JR., 
Missouri Valley, Iowa. 

A Tape Line Aerial 
An ordinary steel measuring tape, such as 

used by surveyors, makes a very handy and 
compact aerial to take along with a portable 
set on camping trips, or when traveling. 
The better grade of measuring tapes come 

(Continued on page 382) 
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THE 
BOOK 

AND 

The Instrument 
you need for 

1933 Service Skill 
Have you seen the new 1933 Catalog of SU 

PREMETesting Instruments now ready?Every ser 
nice -man who plans to turn the corner with better 
business in the new season now under way should 
have this free Book, and every Grade A service- 
man should find out how easy it is to own the 
greatest testing instrument in history, the 

SUPREME 
DIAGNOMETER 

AAA1 

5 Ultra modern testing instru- 
monts in 1 for the price of II 

In every community there are delighted users, 
but SUPREME will make it easy for you to get a 
demonstration on this, or any of the other new 
30 odd SUPREME Testing Instruments and Com- 
binations. 

Ask Your Jobber 
Send The Coupon 

For this free Book, which includes prices on myriad radio parts 
and replacements -irresistible prices. 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION, 

$47 Supreme Bldg., Greenwood, Miss. 

Please send me without obligation the new SUPREME 
1933 Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City ........ .........................State. 
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The Service Bench 
A Universal Set Analyzer -A Texas Service Shop -All in the Day's Work -Philco 
Service Experience -Open Blocking Condensers, Faulty By -pass and Coupling Con- 
densers, Low Sensitivity, Philco Tubes- Substitutes for Crosley Dynacone Speakers 

Conducted by 

Zeh Bouck 
THE radio test set described was de- 

signed and built by Eddie Scribner, 
joint proprietor of Scribner Brothers 

Radio and Electrical Shop, Schoharie, New 
York. It was designed with the require- 
ments of the rural serviceman particularly 
in mind, which encompass the following 
considerations: extreme portability; suffici- 
ently elaborate for shop purposes; univer- 
sality in reference to all types of tubes, a.c., 
dry -cell, storage- battery and automobile 
types; universality in reference to the volt- 
age and current measurements required by 
the correct operation of these tubes; sim- 
plicity; continuity and resistance measure- 
ments; ruggedness; and economy of con- 
struction. 

It will be recognized that these require- 
ments are by no means peculiar to the rural 
serviceman, and that any test set meeting 
them may be recommended for general 
servicing. 

The number of meters used is a compro- 
mise between the requirements of the out- 
fit and the stipulations of simplicity, rug- 
gedness and economy. The consensus is 
that all considerations are most effectively 
satisfied with two meters -a d.c. Weston 
model 301, 0-1 milliampere, and an a.c. 
Weston model 476 voltmeter. The resistor 
shunts and voltage multipliers used in con- 
junction with these meters were purchased 
from the manufacturer. The d.c. meter is 
used for continuity, resistance, current and 
voltage measurements, direct - reading scales 
being made up following calibration. The 
values of series resistors, for voltage multi- 
plication, are given on the diagram, Figure 
1. However, as the values of the current 
shunt resistors, R,, will vary with the re- 
sistance of the meter available, these values 
are best calculated for the individual case, 
or, better yet, ordered from the meter manu- 
facturer as the correct shunts to increase the 

meter range to 2.5, 25 and 100 milliamperes. 
If the resistance of the meter is accu- 

rately known, the correct value of the shunt 
resistor for any desired increase in current 
range can be figured from the formula- 

R:= 
F-1 

-where R. is the value of the shunt re- 
sistor, R,,, the resistance of the meter, and F 
the factor by which it is desired to increase 
the meter range. If it is wished to double 
the current capacity, F equals 2, and R. 
equals the meter resistance. 

This example indicates a safe method of 
measuring the meter resistance if it is not 
known. Connect the meter in series with 

FIGURE 2 

a variable resistor and a low potential 
source -the voltage of which can be accu- 
rately determined. The voltage should be 
such as to provide almost full scale deflec- 
tion with the resistance cut out. Use short 
leads for the connections. The resistance is 
gradually cut in until the meter reading in- 
dicates exactly half the original current. 
The value of the resistance cut in will then 
be equal to the resistance of the meter 

(providing the voltage has not varied), and 
can be measured on a bridge or by an accu- 
rate low- resistance ohmmeter. (It is pos- 
sible, of course, to measure the resistance of 
the meter directly on a bridge, providing 
the current passed through it does not ex- 
ceed the safe capacity of the instrument.) 

If there is any doubt concerning the cor- 
rect shunt resistors, the manufacturer will 
supply them for any meter if the instru- 
ment is sent along with the order. 

The resistors R_ and R employed in 
conjunction with the a.c. voltmeter, are 
regularly supplied with this instrument. 
The scales are properly calibrated for 4, 8, 
16, 200 and 1000 volts. The meter is of 
the double -winding type, providing two 
meters in one, having natural 4 and 100 - 
volt ranges. Resistor R. provides voltage 
multiplication to 8 and 16 volts on the low 
potential winding, while R2 performs a sim- 
ilar multiplication to 200 and 1000 volts 
on the remaining winding. In using the 
100 -volt scale, the 1000 -volt graduations are 
divided by 10. 

Control Switches 
The main selector switch, S1, is a Weston, 

double -pole, 23 -point switch, and controls 
all direct -current readings, either directly to 
tubes in the test set socket or through the 
continuity, d.c. voltage and d.c. current 
binding posts. The individual functions of 
the different contact pairs, as closed, are in- 
dicated in Figure 1. 

The a.c. selector switch, S2, is a 9- point, 
double -pole switch, also manufactured by 
Weston. Provision is made in this switch 
for the voltage multiplier. The wire is 
broken, thus providing a double meter con- 
tact -bar on the side of the meter switch 
next to the panel. 

The grid test switches are single -pole, 
double -throw push- button made by Yax- 
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FIGURE 1 

ley. The K and F switch (note A) is a 
Cutler -Hammer toggle switch, single -pole, 
double- throw, with an "off position. This 
switch provides an "on and off' switch as 
well as switching from cathode to filament 
when making voltage readings on 4 or 5- 
prong tubes depending on whether they 
are of the filament or heater types. The 
milliammeter range switch is also a Cutler - 
Hammer, having three "on" and one "off" 
positions (note B). The push- buttons for 
the milliampere readings (note C), marked 
"X" on the diagram, normally short -circuit 
the meter -that is they permit readings 
when the buttons are depressed. The re- 
versing switch (note D) performs the usual 
and essential function. 

The pin -jacks are of the standard black 
Weston type. One pin -jack (note E) pro- 
vides the control grid connection. The two 
other pin -jacks (note F) are connected to- 
gether. When testing 57s or 58s, an adapter 
is inserted in the 5 -prong socket on the 
tester, and the loose -wire terminal is 
plugged into one of the pin -jacks. Another 
adapter is used on the radio set plug. This 
adapter has a long wire which is inserted 

FIGURE 3 

ir, the remaining pin -jack. With the switch 
in the proper position, voltages are read on 
the 250 -volt scale. However, when this 
third grid is connected to the cathode, a 
more accurate reading will be obtained on 
the K -25 readings. 

Adapters 
Standard 4 and 5 -prong sockets are used 

in the set tester proper. The adapters as 
well as the test plug are made by Naald. A 
4 -pin, 5 -hole adapter is used on the plug to 
test 4 -prong tubes. The regular 4- contact 
socket is used for the tube. A special 6- 
prong, 5 -hole adapter with a long lead is 
attached to the plug, is employed in test- 
ing 57s and 58s. An adapter with 5 prongs 
and 6 holes is provided on the test set, with 
an extra, shorter lead. These two leads fit 
into the pin -jacks as explained under note 
F. 

Other adapters are used to test UV -199's 
and WD11 tubes which are still met with 
in rural servicing. 

Continuity and other exterior tests are 
made with the usual leads and test prods. 
The 1% -volt tap for continuity reading is 
taken from the built -in battery. Two re- 
sistance ranges from 0 to 50,000 ohms and to 
150 thousand ohms are calibrated and 
marked off on the meter. 

Front and rear views of the completed 
test set are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

THIS MONTH'S 
SERVICE BENCH 

The test bench shown in the Heading is 
one of two in the radio store and shop 
operated by the Southwest Radio Service at 
Dallas, Texas. Mr. S. A. Greever, General 
Manager, writes: 

"These benches were designed and built to 
suit our particular needs. We service all 
makes and types of radio receivers, speakers 
and power units and cannot therefore 
standardize our test equipment as those who 
have only one or two makes or models to 
contend with. 

"At the right of the board is a vacuum - 
tube voltmeter -below an r.f. modulated 
oscillator. At left is a calibrated ohm- 
meter and continuity checker. 

"In addition to repairing we carry a com- 
plete line of parts for replacements in re- 
pair work and for general sale. Contrary 
to the experience of many other dealers, we 
find there is still a nice volume of business 
in parts, and expect to continue our efforts 

(Continued on page 381) 
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Question Box 

PHYSICS and science instructors 
will find these review questions 

and the "quiz" questions below 
useful as reading assignments for 
their classes. For other readers 
the questions provide an interesting 
pastime and permit a check on the 
reader's grasp of the material pre- 
sented in the various articles in 
this issue. 

The "Review Questions" cover 
material in this month's installment 
of the Radio Physics Course. The 
"General Quiz" questions are based 
on other articles in this issue as 
follows: Reginald Aubrey Fessen- 
den, Condenser "Mike" Amplifier, 
Neon Tube Oscillators, On 3/4 Me- 
ter Transmission, P. A. in the 
Teaching of Surgery. 

Review Questions 
1. Show the circuit for a group of 

6 type -30 two -volt tube fila- 
ments connected for operation 
from a 6 -volt battery, without 
rheostats or other means for re- 
ducing the battery voltage. 

2. Draw the filament circuit you 
would use if you desired to 
operate 6 type -30 tubes from 
a 32 -volt lighting system. Indi- 
cate the resistor value required 
in series. 

3. Name four ways of producing 
e.m.f. 

4. What is the difference between 
the terms "battery" and "cell "? 

Explain why the available ter. 
minal voltage of a battery is 
lower than the total e.m.f. de- 
veloped therein. 

6. What occurs in the process 
known as "ionization "? 

7. Explain the difference between 
an atom and an ion. 

i 

General Quiz on 
This Issue 

1. Name four of Fessenden's out- 
standing achievements. 

2. Explain the principle employed 
in the "absorption" amplifier. 

3. What are the advantages of this 
type amplifier over the ordinary 
resistance coupled amplifiers, 
for use with condenser micro- 
phones? 

4. Over what frequency range will 
a neon tube oscillator function? 
Explain the functioning of this 
oscillator. 

5. What is the principle of the 
Kozanowski oscillator and how 
does it differ from the Bark - 
hausen -Kurz oscillator? 

6. What primary advantage does 
this type of oscillator offer over 
the B.-K. type for transmitters 
operating at one meter wave- 
lengths or less? 

7. Describe one of the most recent 
applications of microphones and 
amplifiers in surgery. 

RADIO NEWS FOR DECEMBER, 1932 

.Student's Radio 
LESSON THIRTEEN 

By Alfred A. 

This series deals with the study of the physical 
information of particular value to physics 
colleges. The Question Box aids teachers 

CIRCUITS may consist of several de- 
vices so connected that some of them 
are in parallel with each other, and 
others are in series with each other 

and the parallel combination. Connections 
of this kind are referred to as series -parallel 
circuits, since they are a combination of 
series and parallel circuits. A circuit of this 
kind is shown in (A) of Figure 1. Here 
the filaments of three 201 -A vacuum tubes, 
A, B and C (each having a resistance of 20 
ohms) are connected in parallel with each 
other. A resistance F of 1 ohm is connected 
in series with the group. The filaments of 
two other tubes D and E are connected in 
parallel with each other. A resistance G of 
12 ohms is in series with them. This second 
group is in parallel with the first group 
across the battery. 

The total resistance of the entire circuit 
can be found by reducing each series -parallel 
combination to an equivalent single resis- 
tance. 

The combined resistance of the resistances 
A, B and C is found from 

1 1 1 1 -= - 4- -+ - or R = 6.67 ohms 
R 20 20 20 

As this is in series with resistance F, the 
total resistance of this group is R = 6.67 + 
1 = 7.67 ohms. Therefore this group is 
equivalent to, and could be considered as, a 

entire circuit (from B of Figure 1) is 
1 1 1 

-orR =4.5ohms 
R 7.67 

-j- 
12 

The total current drawn from the 6 -volt 
source of e.m.f. is then 

E 6 
I = -= -= 1.3 amperes 

R 4.5 
The individual voltage across each fila- 

ment, or the current through it, could be 
calculated from these values by applying 
Ohm's law. 

Series -parallel circuits are encountered in 
the plate circuits of modern a.c. tube electric 
receivers where the plate circuits of all the 
tubes in the receiver are in parallel with each 
other across the source of B voltage supply, 
but each individual complete plate circuit 
consists of several resistances in series. Such 
circuits may be very complicated when con- 
sidered as a whole, but when they are split 
up and attacked as above they may be solved 
very simply by the formulas for series and 
parallel circuits. The scheme of substituting 
equivalent single resistances in the compu- 
tations for series -parallel connected resistors, 
makes this work simple. 

Combination of Resistances 
Resistances are sometimes purposely con- 

nected n series, parallel, or series- parallel in 

Figure 1. Series -parallel circuit. The circuit at (a) can be considered to 
be equivalent electrically to the simple circuit at (B) 

single resistance of 7.67 ohms connected 
across the circuit as shown in (B) of Fig- 
ure 1. 

Likewise the combined resistance of resis- 
tances D and E is found from 

1 l 1 -- -}-- orR =l0 ohms 
R 20 20 

As this is in series with resistance G, the 
total resistance of this group is R - 10 + 
2 = 12 ohms. Therefore this group could be 
considered as a single resistance of 12 ohms 
connected across the circuit as shown at B. 

Therefore the combined resistance of the 

*Radio Technical Pub. Co. Publishers' Radio 
Physics Course. 

order to obtain odd resistance values or cur- 
rent- carrying capacities which are not ob- 
tainable commercially in single resistances. 
For instance, suppose a resistance of % ohm 
with a current -carrying capacity of 4 am- 
peres is required for the filament circuit of 
a radio receiver. We will assume that %- 
ohm resistors with a current -carrying ca- 
pacity of 4 amperes are not readily available, 
but that 1 -ohm resistors having a carrying 
capacity of say 2 amperes can be obtained. 
By simply connecting two of these in parallel 
as in (A) of Figure 2, a joint resistance of 

ohm is obtained, and since each resistor 
can safely carry 2 amperes, the combination 
of the two in parallel can handle the 4 
amperes. 

As another simple illustration of connec- 
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Physics Course 
SOURCES OF E.M.F. 
Ghirardi* 

aspects of radio phenomena. It contains 
teachers and students in high schools and 
in laying out current class assignments 

tion of resistors to obtain some desired value, 
let us suppose that we require a resistance 
of 1620 ohms for some purpose. Now resis- 
tors are not made in standard sizes of 1620 
ohms. But standard resistors of 1000, 600 
and 20 ohms are available. By connecting 
one each of these in series as shown in (B) 
of Figure 2, a total resistance of 1620 ohms 
can be obtained. 

Sources of E.M.F. 
We have found in our study of electricity 

that electrons can be made to drift or flow 
in a definite direction through any conduc- 
tor (current flow) by the application of an 
external electrical force which we call elec- 
tromotive force. The e.m.f. is really the 
force which keeps the electrons moving in a 
definite direction around the circuit. It is 
sometimes called electron- moving force. 
Electromotive force may be produced or 
generated in a number of different ways, 
among which are the following: 

1. By friction between two bodies, and 
electrostatic induction. 

2. By chemical action as in the dry cell 
or storage cell. 

3. By electromagnetic induction, such as 
produced in a dynamo when conductors are 
moved across a magnetic field. 

4. By thermo- electric action produced by 
the contact of two dissimilar materials and 
the application of heat at the junction. The 
e.m.f. produced in this way is often called 
thermo -electromotive force. 

The first and fourth methods are not used 
commercially. The third method is used for 

4 AMPS 

I OHM 
-AAwvwvv- 

2AMPS I¿OHM - 
2AMPS 4AMP5 4AMPS -vvvvvvW- 
10HM 

2 RESISTANCES RESULT 
IN PARALLEL Y2OHM,4AMPS 

-A- 

-- vwwvww 
1000 600 20 1620 

OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS 

RESISTANCES OF 1000,600 RESULT. 
AND 200HMS IN SERIES. 1620 OHMS. 

-B- 

Figure 2. How standard size resistors 
may be combined to obtain odd values 

of resistance 

producing e.m.f. on a large scale for com- 
mercial electric light and power supply. This 
method will be studied later. The second 
method finds use where no electric light ser- 
vice is available, as in the case of rural dis- 
tricts. This method will be studied first. We 
will confine ourselves to the use of chemical 

changes occurring in primary and storage 
cells for its production. 

Cells, Batteries 
A cell is usually considered to be a single 

unit in which electrical energy is produced 
by chemical action. A battery is a combina- 
tion of two or more cells, either in series or 
in parallel, for the purpose of obtaining 
either more e.m.f. or more current than a 
single cell will provide. Thus an ordinary 
6 -volt storage battery consists of three 2- 
volt cells connected in series to give 6 volts. 

The terms e.m.f., potential difference, fall 
of potential and voltage are often used inter- 
changeably by the layman. It is perhaps 
better to reserve the term e.m.f. to denote 

o o 

0 -0fwr 
NORMAL LOST POSITIVE 
ATOM ELECTRON ION 

-A- 

OUTER 
RING 

ADDED/ 
ELFCTRON 

-B- 

NEGATIVE ION 

-C- 

INNER 
---RING 

= PROTONS 
0= ELECTRONS 

Figure 3. A normal atom has as many 
electrons as protons. A positive ion has 
one less electron than protons. A nega- 

tive ion has one more electron 
the total electrical pressure actually de- 
veloped by the source, whether it be a 
dry cell, storage battery, electric dynamo, 
thermo- couple, etc., no matter how it may 
be caused. As we will find out later, all 
generators of electric energy have some in- 
ternal resistance of their own. When cur- 
rent is being delivered there is a fall or drop 
of potential in the generator due to this re- 
sistance. The result is that the voltage ac- 
tually available at the terminals when cur- 
rent is being supplied is less than the e.m.f. 
generated, by an amount equal to the inter- 
nal I X R drop in the generator. This re- 
sulting voltage actually available at the ter- 
minals is called the terminal voltage or p.d. 

The Ion 
Electrons or negative charges of electricity 

may be added to or removed from normal 
atoms in several ways. If by some means 
an electron is removed from an atom as 
shown in B of Figure 3, the balance be- 
tween the strength of the total positive 
charge of the nucleus or protons and the 
total negative charge of the electrons in the 
atom no longer exists, and the positive charge 

(Continued on page 373) 
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Come fo Los Angeles 

full courses 
of price of single 

course 

LEARN 
TELEVISION- RADIO 
ELECTRICITYTALKING PICTURES 

and BROADCASTING 
No longer is it necessary to pay several tuitions. Now 
for the first time in history, National offers complete 
training in Radio, Electricity, Television, Talking 
Pictures and Broadcasting all at price of one course. 
When you enroll at National, these four full and un- 
limited courses of training will be given, enabling you 
to qualify for good jobs. We train you in four big 
pay trades; award you a life scholarship and help 
assist you to get a job that 
will start you on the road to 
big pay and independence for 
the rest of your life. Indi- 
vidual, practical instruction. 
Right NOW, while jobs are al- 
most impossible to "land" by the 
untrained man, you can get 
TRAINING for the lowest HCCOTe electrical . :- tuition fee ever offered. Tuis is a pert. co,npiet oleetded 
limited offer, but you must act maehineq and 

` 
qip- 

NOi NOW! gent for YOU to work on 
at National. 

Save money by en- 
rolling in National 
Now. For price of one 
course, we now offer 
the four complete ra- 
dio, electrical, televi- 
sion, talking picture 
and broadcasting 
courses. Four courses 
for price of one. 

Electricity 

Television 
The nere 

° 
t trade, with 

Luemen 
ue dn future. 

atest .ea disc 
auipmentNn donai 

pion. in this interest. 
ink 

pioneers 

Come to Los Angeles. the center 
of radio and electricity -and 
where the great American tele- 
vision laboratories are located - 
where hundreds of trained sound 
engineers and mechanics are 
employed in talking picture 
studios. Thousands of dollars 
invested in new training equip- 
ment, by National for you to 
work on No dummy equipment. 
You can qualify for U. S. Gov't 
examinations. 

Largest and Oldest Trade 
School in West 

For 27 years National has successfully trained men by 
practical shop methods. Previous education unneces- 
sary. More than 25,000 graduates. 

Railroad Fare Allowed to L. A. 
For a limited time we will allow 
coach railroad fare to Los Angeles 
from any point in the United 
States. This is deducted from the 
tuition, so the trip costs you noth- 
Mg. 

Free Employment 
Service 

Spare time jobs while at school. 
We help you get a job to pay 
living expenses while learning. Our 
unlimited employment service will help you get a JOB 
after you graduate. A few delightful months of train- 
ing and you are qualified. 

Talking Pictures 
now) 1hcetres equipped 

a d. Good peye. 
National - trained 

M,«.° 
studios 

NATIONAL 
RADIO & ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
Radio, Electricity, Television, Talking Pictures and 

Broadcasting 

Dept. 1211E, 4006 S. Figueroa, Los Angeles, Calif. 

r --MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE DETAILS --1 
I This coupon will bring you our big, free training book 
I if you are interested. It gives full details of the 4 
I big courses -radio, electrical, television, talking 

pictures and broadcasting; also details about rail- 
s fare offer. 
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N EWc 
COMBINATION KIT 

containing 

I/2 Watt, 1 Watt and 2 Watt 
METALLIZED RESISTORS 

and 

5 Watt and 10 Watt 
POWER WIRE WOUND UNITS 

These include the popular ranges -the 
ranges of the resistors that are most 
needed in radio replacement work today. 
We are combining them in one handy Kit 
for the convenience of Servicemen. 

Together with other I.R.C. handy Kits, it 
is now on sale at your jobber's. Write us 
for folder giving full information -also 
new complete 16 -page catalog on I.R.C. 
products, just off the press. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY 
2006 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 

74 Wellington Street, West, Toronto, Ontario 

Makers of 

and POWER WIRE WOUND - 
PRECISION WIRE WOUND 

RESISTORS 

Backstage in 
Personal inter- 
views with broad- 
cast artists and 

executives 

By 
Samuel 

Kaufman 

GENE CARROLL 
and Glenn Rowell, 
the "Gene and 

Glenn" of the Quaker 
Early Birds program heard 
over the NBC, have 
proven so popular in 
Cleveland, where their 
broadcasts orginate 
through the facilities of 
Station WTAM, that 245,- 
000 citizens of the Ohio 
city signed a petition 875 
feet long requesting the 
NBC to keep the noted broadcast team in 
Cleveland. The petition was the result of an 
announcement that the early morning NBC 
feature would be broadcast from Chicago in- 
stead of Cleveland. Such a move would 
have prevented the continuance of additional 

local broadcasts of 
the team in Cleve- 
land which have 
won wide popu- 
larity. The lengthy 
petition was pre- 
pared with the as- 
sistance of the Po- 
lice and Fire De- 
partments of Cleve- 
land and nearby 
towns. The scroll 
was presented to 
John F. Royal, a 
vice -president of 
NBC, while on a 
visit to the Ohio 
city. Royal was 
formerly manager 

of Station WTAM. A committee headed by 
distinguished citizens made the presentation. 
The team of Gene and Glenn was organized 
in Cleveland three years ago and broadcast 
over WTAM for about a year before a 
sponsor placed them on the NBC hookup. 
Even if the team does go to Chicago, its 
neighbor Clevelanders will 
still hear the chain pro- 
gram through the local 
outlet, but stand to lose 
the additional local broad- 
casts to which they have 
become accustomed. 

GENE CARROLL AND GLEN ROWELL 

Service Men - 
Write -for you r 
FREE Copy 
ofour1933 
Radio Catalog 

LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES 
80 Pages of everything you need in Radio. 
Complete stocks of the highest quality re- 
placement parts, tubes, test equipment, and 
accessories at the lowest wholesale prices. 

UP -TO- THE -MINUTE SERVICE 
Our tremendous stocks and efficient organiza- 
tion are waiting to serve you promptly, 
courteously, and efficiently. 

Write today for your FREE COPY of our 
1933 Service Men's Radio Catalog. 

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION 
831 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago 

tgh Grade Line of 
MICROPHONE STANDS 

for Dynamic, Condenser and 
Carbon Mikes 

Write for Circular to 
EASTERN MIKE -STAND CO. 

168 Centre St. New York City 

JESSICA 
DRAGONETTE 

AFTER 
her first ex- 

tensive vacation in 
five years, Jessica Drago- 
nette, noted radio soprano, 
was recently welcomed 
back to the NBC by her 
numerous followers from 
coast to coast. As in the 
three previous years, Miss 
Dragonette is again fea- 
tured on the Cities Ser- 
vice programs Friday 
nights. The new series al- 
so features Rosario Bour- 

don's Orchestra and the Cavaliers Quartet. 
During this season's Cities Service programs, 
Miss Dragonette is featuring a generous 
measure of light opera selections. 

THE popular "March of Time" feature 
heard over the CBS on Fridays utilizes 

a cast of fifty players to re -enact the chief 
news developments each week. The scripts 
of this novel program are prepared by 
Thomas Everitt and the presentations are di- 
rected by Donald Stauffer. Howard Bar - 
low's orchestra supplies musical backgrounds 
to the dramatizations. During the recent 
campaign, many political incidents were re- 
enacted on the programs. The role of 
President Hoover was filled by Ted di 
Corsia while Governor Roosevelt's part was 
assumed by William Adams. Six to eight of 
the week's chief news events are re- enacted 
on each program. Stauffer, the director of 
the broadcasts, explained that the purpose of 
the program is to re -enact happenings of 
interest before the microphone with a view 
to impressing upon the listeners some of the 
traits of the personalities whose names are 
in the headlines. The series' popularity 
proves that listeners like programs that are 
instructive as well as entertaining. 

THE MARCH 
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Broadcasting 

"MYRT AND MARGE" 

DESPITE the large number of family 
acts on the stage there are very few 

family teams in radio. "Myrt and Marge," 
the CBS series of back -stage life, is unusual 
in the fact that it stars a mother and her 
daughter. Myrtle Vail began her stage ca- 
reer at the age of fifteen as a chorus girl. 
She fell in love with George Damerel, the 
star, and married him. A daughter, Donna, 
was born who was destined to later be the 
"Marge" of the popular network program. 
The Damerels, for several years, toured the 
well -known vaudeville circuits as "Damerel 
and Vail." Although they did their best to 
keep Donna's interest away from the foot- 
lights their daughter declared her strong in- 
tentions to go on the stage and the act be- 
came "Damerel, Vail and Co." and included 
Donna. Two years later, the family quit the 
stage and bought a chicken farm. The 

OF TIME 

Chatty bits of 
news on what is 
happening before 

the microphone 

Damerels went into local 
real estate as a sideline. 
When real estate values 
tumbled, Myrt, remember- 
ing all of the tragic and 
comic happenings behind 
the footlights, created the 
"Myrt and Marge" skit. 
She got some sample 
scripts before P. K. Wrig- 
ley and these led to the 
five - time - a - week series 
sponsored by the William 
Wrigley, Jr., Company. 

RAYMOND KNIGHT, 
the famous Ambrose J. 

Weems of the "Station 
KUKU" program, has 
shown radio listeners his 
versatility by his creation 
of the new "Wheatena- 
ville" sketches heard daily, 
excepting Friday and Sat- 
urday, over the NBC. We 
don't mean that there is 
no humor in the new pro- 
grams. There is plenty of 
it, but it is of more subtle 
variety than the slapstick 
"Station KUKU" feature. 
Knight takes three differ- 

ent roles in the "Wheatenaville" program. 
Included in the cast are two children -Bobby 
Jordan and Vivian Block -who were se- 
lected for the important parts after an in- 
tensive search for juvenile talent especially 
suited for the script. Knight, as author and 
star of the five -day -a -week program, showed 
that wisecracks and puns are but by -prod- 
ucts to his versatile make -up. Knight's first 
object in life was to become a lawyer. He 
attended the Boston University law school 
and was admitted to the Massachusetts bar 

RAY KNIGHT AND ALICE DAVENPORT 
of which he is still a member. He practiced 
law for two years but developed a strong 
inclination for dramatics. He left his law 
office and went back to college. He first 
went to Harvard to enter the famous "47 
Workshop" of Professor Pierce Baker and 
then switched to Yale when his tutor joined 
the faculty there. In 1927, Knight won the 
Drama League prize for his one -act play 
"Strings." 

AFTER several months absence from the 
air, the 70 -piece symphony orchestra of 

the Roxy Theatre, New York City, re- 
cently resumed its weekly schedule of Sun- 
day night broadcasts over the CBS. The 
present conductor is David Ross, not he 
of CBS fame. 
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Practical Radio 
Engineering 

An opportunity for RADIO 
MEN to enlarge their scope 

of training 

NEW GENERAL COURSE IN RADIO 
combines Broadcasting ... Sound Motion 
Pictures ... Aircraft Radio ... Marine 
Radio ... Radio Servicing ... Home and 
Studio Recording . . . Television Funda- 
mentals ... Electronic Tube Applications ... Radio Code ... Public Address Sys- 
tems ... and other radio and allied subjects. 

In a 52 -Week General Course at 
The New York School 

At a moderate cost which may be paid $10 
weekly until tuition fee is completed. A graduate 
of this course is well fitted to handle practical 
radio engineering problems. 

No matter how much or how little knowledge of radio you have, there is a distinct advantage 
in taking this course. Further details will prove It. 

If you wish to specialize in a particular phase of radio or associated arts, send for a copy of our illustrated catalog which contains all particulars 
about RCA Institutes' various Resident School 
Courses. 

Visit our RCA Institutes School in New York or Chicago. You will find them modern, fully - equipped, and ample in scope for the ever -growing 
field of radio. We shall be glad to see you at any time of day -morning, afternoon or evening- - 
from Mondays to Fridays inclusive. 

Whether you plan a visit to us, wish to enroll for a resident school class, or merely wish a free 
copy of the new RCA Institutes catalog, fill in 
and mail the coupon below. 

RCA Institutes, Inc., 
Dept. RN -122 S New York School and Headquarters: 

75 Varick Street, New York, N Y. 

INS I 
U i Chicago School: 

-i i ' 1151 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III. 

Please send with no obligation to me: 
( ) Full information an the New funeral Course in 

Radio. (At New York resident school only) 
( ) Illustrated catalog and information about special- 

ized resident school courses in radio and allied 
arts. 
Information about extension course for study at 
home, together with illustrated catalog. 

Name Age 

Address 

c1ity State 

WRITE 
FOR OUR 

FREE 
CATALOG 

"If it's RADIO, we have it 
and sell it for LESS" 

BALTIMORE 
RADIO CORP. 

N725 Broadway New York 
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loud Speakers 
MR. C. M. FOX, 

Technical Engineer 

First in the speaker 
field because of their POSITIVE 
DEPENDABILITY and SEN- 
SATIONAL PERFORMANCE. 
Performing efficiently with a two - 
watt input, BUD has a guaran- 
teed continuous operating capacity 
of 25 WATTS and a peak load of 
50 WATTS ! BUD assures you 
against embarrassing, inconven- 
ient, costly breakdowns ! For in- 
door and outdoor P.A. systems, 
BUD guarantees efficient, depend- 
able service. Unaffected by at- 
mospheric conditions! 

Test BUD SPEAKERS with our 
amazing FREE trial plan. 

Discard your obsolete, inefficient, 
costly, troublesome units. Stand- 
ardize on BUD ! It costs less to 
enjoy a BUD than to be annoyed 
with an ordinary speaker ! Let 
BUD'S Sensational Performance 
convince you of BUD'S Positive 
Dependability. Send for details 
today ! 

BUD SPEAKER CO. 
DORR 5T. 

TOLEDO, OHIO-U.S.A. 

A Sure Way of 
Passing Your 
Government 
Examinations! 
Send for this cop. 

on approval 

HOW TO 
PASS 

Ir. S. Government 
Radio License 
Examinations 

By R. L. DUNCAN and C. E. DREW 
Formerly R. C. A. Institutes 

Don't take any chances with your examina- 
tions. This little book, in every way, will 
insure success in obtaining your government 
radio license, because it contains full particu- 
lars, questions and answers on radio examina- 
tions given by the government. 
286 questions with complete answers show you just what 
the government expects of you. Through the question 
and answer method used In this beak. you will be 

taught how to express yourself and put your knowl- 
edge into words. $2.00. 

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC. 
440 4th Avenue, New York 

RADIO SCHOOL 
YOUNG MEN wanted to train as radio 
operators; we prepare for U. S. Govt. 
license; call or write for 40.page catalog; 
established 1899. Oldest, largest and best 
equipped 

ASS. RADIO SCHOOL 
18 Boylston St. Boston, Mass. 
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What's New in Radio 
A department devoted to the description of the latest 
developments in radio equipment. Radio servicemen, 
experimenters, dealers and set builders will find these 

items of service in conducting their work 
By The Technical Staff 

A Console Receiver 
Description - The new "Bi- Acoustic" 

twelve -tube superheterodyne receiver, model 
R -78, embodying a new circuit design and fea- 
turing new developments in both the re- 
ceiver and cabinet construction, is said to 
provide twice the power and tone range of 
the ordinary receiver. The most important 
features of this receiver are: advanced auto- 

matic tone compensator, tone equalizers, 
dual automatic volume control, an improved 
loudspeaker, micro tone control and class B 
audio amplification which is said to have an 
output of over 10 watts. The following tubes 
are utilized: two -46 type, four -58 type, 
five -56 type and one -82 mercury-vapor 
rectifier tube. The receiver chassis is mounted 
on rubber and is installed in a walnut and 
maple- veneered six -leg console cabinet mea- 
suring 43 inches high by 48/ inches wide 
by 14 inches deep. 

Maker -RCA -Victor Co., Inc., Camden, 
N. J. 

A Compact Radio Receiver 
Description -The new line of Philco re- 

ceivers includes eleven different models in 
five, seven, nine and eleven -tube circuits. 
The new type of vacuum tubes, such as the 

Portable Tube Checker 
Description -This model H -33 tube check- 

ing instrument can test all types of a.c. and 
battery- operated vacuum tubes, the -80 and 
-81 type rectifier tubes, and has provisions 
for testing the new 2.5 and 6.3 -volt series of 
6 and 7 -prong type vacuum tubes. It oper- 
ates entirely from 110 -volt, 60 -cycle a.c. line 
supply. Direct current for testing the tubes 
is obtained through the use of rectifiers. 
The instrument can also check paper type 

condensers and either dry or wet electrolytic 
type condensers. It is also possible to check 
the value of resistors up to two million 
ohms. There is an operating and calibrated 
chart furnished with each checker. 

Maker -The Franklin Radio Corp., Day- 
ton, Ohio. 

Full- Vision Dial 
Description - This full- vision type dial 

with linear scale uses the National velvet - 
vernier mechanism, which accounts for its 
smooth operation. The scale is seven inches 

-44 and -42, are employed in these receivers. 
The illustration shows the Model 52C Com- 
pact receiver. This tiny five -tube set mea- 
sures only 1034 inches in height by 16 inches 
in length and is suitable for installation in 
the bookcase or for placement on the mantel 
or table stand. 

Maker -Philadelphia Storage Battery Com- 
pany, Philadelphia, Pa. 

in length, permitting easy and accurate scale 
reading. The escutcheons can be supplied in 
either silver or antique bronze. The dial 
scales are available in the following types: 
Style VKC, clockwise, 100 -0, 180 degrees; 
style VKCC, counter -clockwise, 0 -100, 180 

degrees; style VKE, counter- clockwise, 0 -100, 
270 degrees. 

Maker -National Company, Inc., Malden, 
Mass. 

Oscillograph Apparatus 
Description -The oscillograph equipment 

shown in the above illustration comprise the 
following units. On the extreme right is the 
model No. 309 sweep circuit, especially de- 
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signed for use with cathode -ray tubes. It 
has a variable frequency range between 10 
and 10,000 cycles per second. The wave 
shape is independent of both frequency 
and output voltage. This sweep circuit 
employs a special Thyratron type tube 
which is charged at a constant current 
by a special tungsten filament current regu- 
lator tube. The unit contains a built -in 
power supply operating from the 110 -volt, 
60 -cycle a.c. lines. The center instrument i: 

the model No. 710 adjustable cathode -ray 
tube holder designed for the Wireless Egert 
No. 209 cathode -ray tube. This holder is 
also applicable to the Allen B. Dumont and 
the Globe Television Company's 3% -inch 
cathode -ray tube. The inside diameter of 
this holder is 3% inches and it is 16 inches 
in length. To the extreme left is the model 
No. 709 power unit to supply all the A and 
B operating voltages and an adjustable mod- 
ulating voltage to vary the focus of the beam 
on the face of the tube. 

Maker -Wireless Egert Engineering, Inc., 
179 Varick St., New York, N. Y. 

An Attractive Mantel Type 
Receiver 

Description -The model R -8 midget super- 
heterodyne receiver is equipped with auto- 
matic volume control and micro -tone con- 
trol. It employs the following tubes: three 

27 type, two 35 type, one 24 type, one 
47 pentode type and one 80 type rectifier 
tube. The receiver chassis is mounted on 
rubber and it is enclosed in a walnut- finished 
cabinet measuring 18 15/16 inches high by 
14 inches wide by 10 19/32 inches deep. 

Maker -RCA- Victor Co., Camden, I'- 
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cma Inletnatfoiwl All Wave 
II Tube 

Super 

Hetrodyne 

Ahtxt 
Explore the world 

with the 
Aero International 

15 to 550 Meters 
The greatest radio value 
ever offered. At last! 
World wide loud speaker 
reception at a sane price. 
One dial control. De- 
signed so any novice can 
get maximum results on 

both short and broadcast bands. This is not a converter and broadcast chassis. It is one 
receiver covering all wave lengths. 2 Sets in one. Besides your regular broadcast band also 
receives Foreign programs, Amateurs, Police, Ships at Sea and Aeroplanes. Employs the 
latest type Super -Phonic Tubes. Completely assembled with 2 full dynamic speakers, mars Less Tubes 

Aeto 4 Tubs Set 
The lowest priced 
quality Midget Re- 
ceiver on the market 
today. Price $10.90 
less Tubes. Com- 
plete set of new 
Super- Phonic Tubes 
$2.95. This wonder. 
ful distance getter 
is equal in perform. 
ance to last season's 
5 Tube 
Pentode =QM Sets 

Awe 6 Tube Super -Hetrodyne 
Automatic Volume Control 

Employs the latest tubes. Guar- 
anteed Coast to Coast reception. 
Price $18.50 less tubes. Tubes 
$4.50. Split Hair Selectivity, 
Phonograph Pickup Connection. 
7 Tuned Circuits. Composite 
First Detector and oscillator 
followed by 2 stages of 175 
R.C. intermediate 
amplification 

Aar S Tube Set LatestSuper- PhenicTubes Aero P e n t..d e Goarasteed Coat to Coat Re- Power Amplifier ception. Price $11.90. Split Hair for Public Ad- Selectivity. Tubes $3.75. Phono- 
graph pick -up connection. single dress systems 
illuminated full vision travelling and sound spot light dial. Mellow Tones. 
Full Dynamic 

9Y 
Trucks. 

B $ARS Speaker 11 Price.... 77 
Aeen Pentode Auto Radie SUPER -HETRODYNE 

New 1933 Model. Latest type tubes. 
At last! The perfect Auto Radio. Price 
of Set, Remote Control and Dynamic 
Speaker $19.75 less tubes 
and batteries 

Aero 1 Tube Short Wave For 
Headphone Operation. S5.95 
Listen in DIRECT to London, 
Paris, Berlin, Buenos Aires and 
other broadcasting stations 
throughout the world via short 
waves. Your ordinary receiver 
cannot tune in these low wave 
stations. world -wide Receiver 
gets 14 to 550 meters. AFRO 
2 Tube Short Wave Set $5.95. 
Same as above set but it has 
one stage of Audio 5595 Frequency added to it. 

$12.50 Aero Su- 
per- Hetrodyne 

Converter 

Convert your A. 
C. Radio Set into a Short 
Wave Super -He- 
trodyne. 15 to 200 
meters. 51250 Price.. 

Write For Complete Catalogue of Sets and Parts. 

Chas. Hoodwin Co., 
4240 Lincoln Ave., Dept. Z3, CHICAGO, ILL. 
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Train Noavf r New 
RADIO 
O, or/unities 

Get Into a 
Line Where 
There's Action - 
Every Day -And a 
Payday Every Week 
-You Be the Boss! 
Right now while hundreds are 
looking for work where there 
isn't aoy, the radio service 
Real can use trained men. with 
the proper training and the 
necessary equipment. you can 
enter this field and make a 
comlortableliving. We include 
with our course this modernset 
analyzer and trouble shooter 
without any extra charge. This 
piece of equipment has proved to be a valuable 
help to our members. After a brief period of train- 
ing, you can take the set analyzer out on service 
calls and really compete with "old timers." We 
show you how to wire rooms for radio -install 
auto sets -build and Install short -wave receivers 
-analyze and repair all types of radio sets -and 
many other profitable Jobs can be yours. 
Teaching you this Interesting work Is our busi- 
ness and we have provided ourselves with every 
facility to help you learn quickly yet thoroughly. 
If you possess average Intelligence and the desire 
to make real progress on your own merits. you 
will be interested. 

ACT NOW -MAIL COUPON 
Start this very minute! Send for full details of 
our plan and free booklet that explains how 
easily you can now cash in on radio quickly. 
Don t put it off ! Write today! Send Now! 

YOURS 
Without 

Extra Cost 

Titis excel- 
lent set aua- 
lyzer and 
t r o u b l e 
shooter in 
eluded with 
our course of 
training. 

RADIOTRAINING ASSN.of AMERICA 
Dept. RNA-12,4513 Ravenswood Av.. Chlcage.III 
Gentlemen: Send me details of your Enrollment 
Plan and information on how to learn to make real 
money In radio quick. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

NEW HI -POWER UNITS 
24 to 60 watts handling 

capacity. 
For Class B and Super- 
power amplifiers the new 
RACON TYPE B UNIT 

The new Type B nar n Unit, 
guaranteed to stand up a t operating 
levels from 30 to 40 db 24 to 50 
watts and to with t n continu- 
ous signal input 

N 

11 
í 10 00 

tremendous power 
handling g rapacity. a reeding that of 
any nit on the mnrket. has here ob- 
tained without sacrifice efficiency 
or frequency response and the ec 
tr of hsse nw units is finer than 

ever before. 

SEND FOR COMPLETE 
NEW CATALOG ON 
HORNS AND UNITS 

Address Dept. R. N. 12 

RACON ELECTRICCO., Inc. 
94 E. 19th SI., NEW YORK 
LONDON. ENGLAND 
TORONTO, CANADA 

Super -Giant 
RACON Ht RNK d UN S 
ARE COVERED. 

and 
U. S. 

PATENTS NOS. 1,507,71: 
1.501.032; 1.377.270; 73.217 
73.218: 1.722,445; 1,711,514; 

1.781.459; 1.832,005; 1.834.327; 

1.535,730: 1.845,210: 1.078.3110 

PATENTS 
Write for Free Information, HOW TO OBTAIN A 

PATENT and RECORD OF INVENTION -or send 
drawing or model for examination. 
MILLER & MILLER, Patent Attorneys 
FORMER MEMBERS EXAMINING CORPS U. S.PATENT OFFICE 

1006 Woolworth Bldg., Dept. H, New Yorke 
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Latest Radio Patents 
A description of the outstanding patented inventions on 
radio, television, acoustics and electronics as they are 
granted by the United States Patent Office. This 
in f ornzation will be found a handy radio reference for 
inventors, engineers, set designers and production men 
in establishing the dates of record, as well as describing 

the important radio inventions 

By Ben J. Chromy+ 

1,855,151. ELECTRICAL PHONOGRAPH 
PICT: -UP AND APPARATUS. W. BART - 

LETT JONES, Chicago, III. Filed Jan. 25, 
1930, Serial No. 423,351. Renewed Jan. 
9, 1932. 15 Claims. 
11. A duplex wave form record having 

independent coordinated vibrations therein, 
one vertically and one horizontally, and elec- 
trical pick -up devices for each record having 
a common stylus. 

1,855,150. REPRODUCTION OF SOUND. 
W. BARTLETT JONES, Chicago, Ill. Filed 
Oct. 10, 1928. Serial No. 311,488. 13 
Claims. 
1. A duplex sound record combining in 

one track two independent and separable 

ments, said anode and spacing means com- 
prising an enclosure for said heater and 
thermoelectric elements, whereby heat gen- 
erated in said enclosure will affect the hot 
junctures of said thermoelectric element and 
generate a current therein, and a plurality of 
cold junctures of said thermoelectric ele- 
ment disposed externally of said enclosure 
and within said vessel. 

1,865,271. RADIORECEIVER. HORACE 
E. OSMUN, HARRY W. RUBINSTEIN, and 
ERWIN R. STOEKLE, Milwaukee, Wis., as- 
signors to Central Radio Laboratories, 
Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Wis- 
consin. Filed Oct. 17, 1930. Serial No. 
489,272. 11 Claims. 
1. A radio receiver having means cooper - 

able with the antenna for varying the vol- 
urne of the signal impressed on the receiver, 
a local- distance switch regulating the action 
of said means and operable in one position 
to put the receiver in a condition of maxi- 
mum sensitivity for distance reception and 
in another position to put the receiver in 
condition of minimum sensitivity for local 
reception, a manually operable volume con- 
trol device for effecting smooth and accurate 
regulation of the volume whether the re- 
ceiver is in a condition for maximum or 
minimum sensitivity, and interengaging 
means between the manually operable vol- 
ume control device and the local- distance 
switch whereby when the manually operable 
device is moved to its maximum volume po- 
sition it will automatically throw the local - 
distance switch into distance reception po- 

records of the same sounds picked up at 
different loci, one for the right ear, and one 
for the left ear. 

1,859,678. ELECTRON DISCHARGE DE- 
VICE. IRVING NACHUMSOHN, Chicago, Ill. 
Filed Dec. 29, 1926. Serial No. 157,744. 3 

Claims. ........... 
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sides thereof, the sound waves from said 
telephone receiver being transmitted through 

lfr 

I U %ñ 3d(ß IIBj D u. 
= 

Unreservedly GUARANTEED FOR ON 
YEAR- Incorporates every known valuable 
provement -HIGHEST QUALITY BC 
DOWN TO A PRICE! For $3.75 additii 
speaker, D. C. FIELi) EXCITATION co 
nished front the amplifier to from one to 
or 2500 ohm horn or cone type dynamic 
Contains MICROPHONE PRE- AMPLIFII: 
-assures HIGH GAIT ! 
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itleH DUT 26WATT 

SS15'AMPDFILR 
Í Trurks andall Stationary/nrlallaliox.r 
'CATIONS: Gain at 1000 rycles: 91 D.B.; Power 

1,1 aL FULL LOAD: 96 WATTS fat 115 Volts 
.60 rycles) -at no load: 45 WATTS: Input to 

I i u;t tube (for microphone and phono.) and 
tube (for Radio Tuner) -250,000 ohms; 

mr. 10.000 ohms Ito plates of both 46 Tubes). 
"o ohni line and 15 ohm tapped at 7% and 3% 

II ohms, for multi -voice coil connections. 

1111h. railahle iH Rfit or 
FACTORY WIRED Models 

M I& II-75 Class "Btr Amplifia 
(Pan. Listed Obtainable Singly if Duired0 1- "C- to-C' Drilled Metal Chas.. und 
Cana a 3.95 6- "C -to-C" Sub -Panel Sockets I- "C- to-C' Class B Power Trend. (430- 
450 Volta 225 de. millinmp.) 9.50 1- "C -to-C' Filter Choke (100 ohms, 10 
Hy.. 300 m.a.) 4.90 2- "C -to-C" Filter Chokes (500 Ohms 
50 m.n.) 3.90 1- Dubilicr 8-8-8 Mid. Eiectrol. Cond 1.95 1- Dnbilier 44.4 Mfd. Eleetrd. Cond 1.60 1-- C -to-C" Push -Ptah lo y ot. Tritest 3.95 1- "c -to-C" Push -Push Output Trans! 
(500, 15 754, 314 Ohm Secondaries) 7.93 1- "C -to-t" 3:1 A. F. Trend 2.45 2- Armeras 10 Mfd. -25 Volt Cond 1.18 i- Ae,oso, 10 :Md. -50 Volt Cond .62 

I -A rrovoz .02 Mid. -400 Volt Cond .14 
1 -Rit of 10 Lynch Metnllised Re.i.tors: 

5,000, 21.000. 60000. 500,000, 2,700 
25,000, 250.000. 1,500 4.000 and 100 
Ohm. 1.86 1- Eleetnd 500,000 Ohm Pat. 1- 'C -to-C" Tone Control .85 

1 -Yuzle 30 Ohm C. T. Resist .15 
1 -D h 11 -S. P. D. T. Tootle Switch 23' 1- "C -to.C" D. P. 8. T. Switch .75 

1 -1/ .1 II-S. P. S. T. Tootle Switch .20 1- 5ti.e. Hdw,.. Wire. etc 3.75 
1 -Set of 4 Blue Prints 2.00 

Total 51.08 
Special Complete lilt Offer $45.00 

FACTORY WIRED MODEL 
Ready Fns immediate Operation 182.00 
Jensen 2,500 Ohm Speaker 9.75 
RCA l'hotoahone 1,000 Ohm Speaker 6.95 
RCA Phatophone 6 Volt Speaker 15.00 
Racan 6 Volt, 1,000 Ohm and 2.500 Ohm Dy- 

.N mit Horn Units In Stork! 

the cushioning material of said cushion -like 
member. 

1,859,679. VACUUM TUBE AND METH- 
OD OF TREATING THEREOF. IRVING 
NACHU11sOnN, Chicago, Ill. Filed Mar. 
28, 1928. Serial No. 265,391. 1 Claim. 
In the manufacture of vacuum tubes hav- 

ing a filament wire and an equipotential 
cathode disposed therearound, means for 
conducting a current through the cathode 
for heat treating said cathode, the said 
means embodying lead wires attached to the 
longitudinally opposed ends of said cathode, 
one of said lead wires being more easily 
fusible than the other of said wires. 

1,860,529. ELECTROMECHANICAL SYS- 
TEM. WALTER G. CADY, Middletown, 
Conn., assignor to Radio Corporation of 
America, a Corporation of Delaware. 
Original application filed Aug. 1, 1925, 
Serial No. 47,483. Divided and this ap- 
plication filed Apr. 12, 1930. Serial No. 
443,685. 5 Claims. 
1. An electromechanical vibrator compris- 

ing two vibrator elements secured together 
to vibrate as a unit, the elements being 
adapted to become deformed oppositely un- 

during oahonr gn [amva p p. fns 

und Trúck and SelnfStatronarll 
: 

cV ECT 
5THE 

- 

1I 

'T. RR 
'Z 3 WESr IWIE 

E T 

NE ÓRK Ne 
Y 

AWL STABLE 
SLIDING CLIP 

T T T 
der the action of an electric field, and a plu- 
rality of pairs of coatings applied to the 
vibrator and adapted to be energized with 
alternating current. 

1,863,372. MULTI -ELECTRODE TUBE 
OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS. JAmisoN R. 
HARRISON, Middletown, Conn., assignor to 
Wired Radio, Inc., New York, N. Y., a 
Corporation of Delaware. Filed July 31, 
1928. Serial No. 296,586. 6 Claims. 
1. In an electron tube generator, in com- 

bination, an electron tube having filament, 
space- charge grid, control grid, shielding grid, 
and plate electrodes, a source of potential 
connected to said filament, sources of po- 
tential for supplying potentials positive with 
respect to said filament to said space- charge 
grid. shielding grid, and plate electrodes, said 
shielding grid being maintained at a greater 
positive potential with respect to said fila- 
ment than said space- charge grid, and said 
plate being maintained at a greater positive 
potential with respect to said filament than 
said shielding and grid, an input circuit con- 
necting said control grid to said filament. an 
output circuit connecting said plate to said 
filament, and means for coupling said input 
and output circuits, whereby the electron 
stream between said filament and said plate 
is maintained and controlled. 
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)otter electrical contact, longer 

id greater radiation. 
I winding and adjustable clips 
le liner adjustment. 
tngth fibre guard (new fea- 
prevents injury. 

E CONTROLS 
rehangeable Switch 
': TRAD VOLUME CON- 
Heil for using a power- switch. 
Ilinut disturbing control con - p out the standard end cover 
Lower- switch assembly. Long 
!its, also -easy to cut. 

II' USEFUL "TOOL" 
;erriee Man's Sit 

brimful of resistor values and 
on all receivers. Loose leaves. 

ever. Only $1.00 a year, includ- 
intite supplements. Sold on a 

irk guarantee. 

!'! S Verlak St.. New York. N-Ye 
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GAMBLE 
A DIME .. . save 
dollars of time! 

Right now clip a thin 
dime to the coupon and put 
an end to radio soldering 
worries. The dime will 
bring you our no -profit 
trial size coil of Kester 
Radio Solder (plastic rosin 
core). And Man ... what 
a combination of solder 
and flux -fact is, it does 
all the important soldering 
jobs in the radio industry - 
passed the most critical 
laboratory tests and came 
out smiling. 

Come on- gamble a dime 
and save dollars of time -and 
do better soldering of course. 
After that -you can buy the 
big z pound spools at your 
hardware, radio or electrical 
supply dealers. fre e 30e Ind the eo'w n 

brion n bic trial oar irs 
With every of ICmter Radfo E,Wer 

trial size package of Kester fir 
er m 

t.ei ;ÿï cor:olér 
Radio Solder we will send a in.e aho meter ., 

completely illustrated pam h -"'e "n' "'I se'1er 
Q re Solder for 

let showing many soldering 
"kinks." Its full of good T "a -:" 5r ."";... j 
"stuff." Don't miss it. three dimes. 

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY 
4201 -D Wrightwood Ave. Chicago, III. 

Send This Toda 
KESTER SOLDER COMPANY, I 
4201.0 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago, Illinois. 

I 
Mc enclosed. Send me trial coil of liester 'Indio Solder. 

Send .e trial roll f Ketcr Radin Solder ii i 

;':d oit of Ì:enter Poste -Core Golder. ( ) 30c enclosed. Send III, I 

ii three, 
I 

I Name 

Address 

cit y State 

LAPEL MICROPHONE 

MICROMIKE * 

The ideal microphone for all types of Public 
Address Systems or any acoustical application 
such as broadcasting or home recording. 

Swett in Size -Light In Weight 
Perfect Reproduction 

Introductory Price . . . . $10.00 
Write for Builetin 

RADIO RECEPTOR CO. INC. 
Sole Manufacturers 

zee - 7th Avenue New York, N. Y. 
Registered U. S. Patent Office 

QUALITY-RELIABILITY 

KENYON 
Labors - 

toryy Standard 
Audio Components 
used in the Heavy 
Duty P. A. System 
are available at 
your local distribu- 
tor. 

Write for labora- 
tory schematic dia- 

Watt. 250. 
845-5s 
45 4t) 

clases B power am- 
plifiers. 

asking.ree 
[or 

Kenyon Transformer Co. 
122 Cypress Ave., New York, N. Y. 

?QRD? 
A column devoted to 
the commercial opera- 
tor and his activities 

Conducted by GY 

OUT in the streets the snow flickers 
and falls quietly -cold blasts of air 
go through clothing -brrrrr! On HQ 

circuits the atmosphere is filled with plenty 
hooey: Hlo thr-hw r u- hope yr freezing 
-nice dwn hr -warm -went bathing last 
night -yeh, well, I'd rather go swimming 
than ice skating anyway -wl, so long, hope 
u swelter -righto -ge. 

If we gadgets think we have a monopoly 
on putting QRM through the ether. we are 
mistaken. The latest stunt is to put a per- 
son's heartbeats on the air. Here's for a 
transmitter in each and every home to see if 
the sweet woman still loves us whilst we "go 
down to the sea in ships." But will we 
know from which port the heartbeats 
come, eh? 

Hear ye, all ye faithful: Uncle Sammy's 
mailboy brings greetings from Mervyn R. 
Rathbone, the kingpin of the American Radio 
Telegraphists Ass'n., informing us that not 
only does he like this colyum (tks OM), but 
also will aid with articles and other interest- 
ing information. His first bit of news is 
that English ops employed by the Marconi 
Company are paid whether or not they are 
on a ship. Sometimes an op stays on the 
beach for as long as three months on full 
pay. Now, don't be going English, gang. 

Shuffling through the deck of mail, here's 
a few excerpts: Red Geale (GL) flash from 
the Orient, short -circuited his plans to go 
home and see how the mortgage was going. 
It's still there -on the roof -so Red's look- 
ing for a soft billet with the Airways. 
Here's how, Red: write to Dept. of Com- 
merce for an application and you will be 
rated according to your experience. 

Tsk, Tsk. "Boy, break out the towel." 
Vidrine (JL), who brass -pounded his way 
to a billet on the S.S. Kishacoquillas, is 
weeping the blues. An aunt dies -leaves him 
a pot of gold -he buys a house and lot - 
takes his femme out -biff, bang, boom -no 
more dough. He is now looking for another 
berth where he can rest and think over what 
he should have done with the lucre. Best 
swishes, OM; we live and learn, what? 

The spirit of the month is "for all things 
(good or bad) we duly give thanks." Let's 
see . what must we be thankful for? 
A good hearty appetite? Some one who still 
remembers us (especially the guy to whom 
we still owe that fiver) ? That there is a 
RADIO NEWS magazine which is giving Free 
a book of "23 Lessons in Radio "? (Sh- 
get in touch with me and I'll tell you the 
se- crut!) Anyway, gang, find something for 
which to be thankful -this holiday only 
comes around once a year -so cheerio and 
happy holiday- 73's -GY. 
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Listeners' Survey 
(Continued from page 333) 

pleads "for only sixty seconds." Among the 
persons interviewed in this survey, few were 
opposed to granting sponsors a reasonable 
amount of time in which to tell of their 
products. Their opposition was toward the 
methods used. If an advertiser who pays 
for time on the air in which to tell the pub- 
lic about a good product would sincerely, 
interestingly and expeditely present the es- 
sential facts, the indications are that he 
would gain the confidence and respect of 
the folks in the armchairs who are, by and 
large, a reasonable lot. 

Proceeding from the general discussion of 
the mistaken practices of radio advertisers 
to specific presentation of facts obtained 
from radio listeners, some of the more inter- 
esting data are here presented. Those spon- 
sors who depend upon fan mail to guide 
them may find something to interest them in 
the following: Each person interviewed was 
asked when he bought his first radio set. The 
table in Figure 2 shows the age (in terms 
of radio ownership) of the audience covered 
in this survey, by income classes. It will be 
observed that the bulk of the lower income 
class (those with an annual income of less 
than $1000 a year) is a comparatively new 
addition to the the radio audience. In these 
charts, Class A listeners have incomes of 
over $5000; Class B, incomes from approxi- 
mately $3000 to $5000; Class C, incomes 
from $1000 to $3000; Class D. incomes under 
$1000. The extent of influence this new ele- 
ment has exerted on the quality of radio 
entertainment is indicated in the analysis of 
fan mail shown in Figure 3. 

The survey shows that the radio audience 
of today is a discriminating audience is in- 
dicated by the methods used in selecting 
radio programs as shown in Figure 4. 

An alternative to devising a program of 
universal appeal, advisable in the instance 
of products adapted only to the needs of 
certain localities-such as farm machinery - 
is open through the use of electrical tran- 
scriptions on various selected stations reach- 
ing the special markets. The attitude of the 
listeners interviewed by the survey toward 
electrical transcriptions is indicated in the 
chart in Figure 5. 

Some advertisers, in their desire to achieve 
a popular program, seem of lose sight of 
the importance of effectiveness, translated 
into terms of recognition of sponsorship and 
incentives to buy. 

The findings of this survey show that the 
programs most often mentioned as programs 
regularly tuned in are not always high on 
recognition of sponsorship and sales for the 
products advertised. Most all of us have 
met salesmen who were likable, entertaining 
chaps but not very efficient salesmen because 
they lacked that most necessary sales aid - 
the ability to use the clincher. Some radio 
programs are like those salesmen, as indi- 
cated by the following observations: 

1. Advertisers who engage outstanding 
personalities, well known on their own ac- 
count, often find themselves and their prod- 
ucts overshadowed by the stars on their 
programs. 

2. Programs which vary their routine, 
either in time of broadcast or talent en- 
gaged, confuse their listeners so that recog- 
nition of sponsorship is diminished. 

3. Advertisers who engage artists pre- 
viously identified with other commercial 
programs take a risk because listeners are 

inclined to associate an artist with his first 
program. 

4. Children's programs, directed to inter- 
est children themselves rather than their 
parents, obtain a higher percentage of rec- 

(Continued on page 373) 
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Radio Physics Course 
(Continued from page 365) 

of the excess proton left in the atom pre- 
dominates. This unbalanced electrical state 
of an atom due to the removal of one or 
more of its electrons changes the atom to an 
ion. The process of accomplishing this re- 
sult is known as ionization. As the excess 
electrical charge remaining on the ion is posi- 
tive, this ion is known as a positive ion. 
The electron which has been removed from 
the atom becomes a free electron, free to 
move about wherever it is attracted by the 
charges. Of course, the unbalanced positive 
charge remaining in the ion exerts a force 
tending to attract it back, this force dimin- 
ishing as the square of the distance between 
them. If the free electron becomes attached 
to a neutral atom, the amount of negative 
charge or electricity in the atom becomes 
excessive, and this atom exhibits a resultant 
negative charge as in C of Figure 3. It is 
then known as a negative ion. The actual 
substance of an ion remains the same, since 
the protons -which contains the mass of the 
atom -are not removed or combined. How- 
ever, some substances exhibit increased chem- 
ical activity when in an ionized condition. 
It is evident that the more electrons that 
are removed from each atom during ioniza- 
tion of a substance, the greater becomes its 
unbalanced electrical charge. 

Electrolytic Action 
When salts or acids are dissolved in water, 

the act of solution separates or dissociates 
many of the salt or acid molecules, each 
molecule yielding a negatively charged atom (- ion) and a positively charged atom (-l- 
ion). Thus when sulphuric acid (H,SO,) is 
mixed with water, there are present in the 
solution the positive hydrogen ions H +, H+ 
and the negative SO, ions SO4. We might 
say that the SO, ion takes an electron from 
each hydrogen ion. 

Listeners' Survey 
(Continued from page 372) 

ognition of sponsorship and sales results 
than do programs for parents about their 
children. 

5. Dramatic sketches with a continuous 
plot carrying over from broadcast to broad- 
cast rate high in effectiveness. However, a 
drawback to this type of program is the 
difficulty of maintaining a standard of fresh- 
ness and interest over a long period of time. 
Listeners show a tendency to lose interest 
in such programs after a certain length of 
time. 

The findings of the survey seem to indi- 
cate that there are many good hours going 
to waste, while advertisers diminish their 
chances for a full audience by clustering in 
comparatively few hours which have come 
to be considered as most profitable. 

The findings of this survey among all 
classes of radio listeners indicate an active 
interest in radio as a means of entertain- 
ment and e%.ication, a tolerant attitude 
toward good and non -abusive advertising on 
the air, and a desire for more vital and 
diversified programs of a higher standard! 
Also, indications are that whatever faults are 
now checked up against radio as a means of 
exploitation ought rightly to be checked up 
against the advertisers who blindly try to 
reach an audience not only unseen, but also 
unknown! 
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J'm " ,eLeet/vrn of 1933 YlLlLl.e4 ! 
Latest. greatest edition of radio's bargain book- - 
just off the press.' WHOLESALE RADIO 
SERVICE COMPANY'S new 1933 catalog is 
crammed full of bargains. Everrthino in radio 
at the lowest .rholrcale prices. LAFAYETTE 
RECEIVERS, TRU'TEST PARTS, tubes, speak 
ers, kits, accessories, short -wave sets and ap- 
paratus, amplifiers. public address systems, 
REPLACEMENT PARTS, etc. Send for your 
FREE catalog TODAY. 
Build your men Lafayette Modern Midget 3 tube re- 
ceiver. Complete parts available at lowest WfrOLE- 
SALE prices. Write for FREE. catalog at once! 
Alto complete parts for Van Leuven Pocket Diagnometer 

SPECIAL 
Complete Parts for the 

LAFAYETTE MODERN 
MiDGET 

Three Tube Receiver 

Wholesale Radio Service Campany, 
100 Sixth Ave.. Dept. M -12, 
New York. N. Y. 
Rush new 1933 catalog. FREE. 
Q Check here if you want fun details regarding Lafayette lmlcrn Midget 3 
Tube Receiver. 

; Jend Name 

Town Crate itNowe1 

A NEW WAY TO 
LEARN 

THE CODE 
11 MAKE YOUR OWN RECORDS 

EASY TO MAKE 
EASY TO READ 

WITH THE 

NEW MASTER 

ELEP L E 
The new MASTER TEI.EPLEN records your own sending in visible clots and dashes and then repents 
it to you audibly on the headphones. 
5,000 words on each tape and the number of tapes unlimited. 
This marvelous new invention make: learning the rate an exceedingly pleasant task. No previous experi- 
ence necessary. Anyone can master the code and pass government examinations very quickly. 
The new MASTER TELEPLEX is the only instrument ever made that will record your own sending 
and then repeat it bark to you exactly as it was sent. 
Radio and Electrical Engineers agree that this is the 
most inn rvelous instrument of its kind ever produced. 
Originally this machine was not intended for Individual 
instruction. because it was too expensive. It sas de- 
veloped for the United Slates Si knal loins to be u..cd 
for classroom Instruetiot. lino eves . we have formu- 
lated a plan whereby you may master the cette with - 

eet buying this machine. 

Send in the coupon today for booklet R -12. It 
is free and places you under no obligation. 

TELEPLEX CO 
76 CORTLANDT ST* 

. NEW YORK, N. Y. 

TELEPLEX CO.. R -12 
76 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y. 

Gentlemen. Please send me your free booklet 
It -12. giving full Information of the New 
Master Teleplex. 

Name 

Street 

Ci t% ........ ..Ctale 

Equipment includes 
two 12 -in. dynamic 
speakers. micro- 
phone, cables and 
cords not shown in 
it lu strat inn. 

Save One Half on Auto 
Public Address Costs 

This new Mobile Public Address System, with 
20 watts output, is entirely battery operated -no 

expensive converter or generator needed. Costs 
less to buy, to transport, to operate. Just the 

thing for sound trucks. or can be made all elec- 
tric with Webster Power Pack Type W20 

(extra). All equipment, including batteries and 
tubes, furnished at low list price. Investigate! 

Write for Our Catalog 
Describes the full line of Webster- Chicago amplifiers, 

public address systems and accessory equipment. 
Valuable suggestions for installation and uses. Write 

on your letterhead. 

THE WEBSTER COMPANY 
858 Blackhawk St., Chicago, U. S. A. 

Export Dept. 3.8 W. Washington St., Chicago 
Webster-Chicago Sound Amplifiers WEBSTER 

CHICAGO 
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MICROPHONE FOR OFFICE AND OPERATING ROOM 

Figure 2, at left, shows the author's arrangement for using a microphone in his regular office practice. 
Figure 3, at right, shows the arrangement as used over the operating table 

A PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF 

PUBLIC ADDRESS 
in the 

Teaching of Surgery 
MY early interest in, and some knowledge of radio, 

acquired by several years of study and experiment- 
ing, gave me the idea of using an amplifier and a 
loudspeaker to talk to medical students while oper- 

ating. Microphones, loudspeakers and amplifiers were avail- 
able, but how to make a practical application of the several 
units to the operating table presented somewhat of a problem. 

Medical schools at the present time are making every effort 
to better equip their students for the care of the sick. The 
medical graduate, with his brain so crammed with knowledge, 
is what one might call a "general 
specialist." He has a good theo- 
retical knowledge of not only By Rafe C. 
medicine and surgery, but also all 
the specialties. 

Most of the present -day medical schools require an interne - 
ship before granting the diploma -a feature of great value - 
and give the student some opportunity to make a practical 
application of his vast store of knowledge. 

The intemeship and resident plan came about as a result of 
the teachers' recognition of the lack of sufficient practical work 
in the medical school. While our schools now are not only 
keeping up, but actually increasing the hours for study of 
the theory and science of medicine and surgery, we are also 
making every effort to increase the practical work so that the 
student will be a better doctor for the sick when "out on his 
own." This discussion is concerned chiefly with surgery. as 
this is where the student learns his "living pathology" and 
where it is necessary to make decisions quickly. The symp- 
toms and physical signs may be studied leisurely at the bedside, 
but the judgment of what organ is pathological, the nature of 
the pathology, and the proper procedure in a surgical case must 

be decided in a matter of minutes. Therefore, the necessity 
for more and better opportunities to learn pathology is obvious 
and the best place to do this is the operative clinic. 

I am not forgetful of the fact that the interneship and resi- 
dency is a great opportunity for the student, but the better 
we can prepare him for these positions, the more he will get 
out of his practical work. We who have been out of school 
for a number of years readily recognize in the recent graduate 
his ability to describe accurately almost any of the common 
pathological conditions, especially in the abdomen. He may 

even be able to make elaborate 
and accurate drawings of the 

Chaffin, M.D. change taking place and the de- 
viation from the normal. Often 
in my clinical work, which for 

several years has been teaching gynecology, I would be almost 
embarrassed by a new interne in the service, because of his 
accurate, detailed description of a concealed pathological con- 
dition in the abdomen. But what a difference, when the living 
pathology was encountered and exposed. All his accumulated 
knowledge seemed to leave him at once. As I have always 
stressed the value and importance of exploring the open abdo- 
men, I will take as an illustration the gall- bladder. Although 
my interne knew that in chronic gall -bladder disease the wall 
was thick and changed in color, adhesions were present, the 
adjacent liver was fibrosed, small stones were present, as well 
as most of the other signs, he was absolutely helpless to tell me 
whether the gall -bladder was normal or a pathological one. 
The same is true of the stomach and duodenum. Or in the 
pelvis, he could examine the patient in the out -patient depart- 
ment and state fairly accurately that an organ was average 
sized or altered, but when shown the actual living organ he 
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could not recognize even the common gross pathological 
changes. On analyzing the situation, it seemed to me that the 
reason was that he had not seen enough living pathology during 
his laboratory and textbook study to recognize the living, 
gross pathology which he knew to exist. 

The only opportunity the student has 
sense to living pathology is 
in his attendance to the op- 
erating surgical clinic. And 
furthermore, the amount of 
visual education he obtains 
is dependent upon the oper- 
ating surgeon's ability and 
desire to disseminate this 
knowledge with the facili- 
ties at hand. Many of our 
best surgeons and best 
teachers do not have the 
knack of talking while 
working, but that may be 
because of the lack of 
proper facilities to talk di- 
rectly to the class while 
carrying out the s u rgi c a l 
procedure. In visiting many 
of the large clinics of the country, it has always been noticeable 
to me that the surgeon who would talk to his audience and 
describe the pathology, technique, etc., always had an attentive 
group of listeners. All of this prompted me to try and give 
the student group in the amphitheatre, whether large or 
small, a better understanding of the whys and wherefores of 
the work being done. 

The amplifier shown here, Figure 1 (c), is a home -made 
one and very satisfactory, and when used with any good loud- 
speaker, Figure 1 (b), the voice is clear and distinct. In all 

to educate his visual 
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public- address systems in other uses than the operating room, 
it is a simple matter to place the microphone in the correct 
and convenient relation to the speaker, who does not mate- 
rially change his position or direction of voice during the entire conversation. But how about the operating surgeon? His attention must not be taken from his work, so it was 

necessary for the micro 
phone to follow the speaker 
The accompanying diagram 
shown here illustrates the 
solution, Figure 1 -A, Figure 
2, Figure 3. 

The microphone must be 
small and light, not too sen- 
sitive, and be devoid of ex- 
traneous noises incident to 
moving and shaking. After 
trying out a great many in 
general use, I found one 
that is entirely satisfactory. 
As the illustration shows, 
Figure 1 -A, it is attached to 
a reflector head -band of any 
type that is comfortable to 
the head. A small rod pass- 

ing down over the nose is entirely out of the field of vision 
and holds the microphone securely in position over the mouth, 
Figures 2 and 3. A fiber diaphragm is placed over the micro- 
phone, spaced about / inch to eliminate the rushing noise of 
the exhaled breath. The whole appliance is easily covered with 
an approved face -mask and the operator is at once entirely 
unconscious of its presence, Figure 3. 

I have recently added a "cut -out" device (not shown here) 
to enable the surgeon to disconnect the microphone from the horn if he does not wish parts of his (Continued on page 378) 

COMPLETE PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM USED IN CLINICAL LECTURES 
Figures IA to 1G: A shows the headband with microphone and mirror attached. It plugs into jack at E. Mirror is detached for operating room work. B shows any standard type of speaker which plugs into jack at F; C is the carrying case holding all parts except the speaker. The knob at center is for volume control. D is the a.c. plug for 110 -volt, 60 -cycle source of current; G is a separate jack to be located in the office for the microphone input 

The Medical profession will do well 
to read this article which tells how 
one of their fraternity installed a 
public- address system with advantage. 
Servicemen can build and install 

similar equipment for you 
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Just Published 
New 4th Edition 

Nilson and Hornung's 
RADIO OPERATING 

QUESTIONS AND 
ANSWERS 

350 pages, 5% x 8, 96 Illustrations, $2.50 

GIVES over 600 questions and answers cover- 
ing all radio operator license examinations. 
Will help you pass examinations and to 

know your stuff better in any field of practical 
radio. New edition brought completely upto- 
date with many new questions and informa- 
tion on: 

Broadcasting. marine. aeronautical, police, 
amateur operating -latest types of trans- 
mitters and other equipment -un 
limited amateur telephone operator's 
license -new radio laws -regulations 
governing Issuance of all classes of 
radio operator's license examinations 
-etc. 

Every question Is typical of those 
on examinations; answers are com- 
plete, illustrated, give information 
essential to meet any situation. For 
amateurs, short -wave fans. men 
preparing for operator examinations 
or technical positions. Radio com- 
panies give preference to licensed 
operators for all positions. This 
book gives quick. direct preparation 
for all examinations. 

See if 10 days free 
Send this coupon 

McGRAW -HILL BOOK CO., Inc., 
330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C. 

Send me Nilson and Hornung's Radio Operating 
Questions and Answers. postpaid, for 10 days' free 
examination. I will send $2.50 or return the book 
within 10 days of receipt. 
Name 

Address 

City and State 
Position 

Company RN-12-32 
(Books sent for free examination to retail purchasers 

in U. S. and Canada only.) 

Learn at Home - Be a Fast 

RADIO 
OPERATOR 
Plenty of opportunities for 
trained operators. Make a 
reputation in Amateur field. 
Amazing results in short time. 
If you want to learn Code 
EASY and QUICK ask about 
Junior Course for beginners. 
Advanced Course for operators 
with speed of 10 wpm or over, 
who want to get into 45 wpm 
class and copy behind. Also Radio "1111" Course. Over 
45,000 successful Candler Operators. Save time. money 
and disappointment by sending for FREE BOOK today. 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO., Dept. 19, 
6343 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 

"Passed amateur ex- 
am. with 3rd lesson." -E. Miller, Toledo, 
Ill. "Studied 11 
hours, Can Copy 8 
wpm. " -E. J. Yarns, 
Chicago. T. R. Mc- 
Elroy. Boston. Re- 
tired World's Cham- 
pion Radio Operator, 
is Candler trained. 

WRITE 
CANDLER 
MAKER OF CHAMPIONS 

JOBBERS- DEALERS 
Introducing "The Acme" 4000 
ohm Headphone. 

List $2.50 Price 

The lowest priced phone on 
the market. weighs 5 oz. 
Comfortable. Sensitive. Extra 
Discounts. 

Special Introductory 
Offer 

To any Amateur sending us $1.50 (stamps or 31.0.) and 
your dealer's name, we will forward prepaid one of 
these ACME 4000 ohm, 5 oz. phones. Use coupon 

Dealer 

Name 

Address 
ACME SPECIALTY COMPANY 

,2000 Mendel Street Chicago, Ill. 

D . L . VAN LEUVEN 
LOW 

RESISTANCE SHUNTS VOLTAGE 

MULTIPLIERS 
NOT WIRE WOUND, BUT BETTER FOR LIGHT, COM- 
PACT, PERMANENT METER CONSTRUCTION {t SET, 

LARGE PRINTS a DETAILS OF DIAGNOMETER $1.00 
LABORATORY 

410 EAST 15th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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Neon Tube Oscillators 
(Continued from page 343) 

of the capacity and the resistance, or, since 
the frequency is the reciprocal of the period, 
the frequency is inversely proportional to 
the product of the capacity and the resis- 
tance. Although it cannot be expected that 
this exceedingly simple relation should follow 
precisely in practice [note should be made of 
the assumption upon which equation (4) 
was deduced], yet it will be found suffi- 
ciently exact for most purposes. 

Because of the principle upon which the 
neon tube oscillator operates, it is apparent 
that the value of the series resistor may not 
be reduced below a certain point, if the 
flashing of the lamp is to be maintained' 
Oscillation will occur as long as the amount 
of current flowing from the condenser during 
discharge exceeds the quantity flowing from 
the charging battery, or, in algebraic terms, 
the relation 

E -Ee 
< M (Ee - Ex) 

R 
must be satisfied. 

Since E. may vary between En and Eu, 
the minimum value of R to maintain flash- 
ing is expressed by: 

E -Eh 

Or, 

(9) 

Rai la 
= M (Eu - Ea) 

E - Eb 
Rn, In = 

M (Eb - Ea) 
This value for Rnr1n is that obtained by 

varying the resistor from a large value to a 
smaller, when the lamp is already oscillating. 
If it is desired to bring the lamp into oscil- 
lation from the stable condition, it is neces- 
sary to increase the resistance beyond the 
value indicated in the above expression. 

Appendix 
An alternative method for the calculation 

of t58: 
From Figure 3, E. being the intercept of 

the E -I curve on the E axis, ' 

Ec - Ea 
cot O = 

le 
E. 

and Ie = - 
R 

where R is the resistance of the lamp. 
R (Ee - Ea) 

Hence, cot 0 = 

and, (1) 

E. 
Er cot 9 

R= -E. 
The The current consumed in charging the con- 

denser is 

11 = 
E-E< 

R 
and the current through the lamp is given by 

E. 
13 = - 

R 
which, from equation (1), becomes 

E. - Ea 
is = 

cot O 

Since the rate of discharge of the condenser 
(i) is i = i2 - il, hence 

E, -E. E -Ee i= 
cote R 

1 1 E Ea 

l =E< 
C 
- 
R 
+- - 

\ 
-+ 

cot 9 R cot B 

Rate of discharge is also 
dg dE i= - -= -K- 
dt at 

hence 
tiE Ee 1 1 

at K. (R +cot B 

1 /E Ea 
+-1 -+- 

K \ R cot 

or, solving the differential equation, E, being 
equal to Eb, when t = 0: 
Ee- R + cot 0 

/ 
E cot O +E,R t 

1 -e KR cote 
R + cot 8 

R + cot e 

+Ebe KR cot 
or, 

E cot O +E,R 
E. = 

R + cot O 

R + cot e 
E cot + E,R e KR cot 0 

+ Eu - t 

R +cote 
When Ee falls to E t = t2 and 

E cot 0 +E0R 
E. - 

+( Eu 

or, solving, 

R+ cot O 

R + cot 9 
E cot tu 

E KRcotet 
R+ cot e 

KR cot 0 
t2 = log e 

R + cot O 

E cot O+E,R 
Eb 

R + cot O 

E cot 0 E0R 
Ea 

R + cot e 
which is equivalent to equation (6) in the 
text. 

1 a. Pearson and Anson, Proc. Physical Society 
(London), 34, 175 (1922), and later. 

b. Pearson and Anson, Proc. Physical Society 
(London), 34. 204 (1922). 

2 Taylor, Clarkson and Stephenson, Journal of 
Scientific Instruments, 2, 154 (1924). 

2 See footnote, lb. 
* An alternate method for the calculation of t2 

is given in the appendix. 
s Compton and VanVoorhis, Physical Review, 

15, 492 (1920), and Skinner, Physical Review, 
12, 143 (1918). 

e Taylor and Clarkson, Journal of Scientific 
Instruments, 1, 173 (1924). 

Taylor and Clarkson, Proc. Physical Society 
(London), 36, 269 (1924). 

e Pearson and Anson, Proc. Physical Society 
(London), 34, 204 (1922). 

RADIO NEWS Export Service Department 
Kindly put me in contact with American firms manufacturing the 
class of radio apparatus noted on attached sheets. 

Name. 

Address 

Business 
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CATHODE RAY 
Tubes, Holders, Sweep 
Circuits, Power Packs 

Complete 
CATHODE RAY Data and Cir- 

cuits are given 
O K in this new 

Handbook, 
showing new 
ways that 
thesetubesare 
being used for 
TELEVI- 
SION, lab - 

50ç, L'ui oratory mea- 
surements, 

Atka and in indus- 
a rr,r , ,p,,,,, ,., I r , , ' trial applica- 

tions. 

H A 

rsö' 

Cathode Ray Tubes open way to 
a tremendous field of invention, discovery end 
investigation. The key to Television, these tubes 
also have unlimited commercial applications. These 
tubes, now available at nominal cost, make elec- 
tric currents, sound waves, and secret movements 
visible to the eye, introduce new means for micro- 
scopic measurements, new methods for mechanical 
and electrical tests. 

This Handbook written by Henry M. Lane, 
former instructor at Mass. Institute of Technology, 
is intended for students, inventors, experimenters. 
Gives full data on sweep circuits, power packs, 
and also information on Thyratron tubes. 

Also illustrates the complete line of 
Globe equipment for Schools and Com- 

mercial Laboratories 

PRICE 50e. POSTPAID 
GLOBE TELEVISION & 

PHONE CORPORATION 
58 Haven Street, Reading, Mass. 

SIiiaj RADIO is 
CANADA 

A START IN RADIO GUARANTEED 
or your money back. Course covers Radio, 
Television, Sound Amplification and Teleg- 
raphy. Practical work material supplied. 
Preparation for Government and Service 
examinations. Home Study, Day or Eve- 
ning Classes. Write for booklet. 

RADIO COLLEGE OF CANADA, 
Limited 

812 Yonge St. Toronto, Canada 

EARN MONET 
AT HOME 

YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare I 
or full time at home coloring photographs. 
No experience needed. No canvassing. We 
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color 
process and supply you with work. Write 
for particulars and Free Book to -day. 

The IRVING -VANCE COMPANY Ltd. 
E 265 Hart Building, Toronto, Can. 

AUTOCRAT AUTO RADIO $17.45 
6 TUBE 

175 to 550 Meters "B" o tleNt TDear 
Complete accessories include mounting brackets. 

illuminated dial. lock switch. remote control. dynamic 
speaker, 6 RCA (List.) Tubes, spark suppressors. and 
antenna. Everything except "B" Batteries. Small and 
compact 51/4" x 654" x 814 ". Distance range 100 to 
1000 miles. 

Send $4.00 deposit. Balance C. O. D. 
AUTOCRAT RADIO CO. 

3856 N. Hamilton Ave. Chicago, III. 

Radio Noises andTheir Cure 
by Tobe Deutschmann 

62 ARTICLES -200 ILLUSTRATIONS 
Send 50c for your copy today. (75c Canada 

and Foreign Countries.) 
Newark Electric Co. 

1'A Radio Service Institution" 
720 W. Madison St. Chicago, III. 

On 3/4 Meter 
Transmission 

(Continued from page 350) 

has the same overall dimension as that em- 
ployed in the crystal receiver. 

The B -K receiver can be used either in 
an oscillating or stable state, depending on 
whether cw or a modulated signal is being 
received. Oscillations are suppressed by in- 
creasing the plate voltage slightly, in which 
condition it functions as a relaxation period 
tuner -a signal being favored, or tuned, 
the frequency of which corresponds to the 
relaxation period of the electron stream as 
governed by the grid potential. Oscillations 
are actually induced by the incoming wave - 
which, of course, is also favored by the di- 
mensions of the pick -up system. 

The output of this receiver can be readily 
amplified in conventional circuits -a combi- 
nation receiver and amplifier being shown in 
Figure 8. With such a receiver, the trans- 
mitter described can be heard with good 
volume for several hundred feet. Under 
favorable conditions, communication has 
been established over a distance of several 
miles with this apparatus. Such results, 
however, are not easy to duplicate, and the 
experimenter may be gratified if he can pick 
up a good signal % -mile from the trans- 
mitter. 

It is obvious that plenty of room exists 
for further development of the receiver. 
The addition of super- regeneration should 
result in greatly improved sensitivity. 
While the advantages accruing from the use 
of this system will not be so great as in 
the 5 -meter band, experimentation along 
this line will be amply justified. 

To the experimenter planning a thorough 
investigation into the possibilities of trans- 
mission and reception under 1 meter, a 
variation of the super- heterodyne principle, 
as applied to both transmitter and receiver, 
is also recommended. The transmitter os- 
cillator is modulated at some super -audible 
frequency, say 175 kilocycles. The receiver 
input may consist of the B -K arrangement 
described above, with the output circuit 
tuned to the modulating frequency. The 
34 -meter signal passing through the Bark - 
hausen -Kurz circuit will be demodulated at 
the intermediate frequency, which can then 
be amplified through a conventional 175 kc. 
amplifier to any desired degree, to be fol- 
lowed by a second detector and the requisite 
amount of af. amplification. If the second 
detector is operated in conjunction with a 
beat frequency oscillator a very steady cw 
signal is available. Also the 175 kc. signal 
at the transmitter can be voice modulated, 
which will be demodulated in turn by the 
second detector. 

Learn the Code 
(Continued from page 339) 

from a receiver. Messages taken from the 
air may be recorded and later copied at a 
slower speed. Also, if the operator happens 
not to be present during the sending of 
press, the message can be recorded and 
transcribed later. 

The amateur can record the signals re- 
ceived from his friends or correspondents 
and show them how they are sending. An- 
other use for the amateur is to record a call 
or a CQ on a tape and paste the ends to- 
gether. The headphone can be held near a 
small microphone and thus he can modulate 
his transmitter automatically. Messages can 
be recorded on a tape previous to their 
transmission and this tape could then be run 
off at any desired speed when the desired 
party has been contacted on the air. 
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CHI -RAD offers 
the NEW HAMMARLUND 

BouCustom COMET "PRO" t 

Outstanding 
Features 

Meets Exacting Requirements of 
PROFESSIONAL OPERATORS 

echt -tube cope' -heterodyne circuit for A.C. opera. 
1 -tien. using ie .,-grid detector tubes and variable- 

iUte,mediate etagee. 
2_nend- spread tuning et all frequencies within the 

mgr of the 
Ince edinte illetorrfor C.W. code reeeptlon. Alm 

3 - voluoble aid in booting phone and broadcast 
nale. 

4_Smooth control of sensitivity: elm tone control for 
nole euppreesio n. V ernier tuning control.. 

5- n 
27,., u; b o.r 

k . vai 
d 
phmlifiecne. ct 

Ps ink 
book 

of chase . 

6_Lolentite coil forme, 
`nil 

sockets and condenser in- 
dation. it. wound intermediates. Metal ohne.ia 

ë Bete shielding. Ventilated walnut cabinet 
with instrument type control panel. 

The "PRO" is extraordinarily sensitive, keenly selec- 
tive, quiet and easy to tune, and moderately priced for a 
custom -built receiver of the highest order. Write Now 
for CHI -RAD PRICES. 

Send IOc for catalog of short -wave sup. 
puts, replacement parts, electric clocks, etc. 

CHICAGO RADIO APPARATUS CO. 
417 S. Dearborn St. Dept. RN -12 Chicago. III. 

New NAALD 

Forty -In -One 
Tube Checking 

Adapter 
No. 95OXYL 

Tests all the new six, seven prong tubes 
-40 in all. 
No leads, cords or jacks. 
Protective resistance network - Nothing 
like it. 

Send for Circular 
Send 10c for Na -ald data sheet -300 dia- 
grams of adapters. New tube connections, 
etc. 
There's a Na -ald Analyzer Plug, adapter, 
socket for every purpose. Catalog in- 
cludes coil forms, Code Set -New inter- 
esting material. 

ALDEN MFG. CO., Dept. N, 
715 Center St. Brockton, Mass. 

And NOW FLECHTHEIM 
DRY ELECTROLYTIC 

CONDENSERS 
Catalogue and Prices on Request 
A. M. FLECHTHEIM & CO., Inc. 
138 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y. 
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Most 
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1 4AKE more money with this new, J 1 more practical tester. It will en- 
able you to quickly and precisely make a 
complete analysis of the set circuit from 
the set socket -including resistances, 
continuities, capacities and short circuits - without removing chassis from the 
cabinet. 
When you use the No. 1000 Tester, to ana- 
lyze set circuits, your work is made easier 
by its exclusive method of operation, which 
embodies the use of two plugs and cables. 
One of these plugs goes into the tube socket 
and is connected with the distribution cir- 
cuit of the set. The resistance is then 
measured between the two sockets in which 
the plugs are inserted- making possible a 
quicker, more precise analysis of the vari- 
ous parts of the circuits in this manner. 
Only by resistance testing can you ea,ily 

READRITE METER WORKS 
20 College Ave. Bluffton, Ohio 

No. 1000 TESTER 
$33.00 Net to Dealers 

$55.00 List 
and properly with No. 1000 Tester do 
the following work: Class B Amplifi- 
cation, Muting Circuits; Testing Di- 
odes; Automatic Volume Control Test- 
ing; Resistance Coupling, etc. If your jobber cannot supply you, we will 

ship the No. 1000 Tester directly to you . , . 
when remittance accompanies your order at 
dealer's net price of $33.00. 

Mail This Coupon NOW! 

READRITE METER WORKS, 
20 College Ave., Bluffton, Ohio. 

Gentlemen: 
Please send me information about Iteadrite No. 

1000 Resistant*, Continuity and Capacity Tester. 
Also catalog of other servicing instruments. 

Name 

Street Addre - 

City State 

Mit. RADIOMAN 
I liad 

That's why I ran 
help you Increase 
your earnings and 

Mr. E. H. Rietzke, Pros. brighten your fu- 
Capitol Radio Eng. Inst. hire! 

Advance by Specializing 
Higher technical knowledge is your safe- 
guard to success! Id/ thorough courses offer 
you a better understanding of RADIO and 
TELEVISION ENGINEERING - necessary 
to advance you above the thousands in your 
class now -- --MAIL TODAY'--- - 
Capitol Radio and Engineering Institute, Inc. 
14th and Park Road, N.W., Wash., D. C. 

''lease mail nie. without obligation. your 
new booklet on "Practical Radio Engineer - 
ing." No obligation whatsoever! 

Name 

Address - 

City and State 
RN -12 

SERVICEMEN- DEALERS 
"Send 25c for Our Handbook and Catalog" 

Complete Stock of NEW 
Radio Replacement Parts 

Nard to Get Parts -We have them. Send us 
your repair work for estimate. 

Grant Radio Laboratories 
6521 -N South Halsted St., Chicago, Ill. 

Insure II YOUR WORK ila >> 

- 
CLgROSTAT 

ep/acemen 
VOLUME CONTROLS 
CLAROSTAT Replacement Volume 

Controls are "Custom- made" to exactly 
suit the receivers for which they are 
offered. Not a makeshift job lot idea. 

The resistance, taper, shape and shaft are 
made according to the proper specifications. 

There is no delay in installing them. 
There are no comebacks when you use 
CLAROSTAT products. 

CLAROSTAT MFG.Co. 

285'287 N. 6TI4 ST.BKLYN. N.Y. 

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF CONDENERS 
AND RESISTORS FOR EVERY RADIO USE 

Write for Complete Catalog tree of charge 
AEROVOX CORPORATION 

78 Washington Street Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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Teaching of Surgery 
(Continued from page 375) 

conversation to be transmitted to the amphi- 
theatre. This is in the form of a belt, worn 
under the gown, and a wide, flat, brass 
spring "lever" occupying a position just 
under the left elbow at the side. A very 
slight pressure over this metal lever "cuts 
out" the microphone. I have used this the 
past two years, and the students and others 
assure me that it adds very greatly to teach- 
ing and creates an added interest in the 
operative clinics. 

The operator may present the case, discuss 
the diagnosis and outline the technique of 
the operation, even though separated from 
the amphitheatre by a glass panel. Each 
step of the procedure can be clearly demon- 
strated and, most important, all normal and 
pathological conditions in the living can be 
shown and described in detail. I have had 
many internes assisting me who for one and 
two years previously had sat in the amphi- 
theatre, assure me that they felt much more 
competent to recognize "what they saw" be- 
cause of this improved teaching method. I 
have no hesitancy in strongly recommending 
the use of the public -address system in 
teaching operating -room surgery. 

I make no claim for originality for any 
part of the mechanism, but only for the 
practical application of the several units 
assembled. 

Since using the system in the operating 
room, I have added it to my suite of offices 
to an advantage. My several rooms are 
wired with "input jacks," connected through 
the amplifier to a loudspeaker at the secre- 
tary's desk, and during busy hours it saves 
many minutes and steps in "one -way" com- 
munication with the "desk." 

For this purpose I have a double head -set, 
Figure 1 -A and Figure 2, one post holding 
the reflecting mirror and the other the 
microphone. 

A short wire and "plug," carried in the 
pocket, make the contact convenient. When 
not using the microphone it is swung to 
one side, not too conspicuous and not in the 
least inconvenient. 

Tube -Saving Super 
(Continued from page 354) 

minimum fixed bias determined by the drop 
across R9, in the bleeder circuit. 

The 55 triode is coupled to the paralleled 
47 pentodes by R3, C10, P2 and C11 also 
forming the tone -control circuit. Plate dr- 
cuit filtration for the 55 triode is furnished 
by R4, C9. C13, from pentode grids to 
ground, is to suppress hiss that might develop 
in the pentodes, and for i.f. isolation as well. 

The power supply employs only the 
speaker field for filtration, with only two 
condensers, C17 and CIS. The field is in 
the negative leg, and across it is the bleeder 
circuit R9, R10, R11, which is obviously not 
as well filtered as it might be, as for that 
matter, is the entire power supply. This is 
intentional, all a.c. hum being bucked out by 
advantageous circuit phasing, resisistance ca- 
pacity isolation, and last and most impor- 
tant, careful initial balancing of the speaker 
bucking coil. The final result is an output 
entirely hum free, even though on the basis 
of apparent filtration alone it should not be. 

The speaker is a 10% -inch specially 
matched Jensen, connected to the chassis by 
a four -prong plug and cable. 

Such, then, is what may be accomplished 
by really intensive depression engineering. 
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"Mike" Amplifier 
(Continued from page 341) 

shown in the illustrations is equipped with 
a metal rod mounted in a perpendicular po- 
sition on the base of the shield. This rod 
is about ten inches long and fits into the 
top of a tripod. If desired the entire unit 
may be suspended from the ceiling by means 
of wires or cord. 

The chief advantages of the absorption 
microphone circuit over the usual arrange- 
ment are high output level, low background 
noise, and the elimination of multi -stage 
head amplifiers. Substituting the absorption 
microphone for an ordinary condenser mi- 
crophone, it was found possible to eliminate 
two stages in the voice amplifier and still 
obtain equivalent audio output power. This 
effected a real saving in tubes and associated 
apparatus. Even greater output may be 
obtained by the use of larger tubes and high- 
er voltages. 

FIGURE 2 

The unusually low background noise of 
the absorption microphone is striking. If 
an absorption microphone be substituted for 
the ordinary condenser- preamplifier arrange- 
ment of equal output, the improvement in 
background noise is about the same as when 
a condenser -preamplifier is substituted for a 
microphone of the carbon type. High insu- 
lation and noise free batteries must be used 
in order to realize this condition. Nothing 
but rosin core solder should be used in 
soldering joints during construction. 

With the advent of good low priced 
condenser microphones and more efficient 
circuits the use of this type of microphone 
should spread rapidly among amateur phone 
operators. It is probable that condenser mi- 
crophones will, before long, be as common 
as are the old single button microphones 
today. 

List of Parts Cl- Midget variable condenser, 100 mmfd. C2- Sangamo fixed condenser, .0005 mfd. C3- Sangamo fixed condenser, .0003 mfd. CM- Argabrite condenser microphone (see 
April issue for constructional details). 

LI -10 turns of No. 16 d.s.c. wire on 1%- 
inch tube, spaced by thickness of wire. 

L2 -13 turns of No. 28 d.s.c. wire on 11- 
inch tube, spaced 3 times thickness of wire. R1- Rheostat, 20 ohms for 3 -volt supply; 
100 ohms for 6 -volt supply 

R2 -Fixed resistor, 40,000 ohms, 2 -watt rat- 
ing. 

RFC -Short -wave choke coil. 
SW- Toggle switch, s.p.s.t. 
T -Any high- quality audio transformer of 

small size, ratio 3 to 1 or higher. 
VT-4 -prong tube socket equipped with type 

-30 tube. 
1 4 or 5 -wire shielded cable of required 

length with plug. 
1 tube socket, 4 or 5- prong, for use as cable 

socket. 
1 Alcoa aluminum box shield, 4% inches by 

4Va inches. 
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Use 
theseINl A ̀l7 ll©IIA!LParts 

when You Build 
Short -Wave 

When you build a short -wave receiver or transmitter -get the 
maximum efficiency and performance with these NATIONAL 
parts, designed for short -wave use. NATIONAL Company u pioneer in the radio field and in the manufacture of electrical 
apparatus since 1914, has developed a full line of parts for ultra 
short -wave use in its Research Laboratories. Some of these are 
shown below. The full NATIONAL Company line of the famous 
Velvet Vernier Dials, Variable Condensers for Receiving and 
Transmitting Use, Transformers -RF, Audio and Power, Tube 
Shields, SW -58 and SW -3 Short -Wave Receivers, NC -5 Short - 
Wave Converter, Ultra High Frequency Receiver HFR (5 meters), 
Ultra High Frequency Converter HFC, Communications Type 
Receivers AGS and 58C, MB -32 DeLuxe Broadcast Tuner, 
Speaker Amplifier and Power Supplies, are all shown in the new 
NATIONAL I8 -page Bulletin No. 200, sent free on receipt of 
coupon below. 

[NATIONAL SOCKETS 

Isolantite tube and coil 
sockets. glazed upper sur- 
face, give maximum effi- 
ciency in ultra high fre- 
quency circuits, suitable 
for sub -panel or base- 
board mounting. available 
in standard 4. 5 and 6- 
pronged types. 

SEU S-W CONDENSER 
For short -wave work only. 
Heavy double -spaced, 
rounded edge 270° plates, 
insulated front bearing. 
Constant low impedance 
pigtail. Isolantite insula- 
tion. single hole panel or 
base mounting. Any ca- 
pacity up to 25 mmf. 
For ultra short -wave tun- 
ing or neutralizing in low 
power transmitters. 

COIL & TUBE 
SOCKETS 

R -39 COIL FORMS 

TYPE TMP 
Transmitting Condenser 
Split- stator type for 
medium power push -pull 
transmitters. Fine for 5- 
meter work - give ex- 
tremely accurate balance 
between both sides of 
tank coil. Heavy polished 
plates, rounded edges. 
self -aligning conical bear- 
ings. rigid frame con- 
struction, 3000 and 6000 
volts. 

' MIDGET R -39 COIL 
FORMS 

Made of improved R -39, 
low -loss ultra HF ma- 
terial. Have best form 
factor for ultra S-W work 
and lowest power -factor. 
insure stability, maintain 
calibration. Also avail- 
able in larger size with 
either 4. 5 or 6 -prong for 
regular short -wave use. 

"N" VERNIER DIAL 
A 4" solid German- silver 
precision dial with the 
original and matchless 
Velvet Vernier mechan- 
ism and a real vernier 
permitting accurate read- 
ing to I /10 division. Has 
3 -point attachment for 
easy and accurate mount- 
ing. 

eIOO R. F. CHOKE 

COUPON 
National Inc., 
61 Sherman 

Co., 
Street, 

Malden, Mass. 
Please send me your 

new Bulletin No. 200. 
giving full particulars and 
prices of NATIONAL 
Short -Wave and other 
parts and apparatus. 
(Write your name and 
address to margin below 
and mail today.) 

RN -12-32 
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SERVICE MEN! 
DON'T MISS THESE 

FREE OFFERS! 

Join the thousands who 
have already profited by 
tying up with National 
Union - the only tube 
manufacturer that really 
understands the service 
man's problems. Ask 
about these equipment 
offers. 
1. Two service manuals by 

John F. Rider. 
2. Oscillator and output meter. 
3. Readrite tube tester. 
4. Readrite resistance tester. 
5. Sensational new Unameter. 

ASK YOUR JOBBER'S SALESMAN, 

National Union, 400 Madison Ave. 
New York City 
Dear Sir: R. N. 12 -32 

Tell me about your free offers. 

Name 
Address 
City Stata 

FREE I GET THIS 
QUICK ' 

Nov and enlarged 
Summer edition of 
our Radio and Short Wave 
Treatise, No. 25, 
lust off the press -t00 pages 
chock full of use- 
ful information, 
radio items, dia- 
grams and il- 

1 u strations. 
Positively the 
greatest book 
in print - 
NOT JUST 
ANOTHER 

CATALOG. Con- 
tains n large ..1editortialn sec- 
tion with s 

d 
cl.e. Con- ant round anywhere 

100 New Hook -Ups, id pa devoted. ira rt 

1000 Illustrations. Tr É os S11(R weanItr 
f bolo 

information 
end cagote 

"ham,." 
Modernizing 

izi ne technical , I - listed nre 

fn 
and 

Mes an old radio sets-repairing speaaen 
con theadsets-making a perk ans out of old erse ive 
cir 

of 
e 

famous 
battery and automobile reeniven- 

Louds er famous Gernsback 
winding 

ne One -Tube 
on Set-short wave coil winding data- C..CtC- 

sion on S.W. adapters, converters and receivers, etc., etc: 
GREATEST BOOK IN PRINT 

WRITE TODAY. Enc lose 4 cents for postage. 
Treatise sent by return mail. 

RADIO TRADING CO. 
27 West Broadway New York City 

RADIO'S REWARDS 

ftudlo Corporatinn of 
AT/lenta S'ubsidiary 

re tint for thew o we prepared. Study all 
b 

se 
ranches of prnetical salient RCA 1 tdute., 
America's oldest Indio school. Resident schools 
in New York and Chicago. Aleo atenaivn 

s for home elude o nblisatior' 
enrollment plan. Catalog upon request. 

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. 
Home Office, Dept. RN -12 

75 Varick St. New York 

TAU -REX CONVERTS 
Any D.C. blilliammeter Into a w.C. Metre \ New 

Copper -Oxide Rectifier-MA DE FOR FOR ti in. by 
FULLY GUARANTEED. 

Can be used in t tester. nalrure and for many other nur- 
rum- See T. rS. ¿a(dman's article on Randy A.C.-N.C. Set 

Analyser Alultimetee' in September iwoe of Radio News. 
Tnu -Rea will be shipped postpaid promptly upon receipt of 03 

(check or money rderl -or order C. O. D. and pay postman. 
Furnished Complete with Diagrams end Instruction, 

LEO TAUSSIG, 3245 37th St., Long Island City, N.Y. 
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Midget Receiver 

(Continued from page 345) 

transformer should also be cut out before 
bending. Then the four sides are bent, 
forming a chassis 5 inches deep, 8 inches 
long and 2 inches high. Those who ex- 
perience difficulty in assembling and wiring 
in a restricted area may increase the size of 
the chassis to suit their convenience. For 
example, the chassis may be 6 inches or 7 

inches deep, without affecting the perform- 
ance of the set. 

The first step in assembling the parts is to 
mount all the wafer -type sockets. Next, 
the two -gang variable condenser is mounted 
on top of the chassis and also the antenna 
and ground binding posts and the power 
transformer. All other parts are mounted 
below the chassis. 

The combined volume control and switch 
is mounted on the front chassis wall. The 
various r.f. coils, fixed condensers, r.f. choke, 
resistors, etc., are mounted as indicated on 
the underside of the chassis. The fixed re- 
sistors and small condensers may be soldered 
in place during the process of wiring. 

Flexible hook -up wire should be used. 
Filaments are wired in first. The filaments 
of all three tubes, VI, V2 and V3, are con- 
nected in parallel. The grid circuits are 
wired next. Naturally, all grid leads should 
be as short and direct as possible. 

For the benefit of those who have never 
worked with the new tubes before, detailed 
directions are given for wiring. On the -58 
tube, the control grid connection is made at 
the cap. Looking down on the socket, the 
two large holes are for the filament prongs. 
Then, starting from the left filament termi- 
nal and going around the socket in a clock- 
wise direction, the terminals are cathode, 
suppressor grid, screen -grid and plate. The 
suppressor grid terminal is the one which is 
connected externally to the cathode terminal. 
Looking down on the socket of the -56 
tube, the isolated terminal is for the grid 
connection. In a clockwise direction from 
the grid, the terminals are plate, filament, 
filament and cathode respectively. The PZ 
tube also uses a five -prong socket, but in this 
case the isolated terminal is for the control 
grid connection. The screen -grid connection 
is made at the left, the plate connection at 
the right and the remaining two are for the 
filament connections. 

The plate circuits are wired in after com- 
pleting the grid circuits. Then cathodes, by- 
pass condensers, negative returns and the 
power supply cricuits are completed. The 
latter include the rectifier tube, V4, and the 
primary of the transformer Ti to the switch 
S1. 

The completed set is checked over care- 
fully. Then tubes and speaker are plugged 
in and the set is connected to the 110 -volt 
source. A few stations are tuned in at va- 
rious points on the dial and the trimmer 
condensers are adjusted for maximum volume. 

For the benefit of those who like to make 
their own coils. the following coil -winding 
data is given. The secondary of L1 should 
be wound with 130 turns of No. 10 -41 Litz 
wire on a wood core of / -inch diameter. 
The thickness of the coil is / inch. Coil is 

lateral -wound. The primary is flat -wound 
directly on the core. It consists of 20 turns 
of No. 36 enameled wire, forming a coil 
1/16 inch wide by 1/16 inch deep. Coil L2 
is wound exactly the same as the secondary 
of coil Ll. These coils may also be obtained 
specially wound for this receiver. 

To deepen the tone of the speaker, shunt 
a small condenser, C7, across the primary 
of the speaker output transformer. Several 
values should be tried, from .006 mfd. to 
.002 mfd., until the most desirable tone is 

Read Classified Advertising -It Pays 
Advertisements in this section twenty -six 
cents a word for each insertion. Name 
and address must be included at the above 
rate. Cash should accompany all classified 
advertisements unless placed by an ac- 
credited advertising agency. No advertise- 
ments for less than 10 words accepted. 
Objectionable or misleading advertise- 
ments not accepted. Advertisements for 
these columns should reach us not later 
than 1st of 2nd month preceding issue. 

TECK PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
222 West 39th St. New York, N. Y. 

Correspondence Courses 
USED coirespondenee courses and educational books 

eoll or rented. Inexpensive. Money -back agreement. 
Catalog doing 3.000 bargains -FREE (Courses bought.) 
Leo Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama. 

For Inventors 
INVENTORS -Sell your inventions before patenting. 

Use our legal form for recording proof of invention. 
Write w. T. Greene, 956 Barrister Building, Wash- 
ington, D. C. 

Inventions 
INVENTIONS. COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or un- 

patented. write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.. 21$ Enright, 
SL Louis. Mo. 

Microphone Repairs 
GUARANTEED MICROPHONE REPAIRS -Any make 

or Mudel -24 -hour service. Stretched diaphragm double 
button repairs. $7.50. Others. $3.00. Single button 
repairs. $1.50. Write for 19:33 Catalog with diagrams. 
Universal Microphone Co., Ltd., Inglewood, California. 

Patent Attorneys 
etelaw., 

PATENTS -- Advice and booklet free. Highest refer- 
ences. ite:t results. Promptness assured. Watson E. 
Coleman. Patent Lawyer, 724 9th Street. Washington. D. C. 

ALL BUSINESS TRANSACTED in PATENT causes. 
especially ctimcult matters ; old eases or new inventions. 
Write to me describing your ease. and sending a sketch 
If necessary, then I will send you a free report or free 
advice for proceeding further. M. II. Ford, Registered 
Patent Attorney. 225 Breadw ny. New York. 

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS-All eases submitted 
given personal attention by a mend ier of the firm. In- 
formation and booklet free. Limeade r, Allwínc & Rom- 
mel. Suite 414. 815 15th St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

Photography 
HAVE YOU A CAMERA? Write for free sample of 

our big magazine shoving how to make better pictures 
and earn money. American Photography, 3105 Camera 
House. Boston. dfass. 

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT, 
CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF 

CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, 

Of RADIO NEWS, published Monthly at Dunellen, N. J. 
for April 1st, 1932, 

State of Nein York au. 

County of New York 

Before me. a Notary Public in and for the State and 
county aforesaid. personally appeared Lee Ellmaker. who. 

having been duly sworn according to late. deposes and 
saes that he is the Business Manager of the RADIO 
NEWS and that the following is. to the best of Isla 

knowledge and belief. a true statement of the ownership, 
management (and if a daily paper. the circulation), etc., 
of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the 
above caption, required by tise Act of August 24. 1912. 

embodied in section 411. Postal Laws and Regulations, 
printed on the reverse of this form, to wit: 

1. That the names and addcesseea of the publisher, 
editor. managing editor. and business managers are: 

St l ee 1tt 222 West 
3 Street, N. Y. C. Edir, Laurence D. Coekaday, 222 

West 39th Street, N. T. C. ; Managing Editor, None; 
Business Manager. Lee Ellmaker, 222 West 39th Street, 
N. Y. C. 

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation. its 
name 
hreun ter tidier names, and eaddres addresses 

and 
of stockholders 

immediately 
own- 

ing or holding one per cent or more of total amount of 

stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and 

oaddresses n y a firm, 
individual 
complany, or 

owners 
other uninco unincorporated d con` 

cern, its name and address, as well as those of each 

individual member, must be given.) Teck Publications, 
Inc.. 222 Nest 39t11 Street. N. Y. C.; Lee Ellmaker, 
222 West 39th Street, N. Y. C. 

3. That the known bondholders. mortgagees. and other 
holders 

bonds, mortgages, or other securitiesrare: 
None. 

4. That the two paragraphs next above. giving the 

if natty ofcontainowners, not only the of stockholders stockholdersholders. and 

security holders as they appear upon the books of the 

company but also. in eases 
security holder appea s upon the e t the company of 

stockholder 
mpany 

as trustee or In any other fiduciary relation. the name 

of the person or corporation for [whom such trustee is 

acting. is given; also that the said two paragraphs con- 

tain statements embracing afflants full knowledge and 

belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which 

stockholders anti security holders who sto not appear upon 

the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and 

securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide 

owner; and this alliant has no reason to believe that any 

other 
direct por- oitndirect i in the 

or interest corporation has any 
salti stock. bands. or other 

securities than as to stated 
by LEE 

him. 
F.I- L \f%KF.R. 

Business Manager. 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 29th day of 

September. 1932. ABNER GERDIANN. (SEAL) Notary Public. 
(My commission expires March 30. 1934.) 
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obtained in the loudspeaker output. 

Parts List 
BPI, BP2- Binding posts, one for antenna, 

one for ground 
C1, C5- Trutest 2 -gang variable condenser, 

.00035 mfd. each section 
C2, C3, C4- Aerovox pigtail type condensers, 

.1 mfd. 
C6- Aerovox mica condensers, .00015 or 

.00025 mfd. 
C7- Aerovox mica condenser, .002 to .006. 

mfd. 
C8.- Aerovox mica condenser, .006 mfd. 
C9, C10- Aerovox 4 mfd. dry electrolytic 

condensers, type P5 -4, in cardboard con- 
tainers 

Cil- Aerovox 10 mfd., 75 -volt, dry elec- 
trolytic condensers, cartridge type 

L1- Find -All antenna coil, type MM1, or 
wind according to text 

L2- Find -All r.f. impedance, type MM2, or 
wind according to text 

RI- Electrad 1500 -ohm flexible resistor 
R2, S1- Electrad 10,000 -ohm potentiometer, 

type R1- 240 -P, with switch 
R3 R6- I.R.C. metallized resistors, 25,000 

ohm, 1 watt 
R4- I.R.C. metallized resistor, 5000 ohm, 

watt 
R5- I.R.C. resistor, 1 meg., 1 watt 
R7- I.R.C. resistor, 1500 ohm, 5 watt Tl- Trutest DeLuxe midget power trans- 

former, type 2C 1512 
V1-6 -prong wafer -type socket 
V2, V3 -5 -prong wafter -type sockets 
V4, J1-4 -prong wafer -type sockets 
1 -58 type pentode tube 
1 -56 type tube 
1 PZ pentode output tube 
1 -80 type rectifier tube 
Aluminum chassis, 8 inches by 5 inches by 2 

inches deep 
Four -prong speaker plug 
Lafayette dynamic speaker, 2500 -ohm field, 

single -47 output 

The Service Bench 
(Continued from page 363) 

in this direction rather than fight the highly - 
competitive business of retailing factory 
built receivers." 

ALL IN THE 
DAY'S WORK 

Bob Evers Tripp, of Corsicana, Texas, 
sends in the following notes on Philcos: 

"I have specialized in Philco service for 
the last two years, and have run across 
quite a bit of trouble due to open and 
shorted condensers. 

"In the model 20, providing that analysis 
and other tests check okay, very low vol- 
ume can often be traced to an open block- 
ing condenser in the resistance -coupled am- 
plifying stage. 

"In the superheterodyne models, a dis- 
torted output, sounding as if the speaker's 
mouth was full of hot mush, will usually be 

denser will localize the trouble by inducing 
intermittent operation. 

"Unbalanced circuits may be suspected in 
cases of low sensitivity. When balancing 
these receivers, particularly the eleven tube 
models, great care must be observed, in 
order to attain full sensitivity. 

"When replacing individual tubes, the 
same make should be used, otherwise dif- 
ferent internal capacities will throw the re- 
ceiver out of balance. Philco tubes differ 
from Eveready, for instance, sufficiently to 
provoke trouble of this nature. Either 
complete sets of the same tubes should be 
used, or the receiver rebalanced." 

Speaker Trouble in a Crosley 
"The a.c. operated Crosley Showbox em- 

ploys a special type speaker known as the 
Dynacone -a modification of the conven- 
tional dynamic speaker -and the chassis is 
wired to operate this speaker only. I have 

WORLD'S LARGEST SOUND BUS 
This is the sound bus written about in last month's Service Bench: built and 

designed by Mr. J. G. Montross. Notice the two large BUD horns and units 

traced to an open blocking condenser just 
before the pentode. 

"Intermittent operation in a Philco will 
often be caused by a faulty bypass or coup- 
ling condenser in the radio -frequency or 
oscillator stage. Trouble of this nature is 
extremely difficult to locate, because any 
kind of tampering with the receiver may 
start it working again -temporarily. Oc- 
casionally, quick raps on a suspected con- 

serviced several of these sets, and found the 
coils in the Dynacone open by corrosion, 
requiring a new speaker, or at least a new 
Dynacone unit. I have repaired several 
units, only to have the trouble reappear at 
an early date. The new units are high in 
price, and it often takes some time to obtain 
them. My solution to the problem is to 
replace the Dynacone with a magnetic 
speaker, such as the R.C.A. 100. 

381 

STOP I CRASHES 
Clicks and Noises 
of Man -Made Static 
In Your Radio 
Reception 

YOUR PROBLEM SOLVED 
From experience installing over 10,000 Radio 
Outlets, we knew what was needed. Exhaustive 
research and development have contributed this 
major achievement to the Radio Industry. 

You Get Results 
at small cost with the 

NEW 6_1KASormer" Kit 
Quickly and 
easily attached 
to any aerial 
or Radio set 
by anyone. 
Send for fold- 
er and give 
name of your 
Jobber. 

DEALERS and SERVICE MEN 
A. sample AKAformer will be sent, at our 
Special Price of $2.50. 
Clip this adv., attach to your letterhead, 
with check or money order for the amount. 
This offer is good only to Dec. 1st. After 
that, our regular list price of $5.00 will 
be in effect, less usual discounts. 

Trade Mark 

Amy, Aceves & King, Inc 
Consulting Engineers 

11 West 42nd St., New York 
Inventors of this type of noise 

elimination 

SERVICEMEN! 
Have you seen John F. Rider's 
Perpetual Trouble Shooter's 

Manual Volume No. 2 
Brand New. The Finest manual available 
in the industry. No duplication of material 
found in Volume No. 1. Atwater Kent 
electrical values in Volume 2. Also point - 
to-point resistance data in Volume No. 2. 

Sold with money back guarantee. Price 
$5.00. 

See it at your dealer's. If he does not have 
the Manual write to us for descriptive liter- 
ature. 

RADIO TREATISE CO., Inc. 
1440 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY 

ROYAL SHORT WAVE 
RECEIVERS 

New -Better -"Trans -X" Coupling - 
Screen Grid- Pentode- 

Battery-A. C. Models 
Reasonably 

Priced 
Send for Literature 

GET OUR LOW WHOLESALE PRICES ON 
Hammarlund- National -Morrill- 

Cardwel l -Th ordarso n -Mayo- 
Shallcross- Jewell- 

Etc. -Etc. 
HARRISON RADIO CO., 142 N Liberty St., N. Y. C. 

DEALERS! 

Real money in Short Waves for you 
Send For our ROYAL Proposition. 

Television - Sound 
Are you informed on the recent ad- 

vances In these sciences? 

Write for our FREE booklet on the 
DECIBEL and its uses. 

ELECTRICAL SOUND INSTITUTE, Inc. 
Easton, Fa. 
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. i ;k3_?i-Y^^. `G'3 

, y ._ ;AT WILL 
:WRING YOU 
ORE MONEY 

11.9 W .eietVOS 

\°° 6° 

MAIL THIS COUPON AT ONCE 
I RADIO TECH. PUB. CO., Dept. R.N. 12. 

OD Fifth Avenue New York City. 
Enclosed find check, rash r money n der for opta of 

Radio Physics Course at $i1 50 each. and opta of the Radio 
Y,ervicina Course at 31.50 each. Check here for FREE circular 

N:,me 
.ddre., 

F. & IL CAPACITY AERIAL 
`cnr»cnv 
1fRtt1 t31`11tiVtit? 

Price $1.00 Complete 
postpaid 

Every Instrument Tested on Actual 1127 Mile Reception 
A LARGE NUMBER ARE IN USE BY 

GOVERNMENT, IN NAVY HOSPITAL 
The F. & H. Capacity Aerial Eliminator has the capacity 
of the average 75 -foot aerial, 50 feet high. It increases 
selectivity and full reception on both local and long dis- 
tance stations ; is absolutely guaranteed. It eliminates the 
outdoor aerial along with the unsightly poles, gay wires. 
mutilation of woodwork. lightning hazards, etc. It does 
not connect to the light socket and requires no current 
for operation. Installed by anyone in a minute's time 
and is fully concealed within the set. Enables the radio 
to be moved into different rooms. or houses, as easily as 
a piece of furniture. 
Dealers! Order sample, write for proposition. 
Notice: This instrument is for sale at all Gamble Stores, 
Neisner Bros. Stares or you may order direct. 

-.SEND COUPON, IT PROTECTS 

Name 

Address 

City State 
Send one F. & IL Capacity Aerial with privilege of re- 
turning after 5 -day trial if not satisfactory, for which 
enclosed find check M. O. or dollar bill, or send 

O C. O. D. Send Literature, D Dealer's proposition. 

F. & H. RADIO LABORATORIES 
Fare.o, N. Dak. Dept. 19 

Get Started in 

RADIO 
Write for free book- 
let telling about this 
growing and most 
promising industry. 
The radio operator 
is an officer aboard 
ship. His work is 
light, pleasant and 
interesting. He has 
many opportunities 

to travel to all parts of the world. 

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT 

WEST 
SIDE 

YMCA 17 W. 63d St. 
New York 

"The first step in converting the Showbox 
to magnetic use, is to cut the two phone 
tips from the old Dynacone cable and solder 
them together with about two inches of in- 
sulated wire. This is plugged into the 
right -hand pin -jacks (at the top, looking at 
the front of the chassis) in the back of the 
chassis. The magnetic speaker can now be 
connected to posts "N" and "P" on the 
antenna -ground post strip. 

"As a point of interest, it is possible to 
operate as many as four magnetic speakers 
in series from a single Crosley Showbox, 
when connected in this manner. 

"W. T. Golson, Dothan, Alabama." 

P.A. System 
(Continued from page 347) 

RFC -Hammarlund radio- frequency chokes, 
85 millihenries 

SI -Hart and Hegemann rotary switch 
S2- Rhodes "Mark-Time" switch 
Tl- Kenyon filament transformer, type 

KFT -66 -45 
T2- Kenyon power transformer, type KPT- 

45 
T3- Kenyon input transformer, type KL- 

845-2G 
T4- Kenyon output transformer, type KPP- 

845 
4 Leeds 50 -watt sockets 
4 Plug -in receptacles 
Panels, sub -panels, pyrex window, rack, etc. 

With the Experimenters 
(Continued from page 361) 

in 50 and 100 feet lengths in leather -covered 
reels. They can sometimes be purchased 
cheaply at second -hand stores. It takes 
just a few minutes to unreel one, or to reel 
it up. A snap hook can be soldered to the 
end of the tape, as shown. This makes it 
very easy to fasten the end of the tape line 
to an insulator, or to a small branch of a 
tree when no insulator is handy. An insu- 
lated wire about five feet long, with a test 
clip or storage battery clip soldered to the 
end, can be attached to the aerial binding 
post on the receiving set. Where the space 
is limited, just the right amount of the steel 
tape aerial should be reeled out, and the test 
clip attached to the receiving set clamped 
onto the tape where it comes out of the 
reel. 

GEORGE MARK, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Technical Review 
(Continued from page 359) 

25. Noise -Reducing Antenna System. A 

detailed description, with technical data, on 
the new Lynch antenna system which is 

effective in eliminating the great majority of 
electrical -noise interference on both broad- 
cast and short -wave reception. It is espe- 
cially suited for application on all -wave 
receivers which have heretofore given un- 
satisfactory results because of objectionable 
interference on the shorter waves. It can 
be applied to existing installation and offers 
a big field for profitable jobs for the service- 
man. Its use on amateur receivers makes 
possible more and better QSOs. 

26. The Basic Training A Serviceman 
Needs. This is an outline of a course of 
instruction used by the National Radio In- 
stitute to prepare the beginner or estab- 
lished serviceman to meet the rigorous de- 
mands of modern radio servicing. The out- 
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"Only $3 for 
all this ?" 

You'll be surprised, too, when you 
see how much luxury and conve- 
nience you can enjoy at the Hotel 
Lexington for as little as $3 a day. 
And here's another fact that'll make 

your expense account beam with 
gratitude -it costs only $1 a day more 
for two persons at the Lexington. 
A room which is $3 for one, for in- 
stance, is only $4 for two persons. 

HOTEL 
LeXINGTON 

Grand Central Zone,Le xington Ave. at 48th St. 

NEW YORK CITY 
CHARLES E. ROCH ESTER, Gen'1 Manager 

MAILING LISTS 
Pave the way to more sales with actual 
names and addresses of Live prospects. 
Get them from the original compilers 
of basic list information -up to date- 
accurate-guaranteed. 
Tell us about your business. We'll help 

you find the prospects. No ob. 
ligation for consultation service. 

fiktt 60 page Reference 

Gives counts and prices on 
8,000 lines of business. 

Shows you how to get special lists by ter- 
ritories and line of business. Auto lists of 
all kinds. 
Shows you how to use the mails to sell 
your products and services. Write today. 

R. L. POLK & CO. 
Polk Bldg.- Detroit, Mich. 

Branches in Principal Cities 
World's Largest City Directory Publishers 
Mailing List Compilers. Business Statis- 
tics. Producers of Direct Mail Advertising. 

Get Into the Toy Business 
As Our Manufacturer 

Earn Money casting our new 
hollow Toy Soldiers, Indians, 5c 
and 10e Automobiles, Ashtrays, 
etc., for a firm of many years 
standing. NO EXPERIENCE 
required as we furnish full in- 
structions with moulds and buy 
finished goods. A rare oppor- 
tunity for these times. so if you 
mean strictly business write at 
once for full details as CHRIST - 
MAS RUSH is Now Startint 

Metal Cast Products Co. Dept. Is 
1696 Boston Road New York 

line covers the fundamental subjects of 
radio and the special subjects of radio 
technique and procedure in understanding 
circuits, equipment and the location and 
elimination of all radio troubles. 

27. Wire Products and Antenna Supplies. 
A 4 -page folder giving complete specifications 
of a wide variety of bare and variously in- 
sulated, solid and stranded wires for aerials, 
coils and transformers. Descriptions of 
aerial supplies, antenna kits, insulators, lead - 
in strips, lightning arrestors and ground 
clamps are also included. 

29. Practical Radio Engineering. A 28- 
page book which gives a detailed description 
of the home -study course in practical radio 
engineering offered by the Capitol Engineer- 
ing Institute. The course is divided into two 
main parts. The first part is intended to 
provide the student with the fundamental 
knowledge and training required to thor- 
oughly understand the second part which is 
an advanced course in radio engineering. 
The course prepares the student for actual 
radio engineering work in the industry. 
Stress is laid on the practical application of 
radio principles. 

Home Recording 
(Continued from page 337) 

As shown in Figure 3, two volume con- 
trols are used with the main amplifier, one 
at the input and one at the output. Both 
are potentiometers so modified that their 
adjustment does not greatly disturb the 
matching of impedances. 

Class B Amplifier 
(Continued from page 356) 

List of Parts 
(Power Amplifier Equipment) 

Cl, C4- Aerovox type PR -25, dry electro- 
lytic condenser, 10 mfd., 25 v. 

C2- Aerovox type PR -50, dry electrolytic 
condenser, 10 mfd., 50 v. 

C3, C5, C6- Dubilier Himike electrolytic fil- 
ter block, type PL -4456 

Fi 

F2 

F3 

4 

R2 

R3 

R4 

FI TO F4. 4000 0H M F5 T0 F12. 2500 OHM 
SPEAKER FIELDS(11 WATTS) SPEAKER FIELDS(5 WATTS) 
Rt TOR4.1000 OHM R5 TORS -1250 OHM RESISTORS 111 WATTS) RESISTORS (10 WATTS) 

,R.CA. PHOTOPHONE.JEnSCN OR JENSEN 09 OR SIMILAR 
SIMILAR 1000 05M SPEAKER 5500 OHM SPEAKER ICLDS. rictus. 

FIGURE 3 

C7, C8, C9- Dubilier Himike electrolytic 
filter block, type PL -4461, triple 8 mfd., 
500 v. 

C10- Aerovox type 481 tubular condenser, 
.02 mfd., 400 v. 

383 

Why 
Take Chances? 

REPLACE 
WITH GENUINE 

CENTRALA B 
FIXED 

RESISTORS 

CENTRALAB FIXED RE- 
SISTORS are Baptized with Fire 
in the making and will withstand 
a greater load than any other corn- 
position resistor of equal size. 

Packed in 
handy car- 
ton of 10. 
Your choice 
of resistance 
values. 

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

YOUR. PROFIT 
GUIDE 

Send for your copy of the 
New Radolek Profit Guide 
to -day! Hundreds of new 
items at lowest wholesale 
prices makes Radio Ser- 
vicing easier and more 

profitable. Dealers, Servicemen, Laboratory Heads .end \Ianufart avers send coupon below with your letterhead or business card for free copy. 

rHERADOLEKCOMPANY 
601 W. RANDOLPH ST. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
Phone MONROE 5434 

Send Me the New Radolek Profit Guide 

Name 

Address 

City State 
no you do service work? O Yes. No. 
Do you operate from Store. Shop or Hornet 

Store or Shop. Home. 
What Testing Equipment bare youf 

What Training Course or esperienerf 
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S HALLCROS S 
No. 651 

RADIO SET 
TESTER 

For 4 -, 5 -, 6- and 7 -prong tubes 
This new circuit makes it possible for the 
service man to construct a light weight and 
compact, up -to -date, radio -set tester for all 
tubes and radio sets in general use. It use; 
a special set of Shallcross Super Akra -Ohm 
Wire -Wound Resistors. 

Send 6c in stamps for Bulletin 161 -D con- 
taining wiring diagram, construction details, 
and operating chart. 

MAN 
Sha tress NikemMpaq 

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES 

v\ ealirtyeale. va./i 
MORE CAPACITY 

AT LESS COST 
Latest research by oldest 
condenser manufacturer is 
reflected in present line of 

DUBILIER 

ELECTROLYTICS 

Available in all types - 
round and square metal cans, 
cardboard containers, tubu- 
lar paper wrappings, high - 
voltage, low -voltage, tapped 

units, etc. Positively guaranteed for quick- 
est reforming time, lowest leakage, high- 
est working voltage, longest life. And 
they cost less I 

Write for literature on Dubilier Elec- 
trolytics as well as all other 

types of condensers. 

DUBILIER CONDENSER CORPORATION 
4377 Bronx Blvd. New York C'ty 

HERE'S a Compact AERIAL 

EL IAt MATES THE AER /A 
.71.1, NE,' Mb. oar, 

Thousands of set owners are Improving 

Rejects 
amazing 

static and noise: purifies tone. 
Used with or without ordinary aerial. 
Four Inches long, can be Installed to two 
minutes. Send 51.00 for ARIALATOR 
prepaid or pay postman 51.00 plus 
postage. Five day trial money back 
guarantee if not satisfied. 

L. M. CLARK COMPANY 
Dept. 09, P. 0. Box 900 Toledo, Ohio 
(Jobbers, Dealers, Agents. ?e5 I for prniit detail? 1 

Chl -Coast to Coast type 6767 filter choke, 
10 henries, 200 ma., 100 ohms 

Ch2, Ch3 -Coast to Coast type 6167 filter 
chokes, 30 henries, 50 ma , 500 ohms 

F- "Littlefuse" 2 amp. fuse with insulated 
mounting 

R1-Lynch type LF-4 metallized resistor, 
5000 ohms, 1 watt 

R2 -Lynch type LF-4% metallized resistor, 
100 ohms, % watt 

R3 -Lynch type LF -4 
21,000 ohms, 1 watt 

R4 .Lynch type LF -4 
60,000 ohms, 1 watt 

R5 -Lynch type LF -4 
500,000 ohms, 1 watt 

R6 -Lynch type LF -4 
2700 ohms, 1 watt 

R7 -Lynch type LF -4 
25,000 ohms, 1 watt 

R8 -Lynch type LF -4 
1500 ohms, 1 watt 

R9 -Lynch type LF -4 
250,000 ohms, 1 watt 

R10 -Lynch type LR -4 metallized resistor, 
4000 ohms, 2 watts 

R11- Electrad type R1 -203 potentiometer, 
500,000 ohms 

R12- Yaxley type 830 -C center -tapped re- 
sistor, 30 ohms 

SI-Hart & Hegeman s.p.d.t. toggle switch 
S2 -Hart & Hegeman s.p.d.t. toggle switch 
S3 -Coast to Coast type 6364 -A dp.s.t. push- 

button switch 
Tl -Coast to Coast type 6151, 3 -to -1 ratio 

audio -frequency transformer 
T2 -Coast to Coast type 7011 push -pull 46 

Class B input transformer 
T3 -Coast to Coast type 7014 -B push -pull 

46 Class B output transformer 
T4 -Coast to Coast type 8001 Class B 

power transformer 
TC -Coast to Coast type 6525 multiple con- 

denser tone control 
VT1, VT2, VT3, VT4, VT5 -Coast to Coast 

type 6189 -A, 5 -prong tube sockets 
VT6 -Coast to Coast type 6188 -A, 4 -prong 

tube socket 
W1 to W7-7 Eby binding posts, plain 
W8, W9-Eby twin jacks 
W10-Eby triple binding post mounting 
1 Coast to Coast type 5767 crystalline -finish 

metal chassis with 4 shield cans and base 
plate, drilled ready for use 

1 Bakelite strip for mounting binding posts, 
7/ inches by i/ inches by / inch 

Miscellaneous wire and hardware, to include 
8 multi -pigtail resistor mounting brackets. 

metallized resistor, 

metallized resistor, 

metallized resistor, 

metallized resistor, 

metallized resistor, 

metallized resistor, 

metallized resistor, 

DECEMBER, 1932 
Technical Information Coupon 
RADIO NEWS Laboratory 
222 W. 39th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 
Kindly supply me with complete 

information on the attached ques- 
tion: 

I am a regular subscriber to 
RADIO NEWS, and I understand 
this information will be sent me 
free of charge. 

(] I am not yet a subscriber to 
RADIO NEWS. 

I wish to become a subscriber 
to RADIO NEWS, and enclose $2.50 
to receive the magazine regularly 
for one year, and to receive this 
valuable technical information 
service free of charge. 

Name 

Address 

WHICH CONTROLS YOU? 
Science says that the chemical elements compos- 

ing a man's body may be bought for sixty cents at 
,a pharmacy shop. But the real part of you is the 
infinite, creative power within -it makes YOU a 
living, vital being. 

By the proper use of this creative, sleeping force 
within you, you can DOMINATE YOUR LIFE 
and MASTER THE CONDITIONS WHICH. 
SURROUND YOU. The Rosicrucians have shown 
thousands of thinking men and women how to use 
this infinite power. Learn to direct the inner 
processes of your mind. 

This Free Book Explains 
The Roscicrucians will send the SINCERE 

SEEKER a free copy of the new book, "The 
Wisdom of the Sages," which tells how you may 
become a student of these age -old truths. Address 
a letter (not a postcard of curiosity) to; 

Scribe B. 7. L. 

ROSI(RU(IAN BROTHERHOOD AMRC 
SAN JOSE: CALIFORNIA 
Just a reminder -The Rosicruclan' 
Brotherhood is NON- RELIGIOUS 

Perpetual Test Adapter 
MODERNIZES YOUR TEST EQUIPMENT 

NEW FEATURE 
TAKES THE PLACE OF 

TWE NTY-E IGHTr ADAPTERS 
and 
FIVE, SIX and SEVEN prong 

-',. tubes developed in the futura 
Fit. all standard ana ustom- 
built see analysers and tube 

(affila n w 
Permits the 

nt tube, i ludin,the 
types 29, 33, 34, 39, 41, 42. 
43, 44, 46, 47, 51, 55 (diode). 
56, 57, 55, 64, 65, 67, 69, (both 
plates nf 80, 82, 8.4), 85, 89. 
Wunderlieh, 91 (triple-twin). 
93, and 95. 

Dealers and NET &/S 7SPost -MONEY BACK 
Servicemen PRICE i ' aid GUARANTEE 

Send no money. Pay the postman. 
FREENeM 

hnrta d socket In_ Data supplied by cowl 
e,,", 

send as stamp for our 1.93$ G,, rat batalo I tr,men era fie ru<- 

POSTAL RADIO 
133-137 Liberty St., New York, N. Y. 

MASTER MIKE 
NEW 1933 Model, 
Complete with Mike Postpaid 
Ring and Handle 
Reproduces your own voice 
through your radio. Fools 
your friends. A million 
dollars worth of fun. Easy 
to connect. Fits any radio. 
A real microphone -not a 
toy. Mailed postpaid, only 
$1. Send today. 

MASTER MIKE CO.. 
4612 Grand River 

Detroit, Mich. 

BE "IN TILE 
KNOW" ON 

RADIO 

New things are hap. 
pening in radio! De. 
velopmentel Improve. 
mental Keep up tc 
date, at RCA Resident 
Schools to New York 
or Chicago. Illus. 
trated book Irte. 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
Dept. RN -121 

75 Yarick Street New York 

TRICKS WITH ELECTRICITY 

ííI1T .1.120=t) 
Make electric lights obey voice, make things spin, 
jump. kick, run, vibrate, buzz, shoot, shock, flash, 
mystify -all by electricity. Make window novelties 
floating rings, spirit rapping, all kinds amusing and 
practical devices. Book tells how to do 200 stunts with 
110 volts A. C. Postpaid $1.00. 
CUTTING & SONS, 122 -B St., Campbell, Caliti 
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THIS BIG CASH SAVING OFFER 
BRINGS YOU THIS VALUABLE BOOK - -- FREE 

RADIO 

EXPERIMENTERS 
HAND BOOK 

PUBLISHrD 
RADIO NEN S 

LABORATORY 
METHODS AND 
EXPERIMENTS 

WITH 

RADIO NEWS 
EVERY radio man experimenter, ser- 

viceman, laboratory technician, en- 
gineer, professionals and amateurs alike, 
will want this book. You will want to 
have it on your work bench at all times. 
It contains a vast fund of radio information 
in one compact pocket -size reference 
volume, embracing Radio Design, Elec- 
trical Measurements and Measuring 
Equipment, Laboratory Hints and Kinks, 
Television Information, Photo Electric 
Cell Principles and Applications, Short- 
wave Design, New Hook -Ups, Charts, 
Tables, and Diagrams. 

The entire book is carefully written in clear 
understandable language that any radio 
enthusiast can digest readily. It is pro- 
fusely illustrated with accurate diagrams, 
charts, curves, sketches and photographs. 
Prepared in convenient pocket reference 
size, it fits easily into the kit bag, and its 
stout Red Bristol binding will withstand 
the usage of the work bench. 
For a limited time, Radio News is of- 
fering this book absolutely FREE with 
a subscription for eleven issues, for $2. 

T111ì I III YI /\ ß.1,N E 1 411 $.75 

Partial List of Contents 
There are chapters including valuable information on running an 
experimental laboratory, including laboratory procedure meth- 
ods, hints, shop kinks, and hundreds of actual experiments. Other 
chapters contain information on photo -electric principles, operating 

data and usage, including technical data on various types of photo -electric tubes, relays 
and associated apparatus. 

TELEVISION Television is discussed from the developmental and design stand- 
point including charts and formulas for laying out optical systems, 

wide band amplifiers, and reproducing apparatus. 

ELECTRICAL This chapter contains profuse data and actual methods of pro - 
MEASUREMENTS cedure for measuring a.c., d.c., and r.f. voltage and current - 

the calculation of shunts and multipliers for measurement works 
-resistors needed for multipliers for various ranges, -a complete set tester and analyzer, 
using condensers as multipliers, -the use of and construction of thermo-couplers- 
the vacuum tube voltmeter -measuring small resistances,-the use of ohmmeters and 
the slide wire bridge,- measurements of inductance capacity - construction and usages 
of a micro -farad meters -ranges and series resistances on capacity measurements, - 
measurements of resistance of coils and condensers at radio frequencies - frequency 
measurements and meters, -the incremental methods-stroboscopic methods-measure- 
ment of tube characteristics, -bridge methods, -mutual conductance -the use of a 
mutual conductance meters -modulation meters and their uses -hum measurements 
and elimination; output meters. 

SHORT There are chapters on short -wave design and specific imformation 
WAVES regarding the short -wave field -invaluable help to the short -wave 

fan and enthusiast, including the latest transmitting and receiving 
applications and developments. 

RECEIVER Other sections deal with the elements of practical design in re- 
DESIGN ceivers and radio parts. Amongst the data in this section appears 

information on the design of resistors, design charts For conductance 
and capacity as well as resistors, frequency, etc,- design of condensers for special pur- 
poses- design of apparatus and curves on coils for different physical sizes and varying 
inductances, design of single layer coils,- formulas for design of inductances- design 
of transformers for power applications, -radio frequency transformer design -tube 

And that is not all -in addition to 
securing the book FREE, you save 75c 
on your subscription, as these eleven 
issues purchased on the newsstands would 
cost you $2.75. 

design and tube characteristicst -the triple -twin tuber- design data on all modern 
tubes;-complete tables of all tubes, both old and new for receiving, transmitting, 
oscillator, etc.,- elementary circuit designs -short wave superheterodyne problems/- 
automatic volume controls -voltage divider design -audio system design chartss-audio 
design with respect to tube output considerationsr- charts on tuned circuit design - 
beat frequency oscillator designs -oscillators designed for service works -relays de- 
signed for the experimenters- design and information on the grid glow tubes,- design 
and information on photo -electric and electronic devices using sound and visual methods 
of operation. 

NEW 
HOOK -UPS 

CHARTS 
DIAGRAMS 

r- 

New circuits and hook -ups are described, ranging through the 
whole field of radio, transmitting, receiving, and specialized circuits 
from all branches of the art. 
And there are numerous other chapters containing general informa- 
tion, charts and diagrams, as vital and important to the radio man, 
both professional and amateur, as those briefly mentioned here. 

RADIO NEWS, Dept. 12, 
222 W. 39th St , New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed is $2. Send me the - Experimenters' Hand Book" as soon as it is printed 
and enter my subscription at once for the next 11 issues of Radio News. If re- 
newal subscription check here ( ). 

Name 

Address . . 

City... State . . 

Canadian Price $2.50 Foreign Price $3.00 
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OH OHM 
Lts 

VALUE that 
TALKS 
TODAY,/ 

FIRST-AID 
Resistor KIT 

Furnished in two different types. Pocket size. Initial order en- 
titles purchaser to an Ohiohm Resistor Guide, an Ohm Dial for 
determining resistance values according to R.M.A. standards, 
and a supply of attractive service -labels to be placed on back 
of set after servicing- reminder advertising for the service man. 

Check Resistors for these Cardinal Points 
Accuracy -resistance value 

within 10`ïc tolerance. 
Permanency - value un- 

changed by age. 
Absence of noise. 
Low Heat Coefficient. 
Freedom from Capacity Effect. 

Unaffected by Humidity. 

Low Voltage Coefficient. 

Mechanical Strength - ability 
to withstand rough handling. 

s Appearance - straight wire 
leads, good paint finish, etc. 

Color Coded, Printed Values, Trade- Marked. 

WHEN YOU use OHIOHM Protect -O- Packed RESISTORS, you are assured that they pass the rigid test of all 

these points -and more! Nationally advertised, supported with profitable merchandising helps, beauti- 

fully packaged. Our booklet, "Sales Resistance Removed from the Resistor Market" tells the entire story. 

Ask for it. It's free. 

SPARK SUPPRESSOR SETS for eliminating Ignition Inter- 
ference on radios installed in Automobiles 
Sets are furnished for 4, 6 and 8 cylinder cars. Furnished complete 
with Condenser designed to withstand unusual conditions of temper- 
ature and vibration... also, necessary spark suppressors enclosed 

within glazed porcelain tube eliminating accumulation of dirt and 

made of special non -moisture absorbing material to prevent shorting. 

The life of an Ohiohm Suppressor is the life of the car. 

THE OHIO CARBON COMPANY 
12502 BEREA ROAD CLEVELAND, OHIO 

Ohiohms are mode in Canada by C. C. Meredith, Ltd., 639 Bay St., Toronto 

OH I O H M 
RESISTORS 

Something New 
fora NEW MARKET! 

a 

V 
a 

50c 
Item 

4E-BOX 
and REFRIGERATOR 

DEODORIZER 
Absorbs and destroys 
food odors. 
Prevents blending of 
flavors and tainted 
foods. 

Add this to your line- excep- 
tional profit... Write for facts. 

THE OHIO CARBON CO. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
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